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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an historical and literary analysis of the

principal work of the lape 16th century Ottoman historiographer

Mehmed ibn I-Iehmed el-Fenari, known as Ta 'llki-zade. The author
• • 7 •

held the post of gehnameci, or official court historiographer,
for a short period during the reigns of Kurad III and Ilehmed IIJ.

After an introductory survey of the development of Ottoman

historiography up to the early 16th century, the first section

of the thesis presents an account of the office of the gehnameci

through the careers and works of its five occupants (of whom

Ta 'llkl-zade was the fourth) during the period of its existence

c. lnt:;5 - 16QB, an attempt "being made to discover the reasons

leading to the establishment of the post and those contributing

to its demise within a mere fifty years. There follows a bio¬

graphy of Ta'liki-zade, drawn principally from information

contained in his six works, all of which exist only in manuscript,

four of them being campaign monographs, recording from first¬

hand observation the events of the eastern campaigns of 1534

and 1535, and the opening years of the Ottoman-Habsburg war in

Hungary in 1593-4 and 1596. The two remaining works belong to

the panegyric genre known as gema*il-name.

In this study, the gehname-i Humayun is analysed in respect

of both its literary and its historical value. In the latter

case it represents an eye-witness account by an intelligent

observer, reporting events from the standpoint of the Commander-

in-Chief's retinue in the nucleus of the Ottoman army. As a

literary work, it is an example of the elaborate Ottoman prose



of the period. The unique manuscript of 123 folios is given in

edited transcription with grammatical notes and an appraisal

of its literary style. Even among the highly regarded prose-

writers of this period, Ta'liki-zade stands out as an accomplished

and original writer, and his works deserve to be better known

in the liter ry history of the Ottomans.
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A BRIEF SURVEY OF OTTOMAN HISTORIOGRAPHY

PRIOR TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF

THE gEHNAMECILiK

The earliest historiographic account of -the nascent

Ottoman state survives from the beginning of the fifteenth

century. It was composed by the poet Ahmedi, not as an

independent history of 'Ogman and his descendants, but as

an extra chapter appended to his megnevi, the jskender-name.
Ahmedl had several times revised his work for different

patrons, and it was most probably whilst under the protection

of Siileyman, son of Bayezid I, that he wrote the section

dealing with the Ottomans. It is this account which is

generally regarded as the starting-point in a study of the

development of Ottoman historiography."*"
During the later years of the reign of Murad II, as the

dynasty recovered its former possessions in Anatolia and

consolidated its rule in the Balkans, and, more particularly,
V\<3u<J>

after Mehmed II's conquest of Constantinople in 1453 provided
A

an imperial capital, the Ottoman court developed an increas-

ingly rich artistic and literary life, in which historio¬

graphy played a significant role. Later sultans, in parti¬

cular Bayezid II and Hanuni SUleymSn, took an active interest

in the promotion of historical writing, personally commis¬

sioning several works. The post of gehnameci as established

1. V.L. Mdnage, "The Beginnings of Ottoman Historiography",
in Historians of the Middle East, ed. Bernard Lewis and
P.M. Holt (London 1962), 169-70, is of the opinion that
Ahmedi's chapter on the Ottomans was largely based on an
earlier prose chronicle which probably came down to the
middle of the reign of Bayezid I.
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by Stileyman in the later part of his reign was the first

of its kind in that it provided for a permanent, salaried

court historiographer. Although the post appears to have

lapsed in the reign of Ahmed I, after an existence of little

more than fifty years, it may be seen, in principle, as the

forerunner of the vak 'a-niivlslik. In 1699 ITa'Ima, the

first vak 'a-niivxs, began a systematic compilation of Ottoman

history from the year 1591, i.e. 1000 A.H. , an official

historical account which was carried on by his successors

in that post practically without interruption until the

collapse of the Empire.

With the histories written during the reign of Mehmed II

and, more especially, during that of his son Bayezld II,

which combined the diverse historical traditions then existing

into a more unified and comprehensive account, and, at the

same time, established high literary standards for the com¬

position of such historical works, it may be said that Ottoman
2

historiography reached its maturity.

The most fundamental type of historical record, the

simple calendar of events, or takvim, was one source utilized

either directly or through an intermediary by late fifteenth-

century historians. These were compiled annually by the

1. See below, p. 59.

2. This is fully discussed by V.L. Kdnage, A Survey of
the Early Ottoman Histories, with Studies on their
Textual Problems and their Sources (unpublished PhD
thesis, London 1961), and summarized in his article
"The Beginnings of Ottoman Historiography", op. cit.,
168-79.
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court astronomer, who copied the tahvim of the previous

year (adding one year to each date, as the system of

chronology was retrospective) and added to it the events

of the new year; these included not only records of battles

and agreements, of accessions and deaths of sultans etc.,

but also information on natural disasters, such as fires,

floods, earthquakes and plague, and astrological observations.

Five such takvlms remain from the mid-fifteenth century,

although it may be assumed from the information recorded

within that this type of calendar was first compiled some

years previously;"'" although by the time of Bayezld II they

had been superceded as primary sources by more sophisticated

historiography, later examples have been discovered which

indicate that such chronological compilations were made even
2

in the sixteenth century.

Side by side with the royal calendars there existed a

strong tradition of popular histories, anonymous chronicles
rz

known generally as the Tevarlfc-i Il-i *0§man. A number

of these survive which, although varying considerably in

content, all begin at about the same period and are held

to derive from one source.^ These Tevarlfc incorporate into

1. For the text of a 15th century Ottoman takvlm and its
relationship with earlier Islamic calendars, see Osman
Turan, istanbul'un fethinden once yazilmig tarihi takvimler
(Ankara 1954).

2. V.L. Manage, "The'Annals of Murad II'", BSOAS, vol. xxxix,
part 5 (1976), 570.

3. Apart from the works already cited, see also H. Inalcik,
"The Rise of Ottoman Historiography", in Historians of
the Middle East, op. cit. , 152-67. ~~~ ~

4. V.L. Mdnage, "The Beginnings of Ottoman Historiography",
op. cit., 171.
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the historical framework various tales taken from the

corpus of popular stories known as menakib-names. These

tales, some pure legend, others with a certain basis in

fact,•usually deal only with one hero, recounting his

marvellous exploits and praising his exemplary character.

A second type of account included in the Tevarlfe is the

£aza-name, the description of a single campaign, usually

depicting the valiant sultan victorious over his infidel

enemy; the most well-known example of this type of narration

is the fcazavat-i Sultan Murad, which tells of Murad II's

Varna campaign of 1444. Echoes of the popular accounts of

the menakib-name and feaza-name type can be found in the

literary historiographic tradition, gaza-names in particular still

being composed at the end of the eighteenth century."*"
The most notable of the popular histories is that of

'Agikpagazade, a collection of tevarifc and menakib written

mainly during the reign of Bayezld II, probably from notes

compiled over a number of years, and thus unlikely to be

influenced to any important degree by the Sultan's promotion

of historical writing, and displaying none of the literary

embellishments present in other contemporary works. His

history was one of the first to break away from the tradition

of universal histories culminating with a section devoted

1. Cf. A.S. levend, Gazavat-nameler (Ankara 1956). Four
of Ta 'llkl-zade's works, the Giircistan Seferi, the
Tebrlzlye. the Sehname-i Humayun and the Egri Fethi
Ta^rihi, in as much as the principal topic of each one
is a single campaign, may be held to belong to the
£aza-name tradition.
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to the Ottomans; it was based exclusively on the history

of the house of 'Ogman and was widely used as a source by

later historians. Its great value lies in the fact that

'Igikpagazade lived a very long, active life, participating
in campaigns and personally witnessing the development of

the state, so that he was able to provide a detailed

personal account for most of the fifteenth century, a

crucial period in the history of the Ottoman empire.

'Agikpagazade's history was the main source used by

Negri in his final volume of the Cihan-ntim5 dealing with
the Ottomans. Among other sources used for this work were

a takvim, and an anonymous chronicle composed early in the

reign of Bayezld II."1" Menage's thesis is that the diverse

historical accounts, calendars, chronicles and popular

histories, came together in this way during the period of

development under the aegis of Bayezld II. This corpus of

historical material remained the basis for all subsequent

histories, although these varied greatly in tone, language

and style, depending on the interests and level of education

of the authors and their audiences. Such literary styles

ranged from "the naive and credulous piety of the redactors

of the Anonymous Chronicles to the immense learning of the

future Sheikh ul-Islam KemSlpagazade; the models of some

writers were the popular vitae of heroes of the faith, of

others scholarly Universal Histories, of others the rhyming

1. Cf. V.L. Mdnage, Negri's History of the Ottomans
(London 1964). ™~ ~
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panegyrics of sultans, shShnSmes, which sought to emulate

Firdawsl, and of others again the vast Persian histories

of a single dynasty or ruler"."''
In the sphere of literary history, works relating

solely to the Ottoman dynasty, as distinct from universal

histories terminating with the Ottomans, also flourished in the

reign of BSyezId II, who actively encouraged their composition.

He was fortunate in being surrounded by a large number of

artists, poets and learned men, most of whom had been

attracted to Istanbul during the previous twenty-five years.

Mehmed II sought to be protector and promotor of knowledge

and literature as befitted a great sovereign, and in this

way to create a learned and artistic court in his capital

commensurate with the new-found grandeur of the sultanate.

During his reign — and also for at least a century following —

a more or less constant stream of men made its way to Istanbul

from the Timurid, and later the Shi'ite Safavid, and from

the Ttirkmen lands to the east, in particular at times of

severe political unrest in those areas. A few, such as the

astronomer 'All Kugfu, came at the personal invitation of

the Sultan, but the majority were those of inferior talents

attracted by the prospect of patronage and reward.

latlfl mentions the Sultan's great interest in poetry,

and above all his admiration of Cami, who nevertheless

refused Mehmed's invitation to settle in Istanbul; he also

1. V.L. Mdnage, PhD thesis, op. cit., vol. I, 31.
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says that the Sultan provided an income for thirty poets

at court:

"... Ve nazm-u-ing5ya dahi ol mertebede ra^betleri

ve ehline ol derecede hurmetleri varmig ki, diyar-i

Hindde gvace-i Cihana ve vilayet-i 'Acemde I-levlana

Camiye her sal bifi 'aded filuri irsal olmurmig.

Ve gu'aradan da^i otuz nefer ga'ir saliyanesin ve

'ulufesin yir imig. Ve kimi tevariljin nazm-u-inga

idtib, kimi kit 'a-vu-kasa'idle meda^ih dirler imig".1
However, despite this, only a relatively small proportion

of those aspirants arriving at Istanbul were able to secure

patronage; the remainder were forced to take up other occupa-
2

tions or to engage in trade in order to earn a living.

The influx of a large number of Persian speakers had

a profound effect upon the development of Ottoman literature.

Persian was already a fully-developed literary language,

and quickly became dominant at the Ottoman court. Whilst

competency in Persian became one of the chief requirements

of an educated man, Turkish was relegated to second place,

thus creating an insuperable barrier between the culture of the

Turkish populace and that of educated members of society.

The classical works of Persian literature were taken as

models both by immigrant Persian and by Turkish writers: the

1. Latifi, 62-3. 'Igik gelebi (2la) also remarks on the
provision of monthly salaries of 1,000 akges for those
without other means of earning a living,* saying that
it is innovation, "ihtira*".7 V

2. H. Sohrweide, "Dichter und Gelehrte aus dem Osten im
Osmanischen Reich (1453-1600): Ein Beitrag zur tftrkisch-
persischen Kulturgeschichte", Per Islam 46(1970), 278-9.
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gamse of Nizaml was greatly admired, so too the gehname

of Firdevsx; the histories of Juvaynl and VassSf were con¬

sidered the quintessence of historical literature. The

pre-eminence of the Persian language in poetry and "belles-

lettres was maintained for a least a century, imposing the

'arufe metres and conventional motifs upon poets of the time,

and the inga style of composition upon prose writers. The

language was considered especially suitable for the pane¬

gyric in praise of the Sultan; two early examples of gehname

writing by immigrant poets, Kagifl from Baku and Mu'ali from

Tus, were written in Persian. The first works composed by

the sixteenth-century gehnamecis were written, as a matter

of course, in Persian; towards the end of the century,

however, lokman composed works in both Persian and Turkish,

while his successor Ta'llki-zade wrote only in Turkish, as

commanded by Mehmed III:

"gehname-i htimayun Farslce soylenmeyub, soyleneni

takga-i feramug-hane-i nisyana komlub, zeban-i

Rum-i dil-pesend-i merum tizre soylenstin".^
Just as Mehmed III required history to be written in

the language of general currency in his empire, so too did

Bayezid II, one hundred years earlier, seek to utilize Turkish

as one aspect of his encouragement of historiography and to

place that language on a literary level equal to that of Persian.

Whereas the popular histories had been written chiefly to enter¬

tain when read aloud, the motive behind Bayezld's commissions

1. §ehname-i Humayun, 12b. (Sf



was undoubtedly propaganda, on behalf both of the Ottoman

state and of himself as sultan.^ Historians were encouraged

to emphasize the origins of the Ottomans as heirs of the

Selcuks of Rum, so legitimizing their claim to rule over

large areas of Anatolia, and again to bring out the &azl

aspect of their advances in the Balkans. At the same time,

Bayezld felt the need to defend himself and strengthen his

position as sultan; his struggle against Cem had brought

into the open deep divisions in society and had weakened

loyalty to the person of the sultan. Furthermore, the

spread of Safavid propaganda in Anatolia in the latter part

of Bayezid's reign was regarded as a serious threat to

Ottoman stability, since a considerable proportion of the

peasant population was suspected of sympathizing with the

§ah and his Turkmen followers. For such reasons, Bayezld II
was anxious for histories to be produced in Turkish, in order

to reach a wider audience.

nevertheless, the two major works written at Bayezid's

command were both intended as models of stylistic perfection,

elegant compositions designed to reflect the dignity of the

state and thereby impress foreign rulers, in particular those

of Iran and Kamluk Egypt. The Hegt Bihigt of idrls-i Bidllsl,
written in Persian, and the Tevarlh-i Al-i 'Ogman, in Turkish,

of Eemalpagazade were both products of the last years of

Bayezid's reign. idrls, who belonged to a family of 'ulema
in Bitlis and fled to Istanbul on the collapse of the Ak-

koyunlu state, was highly regarded as a mungl, and it was as

1. V.L. Manage, PhD thesis, op. cit., 31, 37.



a stylist, rather than as a historian, that Bayezld com¬

missioned him. The history he produced, written in the

style of Juvayni and Vassaf, is one of the most elaborate

examples of Persian inga to be found in Ottoman literature.

As a complement to this work, the theologian and poet

Kemalpagazade wrote his Tevarlfr in ornate Turkish prose,

in rhymed sec', adorned with ayets and passages of Persian

and Turkish verse, demonstrating that this language could

rival Persian in literary elegance. It is interesting to

note that, presumably because of the superior prestige of

the Persian language at that period, it was the Hegt Bihigt

which was the more highly-regarded work and proved the more

popular as a source for later historians; the Tevarih-i Al-i

'Ogman was largely ignored, systematic use of it being made

only in the nineteenth century by the historian Hayrullah

Efendi.

it- * * *

Sultan Stileyman was a great patron of poetry, art and

literature, as well as being a most successful and magnificent

sovereign whose personality and achievements provided excellent

1. ibn KemSl, Tevari^-i Al-i 'Ogman : VI Defter, ed. §. Turan
(Ankara 1957), XCI-XCIV. V.L. Kdnage PhD thesis,
op. cit.. 267-73, nevertheless considers Kemalpagazade1s
work to be outstanding in comparison to that of his con¬
temporaries and successors because of his scholarly,
almost "scientific" approach — placing events in their
logical sequence, dealing with each according to its
importance, and including few irrelevant digressions.
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material for literary works. At the beginning of his

reign, however, certain historians, prompted by the new

ruler, turned their attention to the previous sultan,

Selim I, who, although victor over £>ah Ism§'Il and conqueror

of Syria, Egypt and the holy cities of Mecca and Medina,

had left behind him a reputation for cruelty and ruthless-

ness which was considered damaging to the sultanate. The

historical works known generally as Selim-names were each

an attempt to present a more favourable picture of Selim I

by careful treatment of certain aspects of his life and

reign, and to exonerate him from the severities which had

earned him the nickname "Yavuz"."^ These histories were so

successful in influencing their readers that by the time

gVoca Sa'deddin Efendi compiled his section on Sellm I in
the Tacu 't-Tevarlh, the Sultan had become widely accepted

2
as an heroic figure.

The Selim-names may be considered to form part of the

jehname genre in Ottoman historiography. Works of this type

may be found early in the reign of Mehmed II; the primary

purpose was "to glorify in a high literary form the exploits

of the reigning Sultan, but occasionally shahname writers

composed also general histories of the Ottoman house. For

1. Ahmed Ugur, The Reign of Sultan Selim in the light of the
Selim-name literature (unpublished PhD thesis, Edinburgh,
1973), discusses eight works of this type written early
in the reign of Shleyman, including those by idris-i
Bidlisi, Ishak Qelebi, and in particular that of
Kemalpa^aza&el The later accounts of Q^oca Sa'deddin
Efendi and 'All are also surveyed.

2. Ahmed Ugur, op. cit., 18-19* During this period yavuz
lost its original meaning of "bad, evil", and came to
signify instead "stern, severe".
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their owr time they produced generally original works based

on first-hand information"."1" Two early sehnames were Kagifi's
6-aza-name-i Rum, praising the career of Mehmed II before he

ascended the throne for the second time in 1451, and Mu'all's

gunkarname, a similar history wider in scope, including a section
2

on the campaign against Uzun Hasan in 1473* Both authors

composed their works shortly after arriving in Istanbul from

Persian-speaking lands; although these works contain a

considerable amount of historical information, they were

obviously designed primarily as panegyrics in praise of

Mehmed II, whose favour and patronage were thereby sought.

The model for such works was the gahname of Firdevsi, which
was greatly admired throughout the Ottoman Empire at all

levels of society; during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries many copies of it were commissioned, often provided

with beautiful miniatures by leading artists. It was by

emulation of Firdevsl's classic, employing the megnevi form

and the mutekarib metre, introducing metaphors derived from

the Sahname, that Ottoman writers hoped to utilize the general

popularity of the original Persian work, thus to flatter the

Sultan by associating him with valiant heroes the like of

Feridun and Rustem.

The collection of Sellm-names, in seeking to exculpate

Selim I and, fiirther, to elevate and glorify him, may be

considered to belong to the gehname tradition. The very

1. H. inalcik, op. cit., 163*

2. Cf. R. Anhegger, "Mu'ali'nin Hunkarnamesi". TD c. 1, s. 1
(1949), 145-66, where this work is described-as "bir
kahramanlik destani" (p. 149).



success with which they achieved their aim may have been

one of the principal factors which induced StileymSn to create

the official post of gehnameci some years later. As mentioned

above, Bayezid II sought to use historiography to enhance

the prestige of the sultanate and his own position as sultan.

Although in retrospect his grandson Suleyman appears to be

the epitome of the all-powerful Ottoman padigah, yet he, too,

may have turned to gehname literature as a form of personal

reassurement with regard to his leadership and direction of

the empire.

In the latter part of his reign, Suleyman was unable to

achieve impressive victories worthy of comparison with the

conquest of Hungary or that of Irak in the 1520s and 1530s.

However, the fact that he continued to lead campaigns until

his death at Sigetvar in 1566 suggests that he was fully aware

of the necessity to retain personal command of the army and

through it to control and direct the energies of the state.

In the last fifteen or twenty years of his reign, the ageing

Sultan was faced with tension and intrigue in palace circles

centred around members of his own family. This ultimately

resulted in the deaths of the gehzades Mustafa and Bayezid,
two of his most capable sons, who were becoming focal points

for ambitious elements in the state and were obviously potential
to

rivals with their father for the sultanate. With the example

of Bayezid II's enforced abdication before him, Suleyman no

doubt felt the insecurity of his own position. The develop¬

ment of the gehnamecilik in the 1550s may thus be seen in the

light of his desire to boost not only his own prestige as
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sultan, but also his own morale.

* * * *

Whilst this study is principally concerned with a

literary and historical analysis of the history written

by the gehnameci Ta'likl-zade, it must be recognized that

such works stand aside from the main stream of Ottoman

historiography. Nevertheless, despite the apparent tenden-

tiousness of gehname literature and its relative unreliability
as a source of historical information, it would be wrong to

disregard these works for such reasons. They provide us with

examples of a particular historical viewpoint pertinent to

the period in which they were produced, indicating a certain

conception of history then prevailing. While it is undeniably

true that works such as the histories of SelanikI and pegevl

retain more value as a documentation of events, one can

perhaps glimpse more of the general spirit of the age from

the unconcealed self-congratulation of the gehnames.

The works which have come down to the present as the

major historical references are not, however, those compiled

by these early court historiographers, which remain compara¬

tively few; rather, they are the productions of individuals

of diverse outlook and training who wrote for a variety of

reasons, principal amongst these being personal satisfaction

and career advancement. Some of these histories, generally

those written in the hope of attracting patronage and reward,

also aspire to the inga style of the bombastic court historio¬

graphy. The majority, however, are less ornate, more purely

factual and informative, and directed towards a wider audience.
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Although many historical writers composed their works

under a poetic mahlas, they were primarily neither historians

nor poets, and did not rely on their writing to earn a living.

Many were employed in one of the government departments,

often as a katib in the imperial divan, or as a defterdSr

in the central or provincial bureaucracies; alternatively,

they may have held various posts in the imperial household

or in the retinues of pagas or vezlrs. Both 'All and PegevI

held posts in the Ottoman chancery and themselves served

as provincial defterdSrs; in addition, they participated

personally in several of the campaigns of which they wrote.

Similarly, Hasan Begzade spent several years serving as
/

tegklreci to successive serdars during the Hungarian war of

1593-1606, and afterwards took up a post as defterdar. The

works of these authors are valued for their detailed and

personal accounts of contemporary history.

Another sixteenth-century historian, Selaniki, presented

a different view of events; he held a number of minor posts

varying from pay-master to the troops on the Persian front,

to acting as host and chaperone to the visiting gan of Gilan
in 1591- Since he spent most of his life in Istanbul and

was able to observe the life of the city at close quarters,

his history takes the form of a diary, recording daily

affairs in the capital and noting events on the frontiers

as news of them was received."1"

1. Cf. M. ipgirli, Mustafa Selaniki's History of the Ottomans
(unpublished PhD thesis, Edinburgh 1976).
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Prominent members of the 'ulemS, such as the geyhti

'1-islam gvoca Sa'deddin Efendi, found the occasion to

present their ovm historical viewpoint; the ta'rlh of

Munnecim-bagi, composed in the last quarter of the seven¬

teenth century originally in Arabic, was regarded as an

important source by later writers as well as by contemporaries,

and was translated into Turkish within thirty years of com¬

pletion. Similarly, histories were written by high govern¬

ment officials — the niganci Celal-zade in particular being

noted for his historical works.

The authors mentioned above are known for their general

histories of the Ottoman dynasty, i.e. works beginning with

an introduction, often quite brief, on pre-Ottoman Muslim

dynasties, but devoted primarily to the history of the house

of 'Ogman, depending for the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

on works such as those of 'Agikpagazade, Negri and idris-i

Bidllsl, and then incorporating more personal information

and eye-witness accounts as they approached their own day.

Such works reviewing the overall development of the state are

one feature of historical writing in the Ottoman Empire.

Another is the ^aza-name tradition. Monograph accounts of a

single campaign (or a small group of related campaigns) were

generally written by those who had participated personally

in them, usually in an official capacity or in the retinue

of the serdar. These accounts generally present a detailed

personal view of events in the manner of that given in the

Gtircistan Seferi by Ta'llki-zade, who took part in the campaign

of 1584 as one of the katibs in the service of Ferhad Paga.
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A number of these £aza-names, written under a poetic mahlas,

are in verse throughout, such as the geca'at-name of Asafi,

dealing with the final campaigns of Ozdemir-o£li 'Ogman Paga,

or the Zafer-name of Nedim, describing the Austrian campaign

of 1694.

These campaign monographs serve to illustrate in greater

detail events which fall into the natural sequence of a

general history. The latter, designed to convey information

and to present it in an orderly manner, rather than to

impress by literary elegance, are the basic accounts for

the history of the Ottoman Empire during the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries.



THE gEHKAMECILIK

gehnameci is the term most frequently used "by Ottoman

writers to designate the sixteenth-century court historio¬

grapher. Three variant forms are found, each compounded

of the word gehname and a Persian suffix: gehname-guy,

gehname-nfivis and gehname-hvan. Whereas 'Ahdl employs

neither the term gehnameci nor any of its alternatives, the
first of these variants is the only one used "by 'Agik gelebi,

who introduces his biography of 'Arif thus: " gehname-guyltikle

ma'ruf". Kmali-zade and 'All use both the terms gehnameci

and gehname-guy, whilst Selaniki, although twice using the
term gehname-hvan, generally prefers gehnameci, thus indicating
that it was becoming accepted as the usual designation.

Ta'liki-zade uses both gehnameci and gehname-guy, but over all

shows a preference for the former. The term gehname-nilvls
is found in comparatively modern works, formed probably by

analogy with the more well-known vak'a-nuvis.

gehname-hvan is the term preferred by Pakalm for his

principal entry dealing with the gehnamecis,1 following the

lead of the nineteenth-century vak'a-nuvis Lutfi Efendi.
— V

However, gehname-h an was also the name used for the specific

group of people who earned a living giving public recitations
*

from the gahname of Firdevsi. A long tradition of public

raconteurs can be traced in the Muslim world from the days

1. M.Z. Pakalm, Tarih Deyimleri ve Terimleri Sozlugu III
(Istanbul 1954), 318-19.
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of the cahillye, providing amusement and entertainment both

at court and in the market-place, for educated elite and

illiterate poor alike. In pre-Ottoman Turkey, epic tales

of the folk heroes of the Oguz tribes of Central Asia became

intermingled with Arabic and Islamic stories; one group of

raconteurs, known as meddah, were differentiated by their

specialization in stories of the Prophet, 'All and other

early Muslim heroes. By the beginning of the fifteenth

century, more tales were being translated and incorporated

from the Persian, in particular the gahname of Pirdevsl.

Its popularity led to the designation of a specialist group

of story-tellers, the gehname-hVans,^ who had memorized word
for word large portions of the text. At the entertainment

level, gehname-hvans, some of whom, such as Mehdi (d, 1630),
were recognised poets in their own right, were found at the

Ottoman court even at the end of the seventeenth century.

Thus the general usage of the term gehname-hVan is to describe
the public raconteur of Firdevsi's epic, not the early court

historiographer.

As the fifteenth century progressed, Ottoman court

literature, heavily influenced by Persian classical works,

began to diverge widely from the popular tradition. Persian

verse in the 'aru£ metres, lavish panegyric and ornate inga

composition contributed to the formation of a literature for

the educated elite, inaccessible to the illiterate masses.

1. For further discussion of the meddah and the gehname-hVan
in the Ottoman Empire, see P. Eoprtllu, Edebiyat Aragtxrmalan
(Ankara 1966), Chapter XI, Meddah, 361-412.



However, one link between popular and court literature is

seen in Firdevsi's gahname, which, as already pointed out,

was recited for the entertainment of all levels of society.

As a literary medium, however, works with the name and style

of this gahname were considered the most suitable vehicles

for panegyric of the Sultan. In this may be seen a positive

attempt to associate the Sultan with the Iranian heroes and

with the general prestige of the epic.

The existence of a §ehn§me genre of historical writing
from the time of Kehmed II has been pointed out in the

previous section. The (3-azaname- i Rum of Kagifl and the

Hunkamame of Mu'alT may both be regarded in this light, as

may the Fethname of Eivami and the ^ehnarae of Kahremi, both

of which were presented to Bayezid II. The Turkish poet

{pehdl is described by Necib 1Asim as the chief forerunner of
the gehnamecis.^ He was a native of Anatolia, an accomplished

2
poet and a person of some consequence, "ztimre-i ximenadan".

According to 'Sgik felebi, he was able to overcome the fact
that he was Turkish in a court dominated by Fersians and their

1. Neclb 'Asim, 'Ogmanli Ta^ih-nuvlsleri ve Ktiverrihleri :
Sehnamecller. in TOSM, vol. I, nos. 1-12 (Istanbul 1911 ) ,
425-35. Ahmed Refik, 'Alimler ve Sanatkarlar (Istanbul 1924),
82, believes the post of ^ehnameci to have been established
by Mehmed II. It is, however, almost certain that the
institution of the sehnameciiik occurred only with the
appointment of 'Arif.

2. 'Asik gelebi, 253a-b. Similar notices are given by Sehi
and Ehnali-zade. F. Babinger, Mehmed le Conqudrant et son
Temps (Paris 1964), 566, gives a slightly different account:
he represents £ehdl as a rich contemporary of Kehmed II
from Kastamonu, unknown until he arrived at court to present
to the Sultan rich gifts he had brought from Iran; his
perfect knowledge of Arabic and Persian gained him entry
to literary circles, where "il entreprit done de louer
dans le style de Ferdousi les hauts faits du Sultan son
protecteur".



language: "Egerge Rumidftr, emma lu£at-i Farsiyeyi asli ile

bilmegin makbul-i erbab-i kemal itmigdtir [sic!]". At the

behest of the Sultan he undertook the writing of a history

of the Ottoman dynasty in the gehname metre, but died having

completed only 4000 beyts. This work is not known to be

extant, examples of his poetry being represented by a handful

of beyts, principally Persian, found in the tegklres.

The number of official gehnamecis is considered to be
2

five: 'Arif, Eflatun, Lokman, Ta'llki-zade and Hasan Hfikmi.

They held the post in succession for a period of about fifty

years, from the mid-l550s to early in the reign of Ahmed I,

when the gehnamecilik appears to have lapsed. The biographies

of the gehnamecis which follow serve to indicate the develop-
3

ment and character of their office.

'Arif

Fethullah pelebi, known generally by his mahlas 'Arif
(or 'Arifi) is the most well-documented of the gehnamecis.
The principal source for his biography is 'Agik Jelebi, who
was both a contemporary and a friend; 'Ahdi's notice is, by

comparison, brief, whilst that of Khnali-zade may be regarded

1. 'Agik Celebi, 253a. Sehl, Hegt Bihigt (Istanbul 1325), 67,
gives the figure as 10,000 beyts.

2. Cf. Necib 'Isim, 425-35 and 493-9.

3. Ta 'likl-zade's biography is treated more fully in a
separate section.



as supplementary.

'Arif's father Dervig gelebi was an expert calligrapher

and proficient in the composition of inga prose; Persian

hy birth, he served in the household of gah Tahmasb's
2

brother Elkas Mirza, governor of girvan, as nigSnci. At

some point in his life, presumably while he was still a young

man completing his education, Dervig gelebi had travelled
to Egypt, and met the celebrated geyh of the Halveti order,

1. 'Agxk gelebi, I65a-66b, 'Arif; 'Ahdi, I21b-22b, 'ArifI;
Emali-zade. 170b-71a, 'Irif. Ahmed Tevhid, 107, quoting
i"rom Lokman1 s Hunemame. gives his predecessor's full
name thus: "'Arif mahlas gehname-guy Fethullah ibn Eatib
Dervlg-i girazi", but provides no further information
about him. A short notice in gN Zeyl, 31, el-Molla
Fethullah, appears to be taken mainly from 'Agik Celebi.
'All, Eunhu '1-Ahbar, 604a, allocates only five'lines
to 'Arif, but agrees that he was a fine poet, composing
better Persian verse than any of his contemporaries.
'0M III, 116, Fethullah 'Arif Efendi, provides a very
brief biography and lists seven works attributed to 'Irif,
including the gehname and the Sefername; those works which
are purely poetical and without historical interest are
not discussed in this study.

2. 'Agik gelebi, 165a. Cf. von Hammer, G-eschichte der
Osmanischen Dichtkunst II (Pest 1836), 464, who interprets
'Agik gelebi's (possibly ambiguous) entry differently, taking
'Aril himself to have been Elkas Mlrza's niganci, instead
of Dervig felebi. Also, Babinger, GOW, 87, taking his
information from a brief entry on 'Arif in the Sicill-i
'Ogmani IV, 8, says that the poet acted for a short time
"als sahnamegi in Dienstein des Prinzen Elkass Mirza".
The sixteenth-century sources used here do not specifically
mention 'Arif as having been in the service of Elkas
Mirza (although it is quite probable that he was); ihey
merely give the post held by his father Dervig gelebi.

3. Emali-zade. 170b, reads as though Dervig Celebi accompanied
Slkas Mirza on his flight to Istanbul in 954/1547, and
then visited Egypt and married the geyh's daughter. If
this were so, then 'Arif could have been no more than
15 years of age when he died in 969/1561-21



geyh Ibrahim Gtilgenl,"1" whose daughter he subsequently married.

'JLrif, the child of this marriage, spent part of his childhood

in Egypt, before returning to Iran with his father, and

became his grandfather's favourite:

M?eyfe Ibrahlmufi neblresi ve nefs o£li olma£la,
nefsl oglmdan ahabb varig-i mahabbet-i keglresi

idi".2

His relationship to the geyh is mentioned by all the biographers,

to whom it was obviously a fact of some importance.

In none of these accounts are we told how or when '£rif

came to Istanbul; it seems probable that both he and his

father were in the service of Elkas Mlrza and that he arrived
• •

in the Ottoman Empire with the latter in 954/1547. He quickly

became acquainted with the learned and literary men of the

day and established himself as an equal amongst them:
v\ -U

"Rumda nugu-vu-nema bulmig. Akvamda Fethullah

felebi dimekle mevsuf ve kemal-i ma'rifetle ma'ruf;

el-hakk, ol 'arif-i devr-i zaman ve ka§sif-i esrar-i

tehan, 'ilm-i hey'at-u-hendesde bl-migl-H-hem-ta,

eda-yi sujianda 'arif-i mtlgkil-guga ... "

In the usual manner of a poet seeking to call attention to

1* ?eyfe Ibrahim (d. 940/1533-4) was himself an accomplished
poet in both Persian and Turkish. He was also one of
the many learned men admired by the Ottoman sultans and
invited to their capital; he arrived in Istanbul in
935/1528-9. Of. geyl, 67-8.

2. 'flgik ffelebi, 165a.

3. 'Ahdl, 121b



his poetical talent, he composed nazires to poems by other

well-known poets (amongst whom 'Agik pelebi names Hakani,

whilst 'Ahdi mentions a HamBe composed by 'Arif in the

style of that of Nizami):

"Bir derecede ki zurefa-yi mutekaddimtlfi ve

mtite 'aljhirtift musanna '-u-mtiheyya kasa'idine nazireler

diyiib, enva'-i iltizam-i ma-la-yelzem kilmigdur,

ki 'akl-i hurdedan mutala'asmda hayran kalur"."'"
No specific date is given for 'Arif's appointment as

gehnameci, nor is mention made of a ferman of appointment

similar to that recorded by 'Ahdi in the case of 'Arif's

successor Eflatun. Neither 'Agik Qelebi nor 'Ahdi use the

term gehnaineci in the designation of a particular person

in the way that Kinali-zade, whose tegklre was completed

twenty years later in 994/1536, employs it; 'Agik felebi

prefers the Persian equivalent, gehname-guy. The existence

of a tradition of gehname writing from the reign of Mehmed II

has already been established. It would appear from 'Agik

yelebi's account that the post of gehnameci developed

gradually as a result of 'Arif's work on the history com¬

missioned by Stileyman:

"Ba'Si eg'ar-u-kasa'idi ve resa'il-ii-cera^idi* • •

manzur-i enzar-i Padigah-i bl-nazlr ve sikke-i

hiisn-i kabulleri-yle suret-peglr oldukda, ibtida'en

yigirmi beg akge 'ulufe olub, hane-i amali dest-i

nevazig-i padigahl ile ma'mur oldi. Ve kendi

1. 'Ahdi, 121b.



£>ehname bahrinde nazm-i tevarih-i £l-i 'Osman
ile me'mur oldi. Euweti bazuya ve [zih-i]
keman-i sa'yi gug-i arzuya getftriib; ibtida-i
zuhur-i 'Ogmaniyandan miibageret idtib; didtigini

ceste-ceste, belki deste-deste gul gibi nigar-i

meclis-i gahi itdukde, hakkmda i'tikad-i padigahi
ziyade oldi, ve islah-1 eltaf-i padigahi ile furu£-i

gem'-i gi'ri feiyada oldi. Nazmina husn-i kabulle

telakki buyurdilar. Ve muttasil silalarma vasil

ve ca*izelerine fa'ife olub, 'ulufesine dahi terakki

eylediler. Eitab yigirmi otuz bifr beyt oldukda,

katibler ve nakkaglar ta'yin itdiler; ve bagka kar-

haneler bina idiib, vaza^if-ii-revatib tebyin itdiler.

'Ulufesi tedricle yetmig oldi, ve yaninca nice

bahgig-ii-bahgayig oldi. Itmam-i kitabet idtib, rikab-i

padigaha ithaf eyledi. Her kirn gordiyse insaf eyledi".^
It would appear, therefore, that 'Arif's career w^s at first

similar to that of many other poets at the Ottoman court.

By presenting various examples of his poetry to Stileyman

he succeeded in gaining the Sultan's favour; for this he

was rewarded with a daily stipend of 25 akges. He was then

commissioned to write a history of the Ottoman dynasty in
2

the gehname metre. As his work progressed, the satisfaction

of the Sultan increased; 'Arif's salary was steadily raised

1. 'Agik gelebi, 165a-b. 'Ahdi, 121b, gives a very brief
notice: "Padigah-i cihanuh sa'adetle taht-i kayasira
cuius itdugi zamandan ve tevarih-i Al-i 'Osman yttz bifi
beyt ^ahname dimigdtir".

2. 'Arif was probably only one of a number of poets commissioned
to write a gehname at this time. The nakgbendl geyh and poet
Gubarl recieved a similar injunction from Suleyman in 1551;
cf. i. Parmaksizoglu, "Abdurrahman Gubari'nin hayati ve
eserleri", TD c. 1, s. 1-2 (1949-50), 349, 354.
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until it reached 70 akges per day,"'' and he was on several

occasions rewarded with special gifts. When 20,000 or

50,000 beyts of the gehname had been written, Stileyman
ordered the appointment of a group of calligraphers and

painters to copy and illustrate the work; they were housed

in a separate building specially constructed for the project.

Thus, it was in recognition of 'Arif's achievement that a

special department was created for the preparation of his

manuscript; that, over a period of time, this department

had come to be regarded as a permanent establishment is

indicated by the appointment of Eflatun to succeed 'Irif

shortly after the latter's death.

The ^ehname is the first of two historical works
known to have been written by 'Arif; it takes the form of

a Persian megnevx, in the mtitekarib metre of Firdevsi's

epic. A.S. Levend, misled by Katib felebi's entry in the

kegfii ' ft-Zunun describing the work as dealing with the reign
of Sellm I, classifies the incomplete copy found in Ankara

2
University amongst the Selim-names. A complete copy of the

3
work, comprising around 60,000 beyts is located in Topkapi

Sarayi, under the catalogue heading Sulayman-nSma; this

manuscript contains 69 miniatures, many of which have been

studied by modem scholars as fine examples of the Ottoman

1. This is the figure given by 'Agik Jelebi; a daily stipend
of 60 akges is mention in jj>N £eyj, 31*

2. (j-azavat-nameler, 31*

3. 'Agik £elebi, 165b, gives the finished work as 60,000
beyts, whilst 'Ahdi, 121b, mentions a figure of 100,000
beyts.



style of painting."1" Miniatures feature prominently in

the extant works of the sixteenth-century gehnamecis, the

works of Lokman in particular being lavishly illustrated.

According to the manuscript in Topkapi Sarayi, the gehname

was completed in the middle of Ramafian 965 (late 1553).

The text begins with a short introduction on the reign of

Sellm I (presumably the part seen by Katib felebi), but

is principally concerned with the reign of Sttleyman to the

year 1553.

According to 'Agik felebi, there were, despite the

general approval given to this Sehname, a small number of

jealous and discontented rivals who attempted to discredit

'Arif in the eyes of the Sultan:

"Egergi ba'&i husud [ve] erbab-i £ara& — ellegine

fi kulubi-him mara& — gara&larmdan 'arsa-i

Padigaha ol gi'r ve bu ga'ir hakkinda gok nesne

'arS itdiler, emma Padigah-i kadr-ginas-u-ma'rifet-
istinas £ara&-i mah£ itdhgin biltib, bu 'arSa

2
xnut e 'am & olmadi".

'Agik £elebi himself defends 'Arif from his critics:

"... bir ga'ir hezar zarl-vu-zor ile bir £azel

diyub, iginden bir beyti ya iki beyti na-hemvar

1. TSFYII. 61, no. 160. Although the author's name is not
given, the work proves, by comparison with the Ankara copy
to be the gehname of 'Arif. Ivan Stchoukine, La Peinture
Turque d'aprbs les Manuscrits Illustrds, ire partie, de
Sulayman ier h 'Qsman II. 1520-1622 (Paris 1966), 59-60,
111-13, discusses the style of some of these miniatures
and gives five of them in reproduction.

2. 'Igik ffelebi, 165b.
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olsa, ehl-i hakk katmda ma'zur olur ve 'hiikm7 • • • • c *

£alibiifidur' diyti ciimlesi eyl&kle manzur olur.

01 hesab iizre, farafea altmig bifi beytden on bifi

ya yigirmi bifi [beyt] medhul ya ma'lul, ya ehl

katmda gayr-i makbul olsa, yine kirk bifi eyii

beyt baki kalur. tnsaf idicek kirk bin eyti beyte

kirn malikdur? Bu kadar ebyata malik olmak insafdur".1

'Agik gelebi mentions in particular the nakkag bagi gah Kuli
and "Nami nam bir 'Acem levendi" who together intrigued

against 'Arif, fabricating inferior verse in his name. 'Ahdi,
in his notice on Eflatun, describes that poet's attempts to

discredit 'Arif.

The second historical work by 'Arif is mentioned only
2

by 'Agik gelebi and is not known to be extant. It is said
to be an account of the naval expedition to India in 945/1538

by the vali of Egypt, Qadim Stileyman Paga, which was intended
to ensure trade and pilgrimage routes for Muslims in the face

of Portuguese aggression. The work was written in Turkish,

in response to the Paga's enquiry as to whether 'Arif was

capable of composition in that language:

"Merhum bir gun Stileyman Pagaya varur. Paga

'TurkI gi'r dimege dahi kadir misin?' didiikde,

Siileyman Paganufi Hinde varub feth itdiigi[ni]
iki bifi beytle dasitan idiib, bahr-i remelde Tiirki

nazm itmigdiir".

1. 'Agik gelebi, 165b.

2. (j-azavat-nameler, 76, where it is entitled Sefername.

3. 'Agik gelebi, 165b-66a.
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'Arif died in 969/1561-2.^ Apart from his ability

as a poet, he was proficient in astronomy and geometry:
- 2"'ilm-i hey'at-u-hendesde bi-migl-ti-hem-ta". Necib 'Asim

records that he had studied the sciences of reasoning and

tradition, "'ulum-i akliye-vu-nakliye", and that he was known
as a calligrapher, "ve 'Acem tarzinda £ayet gtizel £att-i

3
divani yazdu^i teracim-i ahval kitablannda mezkurdur".

'A§ik Qelebi tells of certain works of art produced

by 'Arif which were particularly admired: one of these was

a painting of an ideal human form, "the idol of imagination",

which 'Arif then embellished by describing in verse each

limb and member of the body; a second novelty produced by

'Arif was the model in marble of a rose:

"Ve fenn-i gi'rden ma'dda, kendi icad-u-ibda' ve

te'lIf-G-ihtira'mdan • Sanemii 'l-^ayal' dirler bir

nesne tertib itmijdur ki, nakg-i niganna gore btit-i

£in bir suret-i bi-ma'na ve sanem-i deyr-i Ferhar
bir seng-i na-tirajidediir; ya'nl bir mahbub suretdtlr

ki, Mani gorse suret-i bi-can kalur, ve ruh-i musawer

didiikleri suretine canlar viriir. A'&asmaan her

'u&vmda MenlanuS. kendiniih ol 'u&v vasfmda birer

ruba'isi ya bir iki beyti yazilmigdur. ... Ve bir

'ameli gul peyda itmigdur; sak-u-bergi ve gikaf-u-

1. GOV, 87, and 'OM III, 116, say that he died in Egypt;
the sixteenth-century sources do not mention this.

2. 'Ahdi, 121b.

3- Necib 'Asim, 428-9.



tergi, reng-il-rtlyi ve berg-u-buyi 'aynldtir. Gtil-i

gtilzardan riichane hezar bardur ki, ol zahm-i ptir-

har ile pGr-^ar-^ardur, ve bu gOl bi-hardur. Nihayet,
andan megam-i cana bGy-i fena geltir; bunda egergi

budan gemme yok, hele aaeme bir kag gUn gtile yuz

gbsterur beka geltir".

Eflatun
■ i

'Arif's successor as gehnameci was another Persian

poet, Eflatun ibn £>ey]a Dervig Mehmed-i Jirvani. 'Ahdi is
the principal source for his biography; neither 'Agik Qelebi

nor Kinali-zade mention him in a separate notice. Although

Eflatun used the manias Eslri when writing Turkish verse,

and Hizani when composing in Persian, he was generally
_ 2

known to his contemporaries simply as Eflatun.

Eflatun served in the household of Elkas Mlrza in
• • •

§Irvan as secretary, kitab-dar, and was one of the leading

poets in that region. Thus, he would have been in the

prince's retinue at the same time as Dervig gelebi and,

presumably, 'Arif, pursuing a similar type of career. Elkas

Mlrza fled to Istanbul in 954/1547 to ask Suleyman for aid

1. 'Igik gelebi, 166a-b.

2. 'Ahdi, 46b-47a, where Eflatun's name is given merely as
Eflatun-1 Jlrvani; his full name as given here is that
founcl in the article "Hunemame" by Ahmed Tevhid (TOEM
vol. 1) 107. Cf. Neclb 'Asim, 429-3oI



in his revolt against £>ah Tahmasb; he left, a few months

later, having been promised assistance. His cause, however,

was ill-fated; in 956/1549 be surrendered to his brother the

£>ah, and was subsequently imprisoned by him. Whilst it would

seem that 'Irif remained behind in Istanbul after the prince's

departure, Eflatun, according to 'Ahdi, arrived in the

Ottoman capital at a later date, after the failure of Elkas

MIrza's rebellion:

"Ahir-i feterat-i Elkaside, ki biraderi olanv • • 7

gah Tahmasbdan kagub Ruma geldtigi ma'lum-i edanl-
vu-akasldtir, be-tarlk-i seyr Eflatun diger gun

gehr-i istanbula gelub, erkan-i devlet ve 'ayan-i
haferet ile ihtilat idtib".^"

Eflatun was one of those jealous rivals who criticized

'Arif's gehname. At the Ottoman court, where poets were

numerous and therefore bound to be in competition with each

other for the favours of influential people, professional

jealousies were only to be expected. However, it would

appear that Eflatun made 'Arif the particular target of his

intrigues, in which he was assisted by the nakkag bagi £>ah

Kulx. The fact that both 'Arif and Eflatun had had con¬

nections with Elkas Kirza and were probably known to each

other before coming to Istanbul, suggests an intense personal

rivalry of long-standing, which would have been aggravated

by 'Arif's good fortune. 'Ahdl gives the following account

1. 'Ahdl, 46b



of Eflatun's behaviour:

"Padigahufi ftttuhatin nazm iden '£rif ma^lasi
ile igtihar bulan Fethullah yelebiniifi ba'&i
terzlkatina vakif olub; megkur ile hayli gg^irane
ve 'arifane mtibahege ve mticadele idub; bir kag

beytin gebt kilub, 'arfe-i hal tarik[i]-yle
Sultan Stileyman Padigaha sundi".1
Eflatun's attempts to discredit 'Arif met with the

Sultan's wrath, and it was only by the intervention of
2

friends that his life was spared. 'Ahdx, nevertheless,

has sympathy for Eflatun, considering it unfortunate that

he had, presumably through his conflict with 'JLrif, gained

the reputation of being a bad poet; despite his ability as

an artist and calligrapher, his qualities were underestimated

"
... bi-'-t-tab' enva'-i ma'rifetle mtlzeyyen-ti-

araste, ve sana'i'-i nazm-i paki bilmekle piraste;

ve hatt-i nesta'lik yazida hog-ntlvis-i zaman, ve

tezhlb-u-tasvlrde Mani-yi cihan ve Bihzad-i devran;

hayfa ki mezkur yaran arasmda bed gi'r dimekle
3

meghurdur".

However, notwithstanding the Sultan's earlier wrath

and the poet's reputation for writing bad verse, Eflatun was

appointed, on 'Irif's death in 969/1561-2, to the post of

1. 'Ahdl, 46b.

2. Neclb 'Asim, 429.

3. 'Ahdl, 47a.



sehnameci, which he had long coveted. 'Ahdl remarks upon

the ferman commissioning Eflatun with the composition of

a gehname;

"Behr-i hal Eflatuna ferman-1 htimayun oldi ki,

Sultan-1 Feridun-i zamanuft hunerlerin nazm ide.
• •

El-an ol ferman kabul idtib; kissa-perdaz ve yaran-i

mabeynde guyalikla mtimtazdur".

Lokman, in the introductory section to his Htinername,

gives a highly favourable account of his predecessor's

poetical abilities. Be makes no mention of Eflatun's repu¬

tation as a bad poet, but, on the contrary, tells of long

years spent in the quest for knowledge, of Eflatun's dream

of NizamI, which inspired him to write poetry, and of the

excellence of his work:

"Ve £eyh Nizami ha£retlerin vaki'ada goriib, cevahir-i

nazm-i abdari rigte-i tahrlre gekmesine ve ilham-u-

varidati sidk-i niyyetle dergah-i Feyyafe-i 'ale

'1-itlakdan taleb itmesine icazet virlib ... li-haza
• • • *

kirk beg yil mikdari akdam-i ikdam ile sa'y-u-kugig
— 2

idiib; ahirii 'l-emr, men talebe gey4en vecede-[hU]

ftzre, £onca-i murad ve bezm-i maksud mliretteb ve

a£yardan hali-vii-azade olub; mtiteveccih oldukga

1. 'AMI, 47a. Although this passage does not say so explicitly,
it probably implies that Eflatun was actually appointed
gehnomeci. This may be questioned, however, since another
work of similar nature was commissioned at about the same
time from Lokman (see below, p. 35). Also, 'All does not
mention Eflatun in his survey of the gehnamecis. On the
other hand, since Lokman refers in the Hunername to Eflatun
as his predecessor, there is no doubt that he was at some
time appointed to the post and that this was probably quite
soon after the death of 'Arif.

2. Cf. MeydanI II, 319, no. 4136
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istedugtimden ziyade cevahir-i manzuma ve le'all-yi

mengure el virub".^

Amongst Eflatun's works lokman mentions a gamse of 30,000

beyts, written in imitation of that of Cam!; a Persian and

a Turkish divan, and a biography of the Prophet written in

verse. No separate historical works by Eflatun are known;

he was, however, engaged in writing a work on the life of

Sultan StQ.eyman, of which he managed to complete only a small

portion before he died, lokman, his successor as gehnamecl,

incorporated some of this work in his own Htinername. Prom

information given by lokman we know that Eflatun died in

Muharrem 977/June-July 1569*

lokman
1

On Eflatun's death in 977/1569, the gehnamecilik passed

to the Seyyid lokman ibn Seyyid HUseyn el-'Aguri '1-Huseyni
2

'1-UrmevI. Information for his biography is scare since,

although his poetical abilities were acknowledged by contem¬

poraries, lokman was obviously not regarded primarily as a

poet; he does not appear to have written under a mahlas and

1. Ahmed Tevhid. 103-9. This article quotes at some length
from lokman's Hunername the information he gives about
EflatunI

2. lokman's full name as given here is that found in Neclb
'Asim, 430, where the information is principally derived
from the gehnameci's own works, in particular the Hunernsme
and the gahname-i Selim Han. See also Ahmed Tevhld, 103-11;
Ahmed Refik, 'Alimler ve Sanatkarkar, op. cit., 81-94;
'OM III, 135-6; G-0W, 164-7.



is not accorded a separate notice in any of the tegklres.

It is worthy of note that he came originally from Urmiye,

a town in Azerbaycan not far from Tebriz; thus he was the

third successive gehnameci to hail from the eastern, Persian-

speaking lands,

lokman was a member of the 'ulema and during the early

stages of his career practised as a kadi; in 970/1562, whilst

serving as kadi in the town of Harlr, near Mosul, he was

commissioned to write a gehname:

"01 hxnde bu bendeleri nazm-x gahnameye me'mur, ve

Harlr kadlsi olmagla, anda ha£xr bulxnma£xn sene-i

mezbure [970] 2i '1-Ka'desinufi evasxtxnda bir

miibarek sa'at ihtiyar olxnub, mtigarufr ileyh begler-

beginun [gehrizur beglerbegisi Muzaffer Paga] ray-x

gerlfi-yle bu 'abd-x nahlf bismillah diyii temel-i

latlfxn vaS' idub"."*"
•

This commission was made shortly after the death of 'Irif,

but during the period when Eflatun is assumed to have been

acknowledged official gehnameci. Although Lokman does not

indicate whether the request came from the Sultan himself,

or, as may have been probable, from his patron Sokullu

Mehmed Paga, the work was completed in a short time and

presented to Stileyman under the title §>ahname-i Humayun.

Although the manuscript is not known to be extant, mention

1, Ziibdetti 't-Tevarlh, 72b, Turk ve islam Sserleri Muzesi, 1973.

2. V. Minorsky and J.V.S.Wilkinson, The Chester Beatty Library:
A Catalogue of the Turkish Manuscripts and Miniatures
(Dublin 1958), 22~. The information on this gehname is con¬
tained in two folios added at a later date, after Lokman's
death, to the Dublin copy of the Ziibdetu ' t-Tevarlh. *



of its existence provides evidence of Lokman's literary

achievements prior to his appointment as gehnameci.

'All, Lokman's contemporary, devotes two folios in

the Euhhti '1-Ahbar to the post of gehnameci; of its occupants

up to his own time he admires only 'Arif, and makes no mention

whatsoever of Eflatun. 'All's contempt for Lokman is undis¬

guised. Initially the two men would have had similar careers

which, in the competitive atmosphere of late sixteenth-

century Ottoman palace circles, led to intense personal and

professional rivalry. 'All served as private secretary to

Lala Mustafa Paga and accompanied him on many expeditions;

however, the sudden death of the Paga in 933/1580 temporarily

dimmed 'All's hopes of a distinguished career. Lokman, on

the other hand, had succeeded in gaining the patronage of

the influential vezir Sokullu Mehmed Paga, to which associa¬
tion 'All attributes his appointment as gehnameci."1' As the

author of both a Turkish and a Persian divan, 'All could feel

well qualified to criticize Lokman:

"Sultan Suleyman o£li Selim Han zamaninda, anlar ki

vefat eyledi [i.e. 'Irif], Mehmed Paga-yi Taviltih
katib-i sirri idi, 'uluw-i himmetini igbat eyledi,

ya 'ni ki mtiddet-i 'omrinde penc beyt gi're kadir

olmagm, ve safahat-i ruzgarda bir kit'asi gohret

bulma£m, Lokman nam sevad-hvan-i enam, kuSat ipinde

ecnebllik ile bed-nam olan bir gaijsi a^arr zi 'Smetle

gehname-guy-i hakani eyledi. Merhum Sultan Selim Han

1. Lolonan was also patronized by HVoca Sa'deddin Efendi,
at whose request he composed the Kiyafetii ' l-insanlye
fi gema'ili 'Osmaniye, the earliest copy of which is
dated 987/1579.



maglub-i keyf-i miidam iken, aklini u£urlayub,

'Arif yirine ol cahili nasb itdtirdi"."1"
Lokman's appointment was accompanied by enrolment in

the corps of muteferrika and the provision of a zi 'amet,
*

2
of which the nominal value was 30,000 akges. Thus he

received his salary in the form of a fief, in contrast to

'Irif, who was paid a daily stipend; Eflatun's income was

probably calculated also on a daily basis, and it is there¬

fore most likely that the zi'amet and enrolment in the

muteferrika corps were procured for Lokman by Sokullu Mehmed

paga. 'All records that Ta'likl-zade was also granted

muteferrika status, thus indicating that this had become

the normal method of providing for the upkeep of the

gehnameci.

Concurrently with the post of gehnameci, Lokman also

held that of ka£id emini, in which capacity he was charged

with the supply of paper, pens and sundry writing materials

to members of the imperial household.^ Although this appoint¬

ment is not mentioned in the text of his manuscripts, reference

to it occurs incidentally in a note on folio 2b of the first

volume of the Hunername which lists payments made — "ka£id

emini Seyyid Lokman vasitasi-yle virilen para" — to the

1. 'AIT, 604a.

2. Neclb 'Asim, 430.

3» 'All, 604a.

4. Cf. H. A.R. G-ibb and K. Bowen, Islamic Society and the Vest
(London 1950), I (i) , 137, for ka£id emini.



artists, calligraphers and illuminators working on the

manuscript."*" Ta'likl-zade does not say whether he, too,

held this post during his period as sehnameci.

In the second volume of the Hunername lokman, after

a few lines of information on his predecessors 'Arif and

Eflatun, gives the date of his own appointment to the

gehnamecilik, which is presumed to follow fairly closely

upon Eflatun's death, as the end of Muharrem 977/early July
p

1569. He occupied the post for a little over twenty five
3

years, and composed ten major works. In addition to these,

Lokman also translated into Turkish portions of Persian

classical works, such as the poem Hihr-u-Iligterl by the

fourteenth-century Tebriz poet Muhammad 'Assar, and composed

a number of gazels, kasides and other short poems.

Of Lokman's principal works, four are written in Persian

verse, five in Turkish prose and one in Turkish verse. The

Persian works were, with the exception of the gahingaQiname-i

Sultan Hurad, composed during the earlier years of lokman's

tenure of the gehnamecilik, i.e. before 1583. From this

1. N. Anafarta, Elinemame : Hiniyatiirleri ve Sanatgilari
(Istanbul 1969), ix-x.

2. Ahmed Tevhid, 107. Neclb 'Isim remarks in a footnote (p. 430)
that in the Sahname-i SelTm Fan Lokman gives the date of his
appointment as gewal 976/April 1569, i.e. three months
earlier. This may be either a date at which Lokman was
assigned as assistant to Eflatun (in the same way as he
himself had two assistants towards the end of his period
of tenure) as suggested by Neclb 'Asim, or it may be a
more exact recording of Eflatun's death.

3. This number does not include the gahname-i Hhmayun mentioned
above, which was presented earlier to Suleyman, nor the
O^uzname, which was written in 1599 when Lotonan was no
longer attached to the gehnamecilik.



time onwards his gehnames were, aside from this one

exception, Turkish compositions. Thus he was the first

gehnameci to compose prose works in Turkish for presentation

to the Sultan; that this was accepted, and indeed desired,

is demonstrated by Mehmed Ill's injunction to Ta'llki-zade

to write not in Persian, but in the language of common usage."'"
Lokman's works, both originals and later copies, are richly

illustrated by leading artists of the period, and miniatures

from them are frequently cited as examples of the best Ottoman
2

painting.

lokman's major works are as follows:
■3

1. gahname-i Selim Han: probably lokman's first

composition as gehnameci and the earliest surviving work

attributed to him. Although dated tentatively by Stchoukine

to around 1570, it was probably completed after the death

of Selim II since Lokman, in the Httnername, says it covers

the whole of that sultan's reign. It is a work in Persian

verse.

2. Ta'rih-i Sultan Suleyman gan:^ a second work in

Persian verse, completed in 936/1578. A title on the initial

folio reads "Tetimme-i ahval-i £>ahingah-i huld-agiyan Sultan

StileymSn gan — tabe sera-hu — ez gtiftar-i bende-i Lokman",

1. ^ehname-i Humayun, 12b.

2. Cf. Stchoukine, 66-84, 114 ff., and plates.

3. 2 copies: TSFYK, 273-4, nos. 783, 789. Cf. Stchoukine,
66, 114-5.

4. 1 copy: V. Minorsky and J.V.S. Wilkinson, Chester Beatty
Catalogue, 19-20, no. 413. Cf. Stchoukine, 67-8, 115-7.
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thus indicating that the manuscript is intended as a

supplement to an earlier work dealing with the beginning

of Suleyman's reign; it may be assumed that this is the

gahname-i Humayun referred to above. The narrative of this

second work commences after the suppression of the revolt

of gehzade Bayezid in 966/1559> and finishes with Sttleyman's
death at Sigetvar in 1566.

In the introduction to the second volume of the HUnername,

Lokman lists the works he has already written, amongst which

the following occur:

"
... hubut-i Ademden ahir-i 'ahd-i Padigah-i cennet-

mekan Sultan Silleyman gan — 'aleyhi 'r-rahmet ve-'l-

£ufran — a dek gehname tarzi-yle bahr-i miitekaribde

beg cild, ki Selefname ve galefname ve Liu 'asirname
ve Mo&ulname ve andan ceng-i Konya-yi gehriyar-i

huld-agiyan Sultan Sellm gan — anare ' llahii burhane-hu —

igtin Zafername; ve andan sofira culus-i 'alilerinden

nihayet-i 'ahd-i gerlflerine dek 'ala hide Selim-

gahname diyii nazm-u-tesvid kilinmigdur"."L
None of these five volumes relating history down to the end

of the reign of SNleyman are known to exist as separate works

under these titles; however, Ta'rlh-i Sultan Siileyman gan is

possibly an alternative title for the final volume in the

series, since its narrative begins at the time of the battle

between the gehzades Bayezid and Selim (later Sellm II) at

Konya in 966/1559* Since the precise contents of the gahriame-i

1. Ahmed Tevhld, 107.1 I 9



Htimayun are not known, that work cannot "be related accurately

to any of the other four titles mentioned in the Hilnername.

3. KiyafetU 'l-insanlye fx gema'ili 'Ogmanlye:^ the

earliest manuscript is dated 937/1579* 'This is a work of

Turkish prose describing the physical appearances of the

twelve Ottoman sultans from 'Ogman to Murad III. In his

preface to the work, under the heading "Der sebeb-i te5lif-i

risale", lokman explains that the need had been felt for a

book detailing the appearances and personalities of the

sultans. A number of miniatures and portraits had been

painted by various artists and he, Lokman, had been asked

to provide a text to accompany these pictures.
___ 2

4. gahingahname: completed 939/1531, and

5. gahingahnane-i Sultan Murad:J completed £>afer 1001/
November 1592. Although composed separately, these two works

are closely related in both form and subject matter: both

are written in Persian verse, although by the time the second

work was composed Lokman had largely forsaken this form of

composition for that of Turkish prose. It is thus certain

1. 8 copies: TSTYX I, 235-6, nos. 710, 711, 712; F. Edhem
and I. Stchoukine, Les Hanuscrits orientaux illustrds de
la Bibliothfeque de I'Universit^ d'Istanbul (Paris 1935),
1-3, nos. I, II; C. Rieu, A Catalogue of the Turkish
Manuscripts in the British Museum (London 1888]:, 53, Add.
7880; G. FlGgel, Die arabischen, persischen und ttirkischen
Handschriften der Kaiserlich-Eoniglichen Hofbibliothek
(Vienna 1865) II, 375-6, no. 1211 (entitled gemaJilname-i
Al-i 'Ogman), no. 1212.

2. 1 copy: Edhem and Stchoukine, Manuscrits orientaux, 3-4,
no. Ill; the manuscript is here incorrectly ascribed to
'Ala ed-Din Kansur-i £>irazl, who was, in fact, the calli-
grapher. Stchoukine, in La Peinture Turque d'aprbs les
Pianuscrits Illustrds, 68 and bP, rectiiies tins" and attri-
butes the work to Lokman.

3. 1 copy: TSFYK, 274, no. 792. Of. Stchoukine, 82, 129.



that the second work was intended as a continuation of the

first and resembled it in form.

MurSd III is the subject of both gehnames: the first

contains 58, and the second 95 miniatures, painted by a

team of artists. Through their paintings, manuscripts such

as these provide a wealth of information on the dress, customs

and way of life of the Ottoman court at the end of the sixteenth

century: Murad III is depicted arriving at Topkapi Sarayi,

receiving foreign ambassadors, or viewing a parade of wild

animals in the At Meydani; at the same time, events of the

Persian war of 1578-90 are shown, in particular the execution

of the gan of the Crimea 'Idil Giray. In view of the large

number of miniatures they contain, it is quite likely that

these two gehnames were also compiled mainly to provide a

textual framework on which the illustrations could be displayed.

6. Zubdetii 't-Tevarl^:1 completed in 991/1535, this is

the work referred to by Lokman in the Hunemame as the "tomar-i
2

neseb-name-i humayun". A Turkish prose work, it is primarily

a genealogical account dealing with the prophets from Adam

to Muhammad, with the twelve Shi'ite imams, the caliphs and

the sultans down to Murad III. For the reigns of Stileyman,

Selim II and Murad III the narrative becomes an increasingly

detailed chronicle of events.

1. 5 copies: TSTYk I, 241-2, nos. 753, 734; K. Qig, Ttirk ve
islam Bserleri Miizesindeki Miniyattirlii. Eitaplan Katalogu
(Istanbul 1959), 59-60, no. 10; TkLeu, British Museum
Catalogue. 54-5, Or. 1135 (entitled MUcmelu 't-Tomar);
Minorsky and Wilkinson, Chester Beatty Catalogue, 21-5,
no. 414. Cf. Stchoukine, 74-5, 121-2.

2. Ahmed Tevhid, 107.1 1 '
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7. Silsilename:1 dated 991/1533, a work in Turkish

prose which in content closely resembles the Ziibdetu 't-Tevarlh

and is probably a derivation from it. Commissioned by the

vezir-i a'zam Siyavuj Paga, it also deals with personages

from the early prophets down to the Ottoman sultans.

8. Htinername: (i) dated 992/1534-5, and

9. Hunername (ii):^ dated 996/1538-9.

In the second volume of the Eunemame, Lokman lists

the works he has already written and .then explains how he

intends to complete the Hunername, a Turkish prose work,

in four volumes:

"£l-i 'Ogman-i selimdPv htinerin yazdi nuhust
v

gan Suleyman huneri igbu ikincide tamam

Yazilub bulur ufincide Selim gan itmam

Rukn-i parumda ecilden eger olursa eman

gan Muradufi huneri hep kilmur anda beyan"^
Ahmed Tevhid based his article "Htinername " on this second
• •

volume of the work; he was at the time unaware of the existence

of the first volume, completed four years earlier. The first

book deals with the history of the Ottoman state to the end

of the reign of Selim I and contains 45 miniatures by the

1. 1 copy: TSTYK I, 222, no. 678. Cf. Stchoukine, 74, 120-1.

2. 1 copy: TSTYK I, 225-6, no. 688. Cf. Stchoukine. 76-7,
123-6; and Tahsin Oz, "Hunernamd Tome 1", Journal of the
Palestine Oriental Society (Jerusalem 1938), vol. XVIII,
167-71. ~ ~

3. 1 copy: TSTYK I, 226, no. 639. Cf. Stchoukine, 77-9,
123-6; Ahmed Tevhid, 103-11.

4. Ahmed Tevhid, 107-3.
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celebrated nakkag 'Ogman. The second volume, with 65

miniatures again attributed to 'Ogman, is devoted entirely

to the reign of Sttleyman, describing his habits, way of

life, administration of justice, etc. Incorporated in this

volume are a number of verses from an unfinished gehname by

Eflatun, several of which, according to Lokman, needed to

be corrected or improved."1" These two volumes of the

Hunername — there is no evidence that Lokman was able to
———MM ———— •

write the third and fourth books and so complete his plan —

are highly regarded for the quality of their illustrations;

Stchoukine considers that they represent the apogee of

Ottoman historical painting of that era.

10. £>ehname-i Al-i 'Ogman:^ dated 999/1590-1. In

contrast to Lokman's previous manuscripts, this is a work

in Turkish verse. The first half of the text is an account

of the Ottoman rulers from Erto|;rul to Sellm II, with an

increasing amount of detail for the later reigns; the second

half is a detailed account of the events of the two years

immediately prior to the date of completion, covering the

concluding stages of the war against Iran, and the grand

vizierate of Sinan Paga, 1539-91*

There remains one further manuscript attributed to
3

Lokman, the O^uzname. Written in 1599 when Lokman was no

1. Ahmed Tevhid, 105.t t 1

2. 1 copy: Rieu, British Museum Catalogue, 186-7, Add. 7931.

3. 1 copy: Flugel, Vienna Catalogue II, 225, no. 1001.
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longer gehnameci, this is a short work of only 9 folios

entitled "icmal-i ahval-i ll-i Selctik ber mucib-i nakl-i
• • •

0£uzname". The Turkish narrative tells of the emigration

in the mid-thirteenth century of a group of Turks under

the leadership of one Sari Saltik from Seljuk Anatolia to

settle in the area of the Dobruca in the Balkans. This

work is by no means original: it is a redaction of part of

the Og-uzname, or Selcukname, of Yazici-o£li 'All, which was

itself translated c. 1424 from the Persian history of the

Seljuks of Rum by ibn Bibi."1"

* * * s

Lokman served as gehnameci for twenty five years, during
which time he received various honours and rewards which

'All considered unmerited:

"Yigirmi yil mikdan ol hidmetde kiyam ve beytti

'l-mal-i Mtisliminden israf-i tam idtib; bir boltik• 7

nakkag ve ktlttab kapusm cay-gah itdiler. Nazm-i

bi-intizam hifyeten yazub, meclislerin irtisam

eylediler. Beyne 1g-gu'ara tahsine seza bir beyti

gortilmedi. Cenab-i saltanatda ve erkan-i devletde

nice bir yabana soylersin diyti ser-zenig kilinmadi.

Ma'a haga dort kerre yiiz birS akpelik mikdari hasslar

1. P. Wittek, "Yazijioghlu 'All on the Christian Turks
of the Dobruja", BSOAS, xiv/3, 1952, 639-68, contains
a discussion of Lokman's work in relation to its
source.



kendtide ve tevabi'inde mukarrer, hatta sal-be-sal• 7

nice mtijdeler ve mukayyed £idmetler ol ri'ayetlerine
ser-ber kilindi".^"

During his final years as gehnameci lokman had two

assistants, also known as gehnamecis to distinguish them

from the group of artists and calligraphers. Ta'liki-zade

was the first of these. Again 'All voices surprise at his

appointment, having seen no evidence of Ta'liki-zade's

ability to write poetry:

"
... divan-i hakani katiblerinden Ta'liki-zade

w • •

nam gu-ftinun ve ma-sadak-i sitr-i ciinun 'omrinde

bir beyt nazm itmemigken, Turk! ve Farisi bir
miifred ile gohret virmemigken, ekabirden birini

vasita tutundi. 01 da^i muteferrikalikla gehname-

guyluk mansibm berat itdUrdi. Up satir mikdari

bir ser-i suhan inga idub; a£az-i nazm itdtigine
— 2

am 'alamet g'onderdi. Hikmet gttdajiundur".

The second assistant gehnameci was a "TUrkmen-i A'cam" known

as Nutki. He was not, as Ta'liki-zade had been, a katib

in the imperial divan, nor had he served as secretary to a

powerful statesman as had Lokman; according to 'Ali, he

was merely one of the many nedims who waited upon Murad III

and provided him with entertainment through song, dance, jest,

foolery and story-telling. IFutki was one of these last, a

kissa-fevan. His appointment as assistant to Lokman leads 'Ali,

1. 'Ali, 604a.

2. Ibid., 604b-605a



despite the fact that he had little personal regard for

the gehnameci, to lament the declining standards which could

lead to the elevation of a mere raconteur to such a post:

"
... 'igret-i muhbigeden olan Nutki nam Ttirkmen-i

A'cam gehnameci-yi [sicl] 'ali-makam olub, i'tila-yi
— V— — —

gan kesb eyledi. Eissa-h an namina nedim iken,

gehname-guyluk riitbesine la'ik goruldi. Akran gibi

'ayni dahi 'adim iken, Firdevsi-yi Tusi-yi hekim

yirine istihdam buyunldi. Emma her kes bunlara

gelage-i miilewege diyu johret virdi. Fi zamajii-na

jehname-guyla kissa-hvan farki yo§ idtigi ziihura geldi"

The introduction of Nutki to the gehnamecilik was probably

no more than caprice on the part of the Sultan, who wished

to reward his nedim. Nutki is not mentioned again by 'Ali,

and no account of him whatsoever is given by Selaniki; it

is likely that he did no more than draw a salary. However,

the nickname "gelage-i mulewege", or "corrupt trio" which,

according to 'Ali, was applied to Lokman, Ta'liki-zade and

Nutki, must have proved extremely damaging to the gehnamecilik,

and may be regarded as a factor contributing to the demise

of the post.

A certain confusion surrounds Lokman's removal from

office. Since the matter is not discussed in the Eiinhu

'1-Ahbar, we must rely on the information found in SelSniki's
2

history. He records Lokman's dismissal in the middle of

1. 'Ali, 605a.

2. Ta'liki-zade does not mention his predecessor Lokman in
any of his works; nor does he supply the date of"his
appointment as assistant gehnameci or as gehnameci in
his own right. — . —



Muharrem 10C4/mid-September 1595; the reason given was

that Lokman had failed to produce a new work to mark the

accession of Mehmed III and had instead attempted to present

to the Sultan verses he had seen previously whilst gehzade.

Mehmed III was angered, dismissed Lokman and appointed

Ta'likl-zade in his place:

"Lakin culus-i saltanat-i cihan-banl-yi Sultan

Mehmed gan vaki' olalidan berti bu nazm-u-negrden
taze dasitan ve kaside ve tercl'-bend ile mukayyed

olmayub, kenduyi 'izz-i hu&ur-i gehingahide andirmamig,
belki sabika yapti£i eczavi, ki Padigah-i zemin-u-

zaman ha&retleri dahi gehzade iken seyr itmigler

idi, yine ani gostermegin ba'ig-i 'itab, belki

mazhar-x 'lkab ola-yazub; gehnamecilikden ref'

buyuinldi".1
SelanikI states merely that Ta'llki-zade came from the ranks

of the imperial katibs to succeed Lokman, leaving aside

the question of Ta'liki-zade having served for some time as

assistant gehnameci.

In an entry for the middle of Zi 'l-Hicce of the same hicrl

year 1004/August 1596, Lokman is again mentioned as gehnameci.
He had set out with the Sultan's retinue on the Hungarian

(Sgri) campaign, but had requested, and been granted, per¬

mission to turn back to Istanbul in order to finish a

gehname which had been commissioned by the late sultan Murad III.

To Ta'liki-zade, who was also travelling with the army, was

assigned the task of composing a gehname of the Sultan's

1. Selanikx, 155b.
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campaign:

"Bvasit-i £i 11-Hiccede gahnameci Seyyid Lokman

ordu-yi htimayundan geldi. 'Mukaddema Sult£n Murad

gan-i ma£fur fermani iie dasitanlari tekmll eyleyiib,
harclari kema-kane canib-i miriden eda olinmak igiin
ahkam-i gerlfe birle hatt-i hiimayun 'inayet olmub;

Padigah-i 'alem-penah — hulidet hilSfettt-hti —
namma ibtida olinan gehingahname seferden 'avdet
idince itmam olina' diyH seferden 'afv olmub; ve

'Ta'likl-zade Sfendi dahi kema-kane gehname-i

htimayun hidmetinde sa'y-i mevfur eyleyeler' diyti

ferman olmdugm inha eyledi"."^
There is no indication that Lokman did complete this work,

which may have been the third of the projected volumes of

the Htinername. His association with the gehnamecilik

probably ceased soon after Mehmed Ill's return from Hungary,

when it was discovered that the work commissioned by Murad III

was still unfinished. The only work attributed to Lokman

after this period is the short manuscript of the Ofeuzname.

A certain amount of confusion arises from the fact

that Selaniki still refers to Lokman as gehnameci in an

entry dated almost a year after first recording his dismissal.

This may be accounted for by the fact that on the first

occasion Lokman was not dismissed altogether from the gehname¬

cilik, but was merely obliged to yield his place as bag

gehnameci to Ta'llkl-zade and be relegated to the post of

1. Selaniki, 157a
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assistant to the latter, in which capacity he may have set

out on the 1596 campaign.

The date of Lokman's death is unknown. In the berat
•

______________

of appointment issued to T& 'likl-zade' s successor Hasan

Hiikml in Cemagi 'l-ahir 1010/December 1601, he is mentioned

as still living and holding a post as defterdar; the berat

also says that the appointment was at the request of the

former sehnameci:

"Sabika gehnameci olan Lokman ri'ayet olindugi
iizre gehnamecilik hidmetine ta'yln olinmasi paye-i

serir-i a'lama 'ari olmdukda, sabika olan gehnameci

ri'ayeti-yle virilsun diyii hatt-i hiimayun-i sa'adet-

makrunumla ferman-i 'all-janum sadir olma^m, bu

ni^an-i humayun-i mekrumet-numuni virdiim"."^

Hasan Htikml
* t

Ta'llkl-zade was succeeded as gehnameci in 1010/1601
by the katib Hasan Hiikmi, whose canditure for the post, as

shown above, had been supported by the former gehnameci

Lokman. Information for his biography relates principally

to his later career and is derived mainly from the entry by

Resml Ahmed Efendi in the Sefinetii 'r-Rti*esa, which is repro¬

duced as follows on folio la of Ta'liki-zade's Jehname-i

Humayun:

"Ketebe-i dlvanlyenuh sahib-imtiyaz-u-inga-perdaz-

larmdan oldu^ma, mengur-i atide mestur oldugi

1. Sari 'Abdullah, 231b. Other copies of this berSt are found
in Resml Ahmed Efendi, Sefxnetii 'r-Rii*esa (Istanbul 1269),
28-30; Cemaleddin, 'Ogmanli Ta*rlh ve Kuverrifaleri
(lylne-l Ziirefa) (Istanbul 1314), 40^3.
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iizre, bifi on ta^rihinde gehnamecilik ile me'mur,
ve bift yigirmi Ugde riyaset ile mesrur olub; yigirmi

yedide nigancilik ile kamyab, ve bifi otuzda ganiyen,

ve bifi kirk sekizde galigen re*isu 'l-ktittab oldu£i

kuyud-i divaniyeden mefhumdur. DUsturil ' 1-ingada
ba'&i munge'at-i beli^anesi mukayyeddtir".

Thus it may be seen that his appointment as gehnameci

was the first post of any importance held by Hasan Hukmi.

It was probably in this capacity that he participated in

the campaign against Safavid Persia led by the serdar £i£ala-
— — 2
zade Sinan Paga in 1013/1604; the army accomplished little

on this occasion, and no gehname appears to have been written.

No works in the gehname genre have, in fact, been

attributed to Hasan Hukmi and it is evident that his appointment

as gehnameci was merely a stepping-stone on the road to a

more important career. He apparently held the post for only

a short period of about two years, since in the year 1012/

1603-4 he is again ranked among the katibs of the imperial

divan, numbered thirteenth in a list of forty, and drawing

a daily stipend of 60 akces. The date and circumstances of

his dismissal from the post are unknown, and there appears

to be no record of any further appointment to the post of

1. Taken from Sefinetii 'r-Rti'esa 28, incorporating the initial
entry and the substance of a marginal note on Hasan Hukmi's
final appointment as re^stt '1-kuttab. This hagiye also
states that his post at the time of this last appointment
was that of atlu mukabelecisi. Cf. Dng V, 329* Two examples
of his inga style may be found in Sari 'Abdullah's DUsturu
'l-jnga~143b-145a, and l62b-165a.

2. Necib 'Asim, 434.

3. Ibid., 435.

4. For gehname works commissioned in the seventeenth century,
see below, p. 63.



It may be noted in passing that Hasan Htikmi' s later

career is of interest as evidence of the subtle change in

the relative standing of the niganci and the re * Istl ' 1-ktittab,

which is considered to have taken place from the end of the

sixteenth century onwards. In 1023/1614-5 he was appointed

re'Isu 'l-kftttab for the first time and four years later, in

1027/1618, in accordance with an accepted hierarchy of promo¬

tion, became niganci. A century, or even fifty years earlier,
such an appointment was highly esteemed and often carried with

it the rank of vezir or beglerbegi; neither were conferred

upon Hasan Hukml. His next recorded appointment in 1030/

1620-1 was again that of re'isu 11-kiittab, followed by a third

term of office in 1048/1638. This in itself suggests that

the office of re'isu 'l-ktittab, rather than that of niganci,

was by then the one for which there was most competition, and

that it was therefore considered the more influential.

The character of the gehnamecilik

Certain salient features of the gehnamecilik emerge

through a study of the careers and writings of the five

holders of that office. The differing origins and cultural

backgrounds of the gehnamecis from 'Arif to Hasan Hukmi may

be taken as indicative of a changing attitude to the post and

1. See the articles "Relisu 'l-kuttab" and"iliganci" in
Volume 9 of the islam Ansiklopedisi, 680-2 and 300-2
respectively.



to the literary contributions required from its incumbents.

The first gehnameci, 'Arif, was primarily a Persian poet,

an emigre from the strife-torn lands of §>ah Tahmasb.

Although his first language was Persian, he was competent

in the use of Turkish as a poetical medium; knowledgeable

in various sciences, such as astronomy and geometry, he was

also a practised calligrapher and skilled in the production

of other forms of art. Aside from his personal reputation,

he enjoyed a certain prestige through being the grandson of

the famous Egyptian geyh Ibrahim Giilgenl. His successor

Eflatun, also a Persian refugee, was said to be an accomplished

poet in both Persian and Turkish, a calligrapher and an artist.

Lokman, the third sehnameci, was a native of Azerbayjan, and

therefore continued the line of sehnamecis with eastern,

Persian-speaking backgrounds. Although he was not known

primarily as a poet, having an established career as a kadi,

the fact that he composed four full-length works in Persian

verse testifies to his poetical ability.

Lokman was appointed gehnameci in 977/1569* More than

twenty years elapsed before the appointment of Ta'likl-zade;

by contrasting the latter*s qualifications with those of

his predecessors, we may observe evidence of a new attitude

towards the gehnamecilik formed during the intervening years.

Firstly, Ta'liki-zade did not originate from a Persian-speaking

area; he was descended from a prominent Turkish family from

western Anatolia, highly-respected in the legal profession.

Secondly, although he did use a mahlas, he was not a poet,

but a katib, proficient in the composition of inga Turkish



in accordance with the practices of the imperial chancelleries

in which he had been trained. Despite the fact that he had

a command of Persian sufficient to allow him to read Persian

histories, to converse in the language and to compose short

sections of poetry\ he is not known to have composed a major

work in that language. His appointment as gehnameci was

due to his ability to write inga prose, not Persian verse as

was the case with his predecessors. Hasan Htikmi, the last

gehnameci, was also a katib specialising in Ottoman inga, and
was presumably also of Turkish origin.

The first gehnameci, then, was an established Persian

poet of no mean accomplishments, whose panegyric of the Sultan

was in the accepted gehname style — employing the Persian

megnevi form and the miitekarib metre. In contrast, the final

occupant of the post was relatively young and unknown, selected

from amongst the katibs of the divan-1 hlimayun for his ability

to write elegant Turkish prose.

'Arif and Eflatun both died whilst in occupation of the

gehnamecilik; Lokman, in view of his 'ilmlye background and

his long service as gehnameci, was, on his dismissal from
the post, given office as defterdar. Both Ta'liki-zade and

Hasan Hukmi, however, merged back again into the ranks of the

divan katibs. For Ta'liki-zade, who was probably relatively

advanced in years at this period, there was no other appoint¬

ment of note. Hasan Hukml, however, proceeded to a successful

career as re'Isti '1-kHttab and niganci. From such evidence

we can see that by about 1600 the gehnamecilik had become

very closely associated with the secretarial class and was



no longer a purely literary appointment; "by this time it

may not have had a particularly high status, "being viewed

perhaps as one of the first stages through which a katib

might further his career.

The development of the gehnamecilik as an instutition

in itself continued at the same time as the stature of its

individual occupants altered. We have seen how the post

of gehnameci evolved gradually as a result of Siileyman's
satisfaction with the progress of the work he had commissioned

from "Irif. During the course of the work's composition,

the poet's stipend was increased from 25 to 70 akges per

day; when the manuscript was only half-finished, copyists

and artists were assigned to it and special premises set

aside for them:

"Kitab yigirmi otuz bifi beyt oldukda, katibler ve

nakkaglar ta'yln itdiler; ve bagka kar-haneler

bina idttb, va£a*if-ti-revatib tebyln itdiler"."1"
The provision of this separate building would signify the

definite establishment of the office of gehnameci. The

katibs appointed to copy the manuscript were probably seconded

from amongst the divan katibs, and the artists recruited from

various groups or individuals working in Istanbul at the time.

More than a dozen artists (including the nakkag 'Ogman), calli-

graphers and illuminators are mentioned as receiving payment

via Lokman in 990/1582 for work on one of his manuscripts,

1. *5gik gelebi, 165b. See above, pp. 25-6.

2. N. Anafarta, Htinername : Miniyaturleri ve Sanatgilan
(Istanbul 1969), ix.



whilst in Hasan Etlkmi's berat of appointment reference is

again made to the "gehname hidmetinde olan katibler ve

musawir ve mtigehhibler^ However, from the sources used

for the present study it has not been possible to ascertain

whether the assignment of such calligraphers and artists

was on an ad hoc basis only while a major gehname was being

prepared, or whether the gehnameci's office maintained a

permanent staff.

Little information is available on Eflatun's period

as gehnameci; although he occupied the post for about eight

years no work of his survives and there is no indication of

how the post may have altered during his tenure. Lokman, on

the other hand, was gehnameci for about 25 years, during which

time the status of that office appears to have been considerably

enhanced. In contrast to 'Arif (and presumably to Eflatun

also), who was paid on a daily basis, Lokman received his

salary in the form of a 30,000 akge fief with which was

associated membership of the prestige mtiteferrika corps.

Ta'liki-zade was salaried in a similar manner; concerning

Hasan Hflkmi there is no information. Lokman also held the
• • •

post of ka£id emini, which must have carried with it an addi¬

tional salary, albeit small, and was frequently in receipt

of special rewards and favours from the Sultan.

'All notes that in later years Lokman had two assistants,

Ta'liki-zade and Hutkl, who were also designated gehnameci

1. San 'Abdullah, 282a. (See Appendix.)



to differentiate them from the katibs and artists at work

in his department.'1' Although the appointment of the kissa-

hvan NutkT is probably symptomatic of the general increase

in the Ottoman bureaucracy during the reign of Murad III,

that of Ta 'liki-zade, a competent man of letters, suggests

that there was a serious desire to enlarge the gehnameci's

department. Thus in 1592, while Ta'llki-zade was composing

the £>ema*ilname, and Lokman was engaged upon the second
volume of the gahingahname, the gehnamecilik is seen as a

thriving institution.

The berat of appointment issued to Hasan HTikmi in 1010/
1601 — itself an elegantly phrased specimen of inga writing

enjoins the new gehnameci to continue the work of his prede¬

cessor:

"Ve buyurdum ki, ba'de '1-yevm sudde-i senlye-i

sa'adet-me^abumda gahnameci olub, murur-i dtihur
ile hudud-u-gu£urda ve memalik-i nezdik-ii-durda

mtiteceddid olan ftituhat-i £azavat ve ma'arik-u-

muharebat ve sa*ir ka&aya-yi dlvanlye ve vaka*i'-i

yevmiyeyi sabik gehnameci olan Ta'liki-zade gibi

nazm-u-negr-i hub ve eda-vu-inga-yi mer^Tib ile
tertib-ti-tedvin ve teghib-ii-tezyin idiib, rikab-i

humayuna Isal eyleye. Ve te 'llf-ii-tasnlf eylediigi

vaka'i' yazub, rikab-i humayuna virdtikde, sabika

olan gehnameci ne vechle ri'ayet olinmig ise,
2

mugariifi ileyh dahi ol vechle ri'ayet olina".

1. 'All, 604b-605a.

2. Sari 'Abdullah, 281b-282a.
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Prom this document there appears no reason to doubt that

the work of the gehnameci Ta'likl-zade had fulfilled the

expectations of the Sultan in recording the events of the

empire and that Hasan TTfflrmT was expected to produce similar

accounts. He is not charged with the composition of a

gehname as such on a specific topic, but rather with recording
in elegant prose the occurrence of campaigns and battles on

frontiers both far and near, and the everyday affairs of the

state — "ka&aya-yi divaniye ve vaka*i'-i yevmlye". This

could be interpreted as an instruction to the gehnameci to

compile a regular chronicle of events, for which purpose it-

might be assumed that he would have been given access to

official records and letters.

Two of lokman's works, the Zubdetft 't-Tevarih and the
• ' ■ V

gehname-i Sl-i 'Ogman, contain long sections in the nature

of a true court chronicle. The later sections of the Zubdetii

1t-Tevarih, which deal with sixteenth-century rulers from

Siileyman onwards, give detailed historical information on

each sultan's rule, describing events year by year. For the

reigns of Selim II and Murad III the narrative is an extremely

detailed but purely factual account — not inga prose comparable

to the ornate passages in Ta 'liki-zade1 s Humayun —

of day by day events: names, dates and places are carefully

recorded, as are the appointments and dismissals of kadis,

beglerbegis and other high officials; the ceremonies, gifts

and presentations connected with the accessions of both

Selim II and Kurad III are recounted over several folios.

The later section of the gehname-i 3L1-i 'Ogman is similarly
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detailed concerning the concluding stages of the Persian

war and the grand vizierate of Sinan Paga, 1539-91.

Lokman obviously utilized administrative records for

such passages, and it would therefore not be improbable for

Hasan Hukmi to have been charged with a similar undertaking.

If so, this would represent a new attitude to the work of

the gehnameci, in that he was no longer primarily responsible

for the elegant panegyric of the Sultan but was to become

a true official historiographer and forerunner of the

vak'a-nuvls.^
■ 1

The apparent abolition of the gehnamecilik shortly after
Hasan Hukml1s appointment seems curious in many respects. In

1601 it appears to be a thriving institution and it is sur¬

prising that it should cease to exist at a time when the

general tendency was towards an increase in government depart¬

ments and an expansion of the bureaucracy. If we lay aside

the previous hypothesis that Hasan Hukmi's work was to be more

in the nature of an official chronicle, and review the earlier

motives underlying the writing of gehname literature, we may

gain a further insight into the changing role of the gehnameci.

1. Lewis V. Thomas, A Study of Naima (New York 1972), 40-1,
in discussing the office of vak'a-nuvls, mentions the
possibility that "Naima's appointment as vakayinuvis may
have been regarded at the time as the reinstitution of
an official post — the keeping of an official daybook —
which had lapsed". He concludes, however, that the office
of official historian as held by Na'ima had, in fact, "no
demonstrable direct connection with an earlier Ottoman
institution", and refutes the idea held by certain
nineteenth-century Ottoman writers that the vak'a-nttvlslik
was a continuation of the office of court historiographer
as developed under the gehnamecis. The information on
the gehnamecilik presented in this thesis provides no firm
evidence for challenging his conclusion, the remarks made
above concerning the possible nature of Hasan Hukmi's role
as gehnameci being, at present, conjecture.
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The gehname genre in Ottoman literature is gene rally-

understood to imply eulogistic works intended to flatter the

Sultan by recounting his glorious military exploits in a

language and style reminiscent of Firdevsi's gahname — thereby

increasing the prestige of the dynasty and gaining reward

for the author of the work. 'nrif's gehname was of this type,

composed in Persian, in the miltekarib metre; similarly, Lokman's

first two works as gehnameci, the gahname-i Selim gan and the

Ta*rTh-i Sultan Suleyman Han. In addition to the loftiness

of their language, such works were also noble by virtue of

their illustrations — 'TLrif's manuscript, for instance,

contains 69 miniatures. However, the fact that these works

had been specially commissioned by the Sultan himself (or, as

would happen in isolated cases, by an influential statesman)

removes the importance of the element of flattery associated

with an independent poet's dedication of such a work to the

Sultan. Moreover, since these manuscripts were destined solely

for inclusion in the palace library, their potential propa¬

ganda value was considerably reduced, since few people would

ever have access to the finished work.

The majority of Lokman's works were commissioned by

Murad III who, although not a warrior sultan about whose

personal bravery on the field of battle a typical gehname

could be composed, was nevertheless an active patron of art

and literature. Lokman's writing was thus directed away from

the military aspect of the Ottoman dynasty to works of the

gema'ilname type, in which he described the personal qualities

of individual sultans as manifested in their habits, customs



and pastimes — the two volumes of the gahingahname (containing

53 and 95 miniatures respectively) describe Kurad ill in this

manner, whilst the second volume of the Htinername (with 65

paintings) gives a similar account of Stileyman. The large

number of miniatures contained in each of these unique

manuscripts leads to the conclusion that the paintings were

considered to be at least as important as the text, if not,

in fact, the prime reason for the compilation of the volume.

In the Eiyafetu '1-insaniye fl gema'ili 'Ogmaniye lokman

declares that the text of that work was composed expressly

as a commentary upon the paintings."'" Such works should,

therefore, be viewed less as vehicles for panegyric or pro¬

paganda, but more as objets d'art intended to enrich the

Sultan's private collection. Ta'llki-zade1 s gema*ilname also

falls into this category.

However, the two later works composed by Ta'laki-zade

in his capacity of gehnameci — the gehname-i HHmayun and the

Egri Fethi Ta^ihi — are monograph accounts in the £azaname

tradition. They indicate a reversal of the trend towards

gema*ilname works and a reversion to the gehname type, perhaps

suggesting that both the scope and the desire for further

gema'ilnames had diminished. It probably also reflects a

personal preference on Ta'liki-zade's part, since his earlier

works, the Gurcistan Seferi and the Tebriziye, are also of

the £azaname type. Cn the other hand, with the exception of

Mehmed Ill's Egri campaign of 1596, material for an heroic

1. Eiyafetti '1-insaniye fi gema'ili 'Ogmanlye, British
Museum Add. 7880, 4a-b.



gehnane was not readily available. Since the sultans no longer

campaigned in person, gehnames of the original type could only

be composed if based upon the exploits of the vezlr-i a'zam or

serdar, as Ta'liki-zade attempted to do in the gehname-i Humayun.

It is likely that Kehmed III did not view this development

favourably. That the sehnameci, employed to eulogize the Sultan,

should instead sing the praises of one of his household, a mere

slave no matter how elevated his stature, may well have appeared

as a slight to him,•emphasizing his own non-participation in

military affairs and thus detracting from the traditional prestige

of the Ottoman ruler as £azl and head of the army. From this

point of view, the abolition of the gehnamecilik appears as a

natural consequence of the loss of its raison d'etre, i.e. the

portrayal of the victorious Sultan's deeds of valotir in tune

with the original jgahname epic. Under Murad III, Lokman had

maintained his position by writing gema*ilname literature, playing

down the military in favour of the personal qualities of the

sultans. When Ta'llkl-zade attempted to return to the heroic

gehname genre of historiography, it soon became apparent that

this had become outdated and could no longer be used to good

effect in heightening the sovereign's prestige. Therefore, in

this light too may we view the apparent attempt — presumably

unsuccessful — to alter the role of the gehnameci by charging

Hasan Hukmx with the function of imperial chronicler.

The suggestion that the gehnamecilik was abolished in

consequence of the fact that the sultans were no longer active

militarily is reinforced later in the seventeenth century

during the reigns of 'Ogman II and Murad IV. Both rulers



aspired to recreate the Sultan's role as military leader,

taking personal command of their armies. As an adjunct to

this, both commissioned the writing of gehnames; they did

not, however, re-establish the gehnamecilik. At the request

of 'Ogman II, Gani-zade Mehmed Efendi, known by the mahlas

Nadir!, composed his gahname, a Turkish work of some 20G0

beyts in the miltekarib metre; it deals with the reign of

'Ogman II from his accession to the throne in 1027/1618 to

his return from the Polish campaign of 1030/1621.1 Another

gehname said to have been commissioned from Tagkopruza.de
2

Kemal ed-Dln Mehmed is not known to be extant. The muderris
• .

and poet Mulhimi was commissioned by Monad IV to write the

gehingahname, a work in Turkish verse, also in the mtitekarib

metre, which recounts the life of Murad IV from childhood to

his return from the Baghdad campaign of 1048/1638. Thus it

can be seen that, in the eyes of 'Osman II and Murad IV,

gehname historiography had retained a certain value and was

considered a necessary element in the creation of a proper

image for the Sultan. On the other hand, rulers such as

Mehmed III and Ahmed I, who had little or no inclination for

personal participation in war, were not concerned to encourage

or support the gehnamecilik; hence its disappearance in the

• 0

1. Gazavat-nameler, 104-5; Necib 'Isim, 493. Gani-zade
was a member of the 'ulema, rising to the rank of ka£'asker
of Rumili, cf. gN £evl, 702-4, 'OH II, 349-50 (where his
Sahname is said to cover the reigns of Mehmed III and
Ahmed I).

2. Gazavat-nameler, 105; Necib 'Xsim, 498n.; 'OH I, 347-8.

3. Gazavat-nameler, 109-11; Necib 'Isim, 493-9; 'OH II, 12-13.
Murad IV had also commissioned the poet NergisI with the
composition of a gehname on the Revan campaign of 1635
but this was never written, due to the poet's accidental
death while setting out from Istanbul.
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first decade of the seventeenth century.

It has been suggested that gehname literature may well

have played a particular role in the days of BayezJd II and

Suleyman in reassuring the Sultan of the strength of his own

position at times when his authority appeared threatened by

dynastic strife."1" From the reign of Selim II onwards, competition

for the sultanate within the Ottoman house ceased to exist:

Murad III succeeded Selim II without difficulty, while

Mehmed III was clearly marked out as his father's successor

by being the only one of Murad Ill's numerous sons to be sent

out of the palace to a provincial governorate. The young

Ahmed I also succeeded to the throne without opposition in

1603. It thus appears that, by the first decade of the

seventeenth century, the fear of dynastic strife had, for the

time being, receded and the reigning Sultan could feel secure

in his position. Thus he would not require the constant

adulation of gehname literature as a form of reassurance.

From another point of view, therefore, the value of, and

necessity for, maintaining the office of gehnameci may be
2

seen to be diminished.

Taken as a whole, the extant works of 'Arif, Lokman

and Ta'liki-zade represent a very specialized attitude towards

the writing of history. Although gehname literature derived

its original inspiration from the style and popularity of

Firdevsi's classic, the works of the sixteenth-century

Ottoman gehnamecis were not produced to satisfy any popular

demand. They are, rather, symptomatic of the Ottoman sultans'

1. See above, p. 13.

2. It should be noted that the return to gehname literature
under 'Ogman II and Murad IV occurred at a time when the
Sultan's position was again threatened, this time by
harem politics and the fear of deposition.
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belief in the superiority of their state, which reached the

apogee of its power during the period in which the gehnamecilik

existed; they may be regarded as a mirror in which the

qualities and achievements of the dynasty are reflected in

consummate artistry and elegant literary style. The gehname

genre forms part of the general flowering of poetry and prose

which blossomed in the sixteenth century in the settled

atmosphere of the imperial capital.

With two exceptions — Lokman's Eiyafetii '1-insaniye fi

jema'ili 'Ogmaniye (eight copies) and his ZubdetU 't-Tevarlh

(five copies) — few of these gehnames were ever copied, and

most exist in one manuscript only. This arises partly from

the fact that, as the Sultan's commissions, these manuscripts

were immediately deposited in the palace library where access

to them was severely restricted. It would be wrong to suggest

that these works were little admired simply because of any

linguistic complexities they may contain, since the works of

many contemporaries of the gehnamecis who were equally, or more

highly, proficient in literary and poetical composition were

appreciated and imitated. Moreover, the standard of composition

in the works of the gehnamecis is not uniform: the Turkish

prose works of lokman do, at times, display a very pedestrian

style in their narrative sections; Ta'likl-zade's Egri Fethi

Ta* rlhi, whilst a typical example of a £azanane in the megnevl

form, lacking neither historical interest nor stylistic

appeal, is nevertheless composed in a much simpler Turkish

than any of his previous prose works. All copies of the two

works by Lokman mentioned above are richly illustrated with



miniature paintings, which may suggest that duplicates were

made primarily for the purpose of acquiring a collection of

paintings, rather than from admiration of the text.

As historical sources, the works of 'Arif, Lokman and

Ta'llki-zade vary greatly in value. The gema*ilname manu¬

scripts in general merely repeat what were to contemporaries

well-known, traditional stories of the early prophets, the

first Huslim rulers and successive dynasties; they have only

a very weak claim to be called historiography. On the other

hand, those works of Lokman mentioned previously which contain

long detailed sections drawn from official records may provide

much information for which other documentation is now lacking.

Similarly, Ta'liki-zade's works in the £azaname tradition,

being eye-witness accounts of particular campaigns, must

retain a certain historical value as the personal observations

of a contemporary and participant.

However, it cannot be claimed that the works of the

gehnamecis exerted any particular influence upon either

contemporary or later writers, nor that they were appreciated

by them. The scarcity of biographical material on the

gehnamecis shows a lack of interest in, or even of knowledge

about, them. When Ta'llkl-zade1 s gehname-i Humayun came into

the possession of the Emir Kehmed 'Arif in the middle of the

eighteenth century, he was unable to find information about

the author of his manuscript and could discover only the

briefest information about Ta 'llkl-zade's fellow gehnamecis
'Arif and Hasan Hukml. Tegkire notices are few: 'Arif's

entry in the Mega'iru 'g-gu'ara is the most detailed, but



mainly, one suspects, because he was a personal friend of

'Agik pelebi; similarly, 'Ahdi had sympathy for Sflatun.

Lokman was not primarily a poet and is not mentioned at

all in the tegkires; for Ta'llki-zade there is only a brief,

three-line entry in the Tegkire-i Ri&a — were it not for

the auto-biographical sections in his works practically

nothing would be known about him. Hasan Ktikma 1 s appointment

as gehnameci is brought to the attention almost incidentally,

through its being a prelude to his later successful career

as re'Isu 'l-kuttab.
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THE LIFE AMD CAREER OF !A 'LIEI-ZaDE

There are comparatively few sources for a biography of

Mehmed ibn Mehmed el-Fenara. the sehnameci Ta'llki-zade. His

own works provide the most important information, since in

the opening section of each it is the author's custom to intro¬

duce himself, bringing forward his connection with the distin¬

guished Fenari family, and giving an outline of his career to

date.

Few references are to be found in the biographical

literature of the period. The Tegkire-i Riza., compiled in

1050/1640-1, reads merely "lagakiyeli Ta'liki-zade Mehmed gelebi,

gahnameci'1, with a note that he died, "gehid", in 1003/1599-1600."*"
The most detailed of the secondary sources is the article by

Necib 'Asim, who appears to have drawn most of his information

on Ta'lxki-zade's life from the gehnameci's own writings. His

account of this gehnameci is in general reliable, although he

differs from Riza over the date of Ta'liki-zade1s death. lointing

out that in the berat of appointment to the gehnamecilik of

Hasan Kukml, dated Ceraagi 'l-ahir 1010/December 1601, it is not

1. Tegklre-i Riga, 89. Ta'llkl-zade himself makes no mention
01 his place of origin, nor to the fact that he came to
Istanbul at a certain date in order to complete his education
or to seek employment. On the other hand, the reference
given below to his uncle Karakag-zade Flri Beg from Aydm
shows a family connection with the' Lazakiyeli/Denizli area.

Hecib 'Asim, 422-4. 'OH. Ill, 54, gives a short, but on the
whole accurate account; following Riza, Ta'llki-sade1s date
of death is given as 1003; the Gurcistan Seferi, the Tebrizlye
and the gehname-i Hujnayun are listed as his only known works.
An addition at the end of the entry — eg'an da vardur —
would indicate the existence of individual poems; these,
however, have not come to light.
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stated that his predecessor Ta 'liki-s~.de had died, merely that

he had left the cajital, "diyar-i a.'iara gitmerle", eclb 'Asim

concludes that Ri&a is wrong in placing his death in 1003.

Furthermore, becib 'Asirn discovered a clerk named la 'liki-zade7 • •

listed seventeenth in a register of 40 divan katibs for the

year 1012/1603-4, holding a 60 akge zi'amet, which would indicate

that his absence from the capital had not been of long duration.

In view of this, he suggests that Ta'likl-zade died not in 1008,

but in 1013, the confusion being caused by a dating error in the

Tegkire-i Ri&a.
1

However, the phrase o> may with equal validity be

read "diyar-n ahire", "to the last world", thus supporting the

tezkireci's statement that Ta'likl-zade died in 1003. Also, the— • 7

lakab Taiaki-zade is not so unusual that it might not also have

been borne by another katib. In which case the individual named

in the 1012 register cited above may have been a different oerson

entirely. For lack of further information, no definite conclusion

can be drawn, although the earlier date seems more likely, con¬

sidering Ta'liki-zade1s practice of writing gehnames on the basis

of personal observation of, and participation in campaigns; it

is quite probable that he died, gehiid, on the Hungarian campaign

of 1008/1599.

The most detailed account of Ta ilki-zade's early career

is that given in the gerna*ilname. This was the first work

written by him after his appointment as assistant gehnameci

to lokman; thus he made a special effort, not only in the

language and presentation of the main part of the text, but

also in bringing forward his own claims to recognition by a

lengthy discourse on his own career. The Emri Fethi Ta'riihi,^
* st_'

1. San 'Abdullah, 231b.Jt '
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composed some five or six years later, supplements the

information contained within the gemS^lnSme, whilst the

Gflrcistan Seferi and the Tebrlzlye provide more specific

details about the author's participation in the eastern

campaigns. The gehnSroe-i Hiimayun contains only a short

auto-biographical section, whilst his first work, the

FirSsetname, gives no information apart from the author's

name.

Ta'liki-zade is extremely proud of his connection with

the Fenari family, probably the most prominent and well-

respected family in the Ottoman legal profession during the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries."1"

Kemlnan-i al-i Fenarldenem

0 faijir nesebden baklye benem

Atam u dedem nesl-i emcSdufia

Kilub sidk ile &idmet ecdadufia

Kimi mtiftl vu kimi beglerbegi

Veil k£&I-'askerden ekger begi

Fenari soymda gortib meymenet
2

Ne mansib virilse idtib ma'dilet

He considers the association of the Ottoman dynasty and the

1. Cf. J.R. Walsh, "Fenarl-zade", EI2 II, 879- More
detailed accounts of various members of the family are
to be found in the references to the geka' iktl 'n-Nu 'mSnlye
and the Zeyl-i gek5*ik mentioned in the above article.

2. Egri Fethl Ta'rl^i, 6a.
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Fenarl family to have been of great importance for the

prosperity of both, and for the welfare of the state; the

presence of a member of the Fenarl family in the imperial

divan had seemed practically a requirement of government.

He compares their role with that of other eminent families

in early Muslim states:

"hatta Divan-1 Eumayun — enfege 'llahtl htikme-htl

ila yevmi yuba'gun —- da teyemmCnen ve istis'aden
51-i Fenarlden birin mttnasib-i menasib-i 'aliye ve

mertebe-i mtlrettebe-i galiye ile mevcud itmek

kanun-i mtistemirr-i ma'hud oldu&i mukarrer, ve

tevarl^-i mevgukatu •r-rivayStda muharrerdtlr.
Devlet-i 'Abbaslyede al-i Beramika, ve eyyam-i

Mervanlyede al-i Mtihelleb, ve devlet-i £arra-

sa'adet-i cihSn-Sra-yi Al-i 'Ogmanda nesl-i Fenarl

fira£-i bal ve refag-i hal ile kamgarl stirmiglerdtlr".1
The author usually introduces himself as "Mehmed ibn

2
Mehmed el-Fenarl, eg-gehlr bi-Ta'llkl-zade". The mahlas

Subhl by which he is sometimes known appears only three times in

his works. He first refers to himself as Subhl in the

introduction to the Gtlrcistan Seferi, and secondly in the

colophon of that work; the mahlas is found again in the final

beyt of the Tebrlzlye.^

1. gemS.'ilnSme, 9a.

2. Cf. Firasetname, 4a: "Mehmed ibn Mehmed ibn Mehmed el-Fenarl".

3. See below, p. 109.
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Since Ta'lIki-zSde does not mention his father as

having held any particular post, we may conclude that he

was not one of the more prominent members of the FenSrI

family. Of his mother's family, there is only a passing

reference in the gema*ilname to one of his maternal uncles,

Karakag-zade Plrl Beg, who was living in the province of

Aydm during the reign of Sellm I."*" It is quite possible

that Ta'llkl-zade*s father died at a comparatively early

age, leaving his son in the care of his mother and her

relations in Aydm; the author records in the gema*ilnSme
that he had visited the island of Sakiz (Chios) in the

period before it came under Ottoman control — i.e. before

1566 — which is further evidence to suggest that he spent
2

at least part of his youth in the Aydm area. The fact

that he was not brought up in Istanbul may have had a somewhat

adverse effect on his career and could go a long way towards

explaining the gehnameci1s insistence on his FenSrI ancestry
and the apparent failure of well-placed relations to assist

him in finding a suitable post. At almost every stage in

the narrative of his career, Ta'liki-zade expresses his

feelings of neglect and frustration, complaining constantly

that he was overlooked when promotions were made. Although
such pleas were often no more than conventional utterances

1. gema. *ilname, 94b.

2. gema*ilname, 90b: "bu haklr gerdig-i rEzgarla bir ta'rx^de
cezire-i Sakiza [ vardum, henuz pertev-i Islam
[oraya] dugmemigdi".



in the mouths of all poets of the .ge, it would appear

that Ta'llkl-zade did not embark on his career under the

most favourable circumstances, and probably had few

influential friends to help him, so that his complaints

may often have had some justification. On the other hand,

he was averse to the use of patronage as the principal

means of gaining remunerative posts, and declares his

unwillingness to imitate the numerous ill-educated and

unworthy men who manged to achieve success by flattery and

attachment to the retinue of a high government official or

paga;

"Emgalum menasib-i 'aliye ve hem-salCm matalib-i

£aliyeye i'tila eyleyub; ben merdum-i dide gibi

mihrab-nigln-i ktinc-i t§rlk-i hirman, ve dtirr-i

gemin-as5 'umman-i gamanda dermande-i derman kalub;

kur-dilan-i hod-bin-i a'yan-i ruy-i zeminden pegm-

dagt-u-tatallu', mardan murSwet, plr-zenden fCtuwet,

Iblisden istiman^", zindlkden iman tevakku' itmek

gibi idtigini bilmek ile, kem-kadr-i bala-nigin olanlara

ser-fiirud itmek tacin terk, ve ni'am-i Ni'me 'l-Veklle

tevekkiil sazini berk eyleyGb; der gibi her kese

apilmak babim mesdud, ve yaran sohbetine varma£i
_ _____ 2bidrud kilub; daman-asa na-sezalarufi pSyma stirinmegi

la*ik, ve rida gibi her redi[-yi] na-rastufl. boyxuna
2

salinma^i mizScuma mutabik gorinmeyub; rezaya-yi

2. If surinmegi and salinmagi are to be read as accusatives
the verb must be active, gormeyub; alternatively, if the
passive verb is retained, stlrinmegi and salinmagi should
be read as nouns.
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ruzgSra musaberete mtig&beretde igSbe-i *ag5bdan

erinmeyub; ve sebll-i selametden rah-i mekr-u-

^adi'ate iz azdurmayub,^" ve kara goftfllltilere sim-i

sepld [ytizinden, ve zigt] ytizlti[lere] zer-i stlrh-i

5teg-tab igftn yuz kizdurmayub; minnetle ab-i hay§t

zehr-i memat, ve bl-minnet nlg-i aru nug-i daru

goriliib".^

# * * * » *

Ta'llkl-zade*s recorded career began when he obtained

a post as katib in the household of gehzade Murad (later
Murad III) on the latter's appointment as sancak begi of

Manisa in March 1562.^ There is no indication of the means

whereby Ta'likl-zade was awarded this post, whether it was

due to his promise as a calligrapher, or whether on this

first occasion one of his father's relatives put his name

forward as a suitable condidate. He remained in Manisa in

Murad's service until the latter became sultan in 1574 on

— C
the death of Selim II. Ta'llki-zade used these twelve years'

1. Cf. TS, iz azitmak.

2. jj y^ jy-t j a-*-*- *_r^5 1 ^y^ 1

jy. u^-1
3- gema*ilname, 9b.

4. B. Etittikoglu, "Murad III", lA 8, 615. I.H. Uzungargili,
Osmanli Devletinin Saray Tegkilflti (Ankara 1945) 123-4,
127-8, provides information on the various officials
appointed to a gehzade's household.

5» In the §>em5*ilname, lib, the following beyt states that
Ta 'likl-zade/ ~~™



to acquire knowledge in various fields and to perfect

his writing of both poetry and prose.

EyledGm 'ilm-G-fafcli cSLna £ida

'Ilmdftr ptlnki cana nur-i htida

'tlm-i kSf ipre kamySb oldum

Hem mu'ammada namyab oldum

Kar&-r §i 'r-ti- 'aruz u reml-ti-hesab

Fenn-i mikat u 'ilm-i usturlab
• • •

Mantika la-kelam 'omrtim sarf
• • •

Bilmig idim beyam harf-be-harf

gi *r-u-inj5ma eyleyub insaf"1"
Medh iderdi KemSl ile Vassaf

• • •

Rice olur biliirdi dftrr-i ferxd

2
Nazm[-u-]negrtlmi gorse mevarld

* * *

Idiib on iki sal hidmet mtidam

Olur ay bagma bir yxl tamam

(5 cont'd) Ta'Hki-z5de served MurSd III in Manisa for only
10 years:

gidmet-i gah-i 'alemi on sal

EyledGm bi 'l-gGdtiwi ve-'l-asal
Since all other references indicate the length of time
to have been 12 years, it may be assumed that "on sal"
is merely an approximation designed to fit the metre
(hafif) of the beyt.

1. ^ LLI

2. gema'ilname, lib.



Bu Jjidmetde bir kullu&a gitmediim

Re'ayayi zulm ile incitmedtLm

FGnun kesbine sarf idtib 'omrtimi

DonCb Hakka tefvli idCb emrumi
• • e

Gtineg gibi [peyda] gicem gtindtizQm

Siiha gibi mahfl tutub kendoztlm

Adum pikmasun diyii beyne 11—enam

Mu'amma gibi beyt iderem makcLm

Ktitftbden nice tercume eyledtim

Nicesin da£i kendozQm soyledlim"*"

Nevertheless, despite Ta'llkl-zade's application to

work and study, and his faithfull service to the gehzade,

he still found himself without the recognition and reward

he sought.

Velikin bentim kadrumi bilmedi

Sezavar-i gahanesin kilmadi

Yagum gibi gozden birakdi beni

Derunum gibi oda yakdi beni

Deltib bagrumr ney gibi ruzgSr
_ 2

Yakub 'ud-veg canumi nar-i 'ar

1. Egri Fethi Ta*rlhi, 6a-b. It is unlikely that any of
the translations or literary essays mentioned here ever
received any currency. Ta'liki-zade makes no mention
of them elsewhere.

2. Egri Fethi Ta^rlfci, 6b.



On the accession of Murad III, Ta'lTki-zSde returned7 •

to Istanbul and was enrolled amongst the katibs of the

imperial divan. He was several times sent into the provinces

to carry out local censuses, a task which was not to his

liking.

"Giru, bu £ame-asS, tl£-i melSl ile gikafte-vtt-

nizar, ve name-migSl plglde-vil-nahif-H-zar, divan
kitabetinde ikrar olinub; der-gah-u-bi-gah mtilazemet-i

dergah ile merreten ba'de u^ra 'ala ma htlve *l-ahra
tahrir-i vilSyete gonderiliib; kalem gibi rSst-hHyluklar

ve name-migal sepid-ruyluklarum miistelzim-i infisSh-i

amal-H-Hmniyat-u-me'arib ve istincah-i makasid[-u-]
matSlib iken, bey&a-i timidumi gu'bede-baz-i felek-i
nS-saz enban-i hirmSnda nihan, ve bey£a-yi bahtumi

mukasat-i dehr gamam-i ^umumda pinhan eyleytib; hSk-i

gillet-H-magSk-i megelletde kodi."

He implies that due to these periods of absence in the

provinces he was several times overlooked when promotions

were made, and accordingly failed to gain the advancement

he felt was his due:

"He dort kerre hakkum alinub, birer bStil-i• • • • 7 •

bl-htiner-i 'Stile virildi".^

Although disappointed and frustrated, he was nevertheless

determined not to seek the patronage of those officials he

1. Tebrlzlye, 8a-b.

2. Ibid., 8b; earlier on the same folio Ta'llkl-zade writes:
"iki def'a hakkum almub".
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considered unworthy, and thus place himself in debt to them:

Yandurursa ger seni germa-yi beyda-yi belS

Saye-i £ar-i siyaha eakin itme iltica

Kanda gitdi sSye-i serv [u] ginar-i ser-bfilend

Eyleme zinhSr edSnaden esafilden ricS^"

Having spent twelve years as a kStib in the household

of gehzade Murad, and several more years as a divan katibi
without receiving any particular sign of recognition or

token of appreciation of his work, Ta'llkl-zade decided to

leave Istanbul and take part in the eastern campaigns against

Safavid Persia as a break from his unrewarding routine:

"'akibet, suver-i 'acS'ib-i dunyayi mir'at-i

seferde gekl-i temaga itmek igun, rahg-i reh-var-i

sefere 'inan-i 'azimeti iistiivSr kilub".

In 991/1583 he joined the group of katibs working

under the supervision of Lam 'All gelebi in the retinue

of the serdar FerhSd Paga, in whose service Ta'lTki-zade
witnessed the rebuilding of the fortress of Revan and the

construction of a new fortification at Tomanis the following

year, 1584.

"Tokuz ytiz toksan bir ta*rl£inde vezlr-i Asaf-sifat-i
huceste-tedblr Ferhad Paga-yi kigver-gUga ha&retleri

1. gema'ilname, 10a.

2. Ibid., 12a-b.

3. Gurcistan Seferi, 3b.



Rev§n kal'esi binSsxna ihl£s-x niyyet olxndukda,

hidmet-i kitabet-i sefer-i nusret-egere namzed

olan ktittab-x ma'arif-me*abla hem- 'inan Revana

revane olub; kal'e binasxnda tistadlarla yarxgub,

ve xrgadlarla toza topra£a karxgub, ve Kxzxlbag-x

ilh5d-5heng ile sitxz-G-cengde olub; sene-i ganxyede

Tomanxs-i vahget-enxs seferin seferleyub; bu esfar-x

mihnet-ag&rda enva'-x metS'ib-i mahguretti 'l-'avakxb

ve esnaf-x Sfat-x giddetii 'l-majxafat jektlb".^

During these campaigns Ta'lxkx-zade was not merely a

passive spectator of events, but played an active part in

building operations and in engagements with the enemy. After

a successful encounter with a hostile force of Georgians and

Kxzxlbag near Tiflis, the Ottoman commander RidvSn Paga

assigned Ta'lxkx-zade the task of conveying news of the

victory to the serdar Ferhad Paga at Tomanxs:

"[Ridvan Paga] hakxre hxtab buyurub: 'MtinSsib budur.

Bu feth-i namdarx [ha&ret-i] Serdar-x kamgSra ibgar-u-

i^bSr eyleyeviiz, ve mektublarx safia [yaz]durub,
sentifile gSnderevtiz. Hem guzatuii mesS'x-yi megkureleri

agSr-x fafel gibi telef-G-fea*i' olmayub, Serdar-x

kSmgSra ma'lum eyleyubx ve hem sentifl da^i *ar£-x
muradufia vesxle olub, begaget-i begaret arasxnda
halufie merhamet eyleytib, dil-gad[-u-ber-]murSd eyleye'

p
diyii buyurdxlar".

1. Tebrxzxye, 9a.

2. Gtircistan Seferi, 30b.



However, despite this potential improvement in Ta'llkl-zade's

fortunes, Ferhad Paga himself was not so favourably disposed

towards him. On receipt of the news of RidvSn Paga's

victory, the serdar ordered rejoicing and festivities, made

promotions, awarded fiefs and increased the salaries of

practically everyone concerned. For Ta 'liki-zade, however,

there was nothing but disappointment; the text of the Gftrcist&n

Seferi ends on a very dismal note:

"fevka *l-£ayet nevazig-G-ri'ayet olmub; mGcmelen

irsa-yi merasim-i mGrasat ve irfa-yi muvafatda

dakika na-mer'I kalmadi. Ve benden &ayri, 'na-murad

kaldum' dir olmadi".1
•

The following year, 993/1585, Ta'llkl-zade was attached
•«

to the retinue of the new serdar 'Ozdemir-o§li 'Ogman Paga,

and took part in the campaign to capture the former Safavid

capital, Tebriz. He succeeded in gaining the attention of

'Ogman Paga and became his chief secretary. From this time

onwards, and even after 'Ogman Paga's death later in 1585,

Ta'llki-zade's fortunes began to improve.

"Bu haklr-i hakister-G-h5k-i gena-gGsterGh

fenn-i ingada kudretin ma'lum buyurub; feth-

name-i hGmayun-i cihan-gGga bu heba-yi mengurufi

ingSsi-yle olmagm, fark-i haksanna hurgid-agar

&iya-nigar olub; h&sidan-i kasid ve kasidan-i

hasid tebah, ve gozleri ka£id-asa sepld ve yGzleri
_ 2

midad-manend siyah oldi."

1. GGrcistan Seferi, 32b-33a.

2. gems^ilname, 15b.
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"Ekser mek5tib-i bela&at-esalibi bu bende-i {jakister-
N-hak-i gena-gustertifi ingSsi-yledtir.

Neither the Gilrcistan Seferi nor the Tebrlziye

manuscript bears any date to indicate when it was completed,

although both were certainly written before Ta'llki-zSde
received his appointment to the gehnamecilik (since this

is not mentioned in either work), and most probably contri¬

buted greatly to his success in this direction. It is most

likely that each work was written as soon as possible after

the events it describes took place, i.e. the Gtlrcistan Seferi

during the winter of 1534-5, and the Tebrlziye in 1535 or

1536. In the second work Ta 'liki-zade records his receipt

of a timar, presumably at the hands of 'Ogman Paga:

"£tin bu bende-i kalllu 'l-bi&a'at-i kegiru
'l-i&a'at yedi sene sefer-i 'Acem itmigken, bir

akge tlmSr-i mahlul pezlra-yi husul olmayub, beg
2

bifi akpe timarcik ihsan itdi."

If Ta'Hki-zade's statement that he had spent seven years

on campaign is to be understood literally, then he must have

participated in all the principal campaigns of the war, from

that of Lala Mustafa Paga in 1578 onwards; if so, it is

strange that in none of his works is there even a passing

reference to these earlier events. On the other hand, Ta'llki
zade is not reliable with regard to dates or periods of time;

1. Tebrlziye, 9b.

2. Ibid., 10a.



"yedi sene" may be simply a random figure indicating that

he felt himself to have endured the rigours of campaign

life for an inordinately long time.

The auto-biographical account in the gema *ilname

passes directly from the Tebriz campaign of 1585 to Ta'likl-

zade's appointment as gehnameci, giving no indication of
the length of time which elapsed between the two and providing

no date for the latter.^ There is no reference to either

lokman or Nutkl; the impression given by the gemS'ilnSme is

that the author was appointed sole gehnameci. At no point

in any of his works does Ta'llkl-zade mention his predecessors

in the gehnSmecilik.

The gema'ilname is the first work to have been composed

by Ta'llkl-zade as gehnameci; according to the gehname-i

HiimSyun it was completed shortly before Ta'llkl-zade departed
2

on the Yanik campaign of 1593-4. Neither 'All nor SelanikI

1. In the Egri Fethi Ta'rlhi. 6b, the account jumps from the
accession of Murad III to Ta 'llkl-z&de•s appointment as
gehnameci, without any reference whatsoever to the inter¬
mediate years spent as a divan katibi and on campaign.

2. gehname-i Humayun. 4b, where the date of presentation to
Murad III is given as "igna ve elf ta'rlhinde". From a

chronological point of view, this dating"raises a problem:
the aerdar SinSn Paga left Istanbul for Hungary on 29 gewal
1001/29 July 1593 (Egg III, 130), and by the opening of the
year 1002 was advancing towards the Hungarian fortress of
Vesprem; if Ta'llkl-zade had departed in his retinue at
the commencement of the campaign he could not have been in
Istanbul to present the gema*ilname to MurSd III in the year
1002. This may be explained by the fact that Ta 'llkl-zade
had not originally intended to take part in the campaign,
but, later, disappointed by the cool reception given his
new work (gehname-i HHmayun, lib), he had departed "giryan-u-
suzan" for Hungary and had joined the army at a later date.
On/
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reveal the date of Ta'lTki-zSde's first association with

the gehnamecilik: 'All mentions the "gelSge-i mtUewege"

of Lokman, Ta'likl-zade and Nutki after his account of the• ' • • •

accession of Mehmed III in Cemagi 'l-a^ix 1003/Jauuary 1595,

but fails to indicate how long the arrangement had been in

existence; Selanikl, although supplying a definite date for

lokmSn's replacement by Ta'likl-zade, does not mention the

fact that the two had previously worked side by side in the

gehnamecilik.^ Thus it has not been established exactly

when Ta'likl-zade became assistant gehnameci: most probably

he returned from the east to Istanbul shortly after the

death of 'Osman Paga and was received back into the ranks

of the divan katibs for a while before achieving his long-
2

desired promotion.

In the £>ema* ilname Ta'liki-zade describes the time of his

appointment to the gehnamecilik:

"Bu gaker-i kemin ve bende-i £amln sanca£-i htimayundan

ni'met-i ihsanlan-yle miirebba, ve i'anet-i 'inSyetleri-

yle mu'abba oldu£i ayine-i 'ilm-i 'alem-niimalannda

numayan olmagm, menasib-i refi'a ile ser-efr§z olmasi-

ptln hatt-i htimayun-i bende-nevSz 'inayet buyurduklan

ruz-i piruz-i £am-zidanufi. pes ferdasi kaylule vaki'

(2 cont'd) On the other hand, Ta'liki-zade's sense of historical
time must be regarded as suspect: 1002 may simply be an error
for 1001. This is supported by the fact that in the gehname-i
HtlmSyun there is a very detailed account of Sinan Paga's
meeting with the ehl-i vukuf in Belgrade which took place in
Zi 'l-Hicce 1001, at which Ta'lik~-zade was obviously present.

1. See above, pp. 46-9.

2. Ta'likl-zade himself does not refer to his return; 'All, 604b,
records that on his appointment as gehnameci he came "divan-i
hakani katiblerinden". —
w •



bulub; 'alem-i rii'yada §§hname-guyluk £idmetin

hatt-i htimayun ile bendelerine 'inayet buyurub,

ve mtibarek-badla tegyll buyurmalari mtibeggire

vaki' oldi".1

According to 'All, Ta'liki-zade was assisted in this promotion

by a higher official of some importance:

"ekabirden birini vasita tutundi. 01 dahi mtlteferrika-
2

likla gehname-guyluk nansibm berSt itdtirdi".

There is no reference in the gema*ilname to any such assistance

nor to whom the person providing it might have been.

At this point the auto-biographical narrative in the

gema*ilname ceases. Shortly after completion of the work
rz

_

and its unfavourable reception by Murad III, Ta'llkl-zade

left Istanbul, again in a state of despondency, to participate

in the Hungarian campaign led by the vezlr-i a'zam and serdar

Sinan Paga, which continued for some eighteen months, from
the latter half of 1593, through 1594 and into 1595. He

writes from first-hand experience of the army's progress, its

capture of several Hungarian forts and the principal achieve¬

ment of the campaign, the successful seige of the important

fortress of Yanik, situated on the very furthest border of

1. gema*ilname, 14a.

2. 'All, 604b. For information on the mtiteferrika corps and
its members, see M. Tayyib Gokbilgin's article "Mtiteferrika
lA 8, 853-6; also I.H. Uzunjargili, op. cit., 428-31.

3. gehname-i Htimayun, lib.
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Ottoman and Habsburg lands. Besides making a note of events

for the future writing of his gehname, Ta'liki-zade found

himself once more in the thick of the fighting, and fell

ill as a result of the conditions he experienced:

"[bu bende] Tata kal'esintlfi fethinde yiiriyug

oldukda, bizum 'askerumtiztifi ofiinde hendekuh• * • •

kenarmda bulmub; giddet-i harb ve ma'arret-i
darbdan hasta dttgiib, yigirmi gun humma-yi muhnkadan

dil-hirag tarlhii 'l-firag [olub], henuz nakih[-u-]
na-ten-durtist, ve neslm-i blmar gibi zebun[-u-] siist

iken, boyle ceng-i can-aheng ipinde [i.e. the seige

of Yamk] (beyt)

Keman-i keyani vu tir-i hadeng

Birader buved merd-ra ruz-i ceng

ma&mun-i 'ibret-ntimuninca, gegm-i suzen gibi [kafiri

gozedtib], ve kemani kati bagirlu dilber gibi slneye

gektib". ^

Towards the end of the gehname-i Bumayun there is a short

section, in the nature of a postscript, giving a brief account

of certain events of the autumn campaign of 1595 led by Sinan

Paga against the rebel voyvode Michael of Wallachia. The

brevity and inaccuracy of the narrative indicates that

Ta'llki-zade was in this instance writing from second-hand

information. Prom Selanikl's record of the dismissal of

lokman in Muharrem 1004/September 1595, it may be assumed that

1. gehn5me-i Humayun, 63a«



Ta'llki-zade had not taken part in the campaign, and was

probably in Istanbul, engaged upon the writing of the

gehname-i Htlmayun:

"divan-i '511 katiblerinden nazm-i gi'r-u-ingada
kamil« ve danig-i 'ilm-u-edeb ile fafeil, mtimtazti

•l-akran, sahibG 'l-heseb ve-'n-neseb Ta'llki-zade• 7 • • • •

Mehmed felebi Efendiye dergah-i 'all mtiteferrikali£i-

yle gahnamecilik ta'yin, ve hazine-i 'amireden *5det-i
kadime tizre i}il'at-i fahire ile tegrif buyunlub;

viizera-yi 'izam ile giriib, paye-i serir-i saltanata

ytiz stirdi. Pi evasit-i gehr-i Muharrem, sene 1004".^"

In the introductory section of his next work, the Egri Fethi

Ta'rjhi, Ta 'liki-zade celebrates his elevation to the post

of gehnameci:

Beni gaha gehname-guy itdiler

Tentim muyeden lik muy itdiler

Bu bi-devlet oldx gii devlet-sita
Veil bar-i £am itdi kaddum dtita

KemSl ehline kefg—gerdan olub

Gubar-i kef-i pay-i merdan olub

Firazende-i kadr-i gahan benem

Sitayende-i Cem-kulahan benem

geca'at-sita nahl-bend-i gehan

Zemin-say-i summ-i semend-i gehan

1. Selaniki, 153b. 'All's opinion of Ta'liki-zade1s
suitability for the post of gehnameci contrasts with
that of SelSniki, see above, p. 46.



Du'a-hvan-i ikbal-i hakaniyem

£ena-guy-i tskender-i garuyem

Be-hakk-x giida-yi cihan-aferxn
tder sozlerftme cihSn "iferxn!

During the 1596 campaign, in which Mehmed III led his

army in person to the capture of the fortress of Egri and

the subsequent battle of Hapova, Ta'lxkx-zade was given the

task of writing the official account of the Sultan's progress
p

the work which had originally been assigned to LokmSn.

Whilst describing the desperate fighting in and around the

Ottoman camp, Ta'lxkx-zade relates his own part in the battle

Bu kemter de 'ar& ideyem halumi

Bagumdan gepen ctimle ahvaliimi

Kigi gordtiginden hikayet ider

Bagxndan gependen rivSyet ider

£ii kiiffar-x bx-dxn basub ordumuz

Tolub gebr-i bx-dxn ile yurdumuz

Irakdan gorUb anladuk yirimtiz

Gorimedtik emma biri birimUz

gtittiban u sa'isle har-bendemtiz

Giirxzan olub gitdi her bendemtiz

1. Egri Fethi Ta'rxhi, 6b-7a.

2. See above, p. 48.



Yikilmij yatur £aymeler zer-nigun

Giisiste-tmab u gikest e-siitun

Ne kalmig ipinde 'adu almamip

Hazinesi hali bupuk kalmamip
•r ^

'Adu yir ytizin gark-i hun eylemip

Yegil sebzeyi lale-gun eylemig
* *

Goziim yapi seyl-i firavan olub

Batumi apiya gibi gerdan olub

Bu sevda ile nice dem a£ladum

Deli gofiltimi olmege bagladum

SogUb nefslime kendiime soyledtim

Turub hasta canuma levm eylediim

"Cihan oldi sen zinde kalmak neden?
• •

Zaman yo£ ola sen var olmak neden?"

Degipdiim heman yokli^a varligi

Viriib cam aldum olum erligi
* *

Bu cism-i nahif ii vticud-i za'if

Olub ol dem ipre peleng-i 'anif
* *

Eger bulmasam da£i txg-ti-sinan

Digum tirnagum yiter idi heman"^"

Egri Fethi Ta'rlfci, 53a-b.



The Egri Pethi Ta'nhi, comnleted in 1^97 or 1093, in theh t ■ . V 7 " '

last work attributed to Ta'liki-zade.^ It is nosx likely that

he died in 1003/1599-1600 whilst in Hungary with the retinue

of the vezir-i a'zan and serdar Damad Ibrahim' Pasa.^

Ta'likl-zade was probably more than 60 years of aye at

the time of his death. The date of his first important post,

as katib in the household of gehzade kurad in Lanisa, may be
taken as 1362, by which time he must have been at least twenty

years of aye and have completed a good education and a training

in calligraphy. This would place his birth around the y-nr

1340. Apart from his pride in being a member of the Ferrari

family, the gehnameci does not mention any close relative nor

any children who may have held posts in the legal or secretaria

professions. In providing autobiographical data, he displays

the conventions of the time, on the one hand complaini ig of

injustice in promotion and meagre reward, whilst on the other

taking pride in his heritage and the superiority of the Ottoman

state.

& J/ :l: &

Ta'liki-zade1s personality is revealed clearly through

his writings. He emerges primarily as a sincere and cons-

1. According to the following beyt (73a), the manuscript was
completed within a year:

Bu bir salde bu faklr-u-kemin

yeken nazrna bir boyle dtlrr-i zemin

2. See above, pp. 63-9»



cientioue servant of the state, as a man of good education

possessed of an independent and enquiring mind. He was

deeply concerned by changing standards in society and govern

ment, which he considered could only be for the worse.

Zamane hayal§t-i bengi gibi

Perljan olub muy-i zengi gibi

Dontib 'aksine devr-i 9ar£-i berln
Emin ^a'in olmigdi ha1in emln

[Qaba'igJ-pesend olub ehl-i kalem

Ceban oldi ash5b-i tabl-u-'alem
• • •

t — _ ... — V-
A all edani makammda h ar

Den! sahib-i mesned-i iftihar"^
* *

Bir alay habig-i hiyanet-pesend

Olur mal-i gahl ile ercumend

Ta§i togri i9inde egri olan

MinSre gibi ser-btilend-i cihan

Dahi ruznameci vu vezne-dSr

Yek-e§ dtizd baged yek-eg perde-dar

Asilmig terazu agilmig devat

Dimigdtir ikisi hakmda rtivSt

Alur biri saydim yazu ile
2

Birisi u£urlar terazu ile

1. gehname-i Humayun, 109a.

2. Ibid., 109b.
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He laments in particular the sale of offices:

Fapu kapu dirlik geztib it gibi

Mezad olmub mal-i meyyit gibi

Filurlle mansib 'ala ma yega

Alub satmada sahib-i irtiga^"

In his relationship to the eminent Fenari family he

took great pride, and was dismayed to see evidence of an

increasing lack of respect for such genuinely learned men,

whose influence on the conduct of central and local govern¬

ment was being superceded by that of ill-educated men of

inferior character.

Veil nice molla-yi sahib-funun

Olur dest-fersude-i devr-i dun

Dhzenmez nigarln-i ra'na gibi

G-orinmez kitab igre ma 'na gibi

Ytizine bakar yok migal-i kitab

Su*aline bir kimse virmez cevab

Kalur bl-ntimud ism-i mtibhem gibi

Zevaya-yi enduhda £am gibi

gii devletlliler itmez ikbal aha
2

Cefalar ider kavm-i ctihhal aha

1. gehname-i HumSyun, 110a.

2. Egri Fethi Ta'rihi, 5b-6a.
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In the Egri Fethi Ta'rlhi he describes symptoms of

disorder in the provinces of which he must have gained

first-hand experience during the periods he spent as a

tahrir katibi. The sipahl system is being undermined, the

peasantry are suffering in consequence, and there are fewer

brave and expert soldiers available for service with the

army.

Yine Tiirklerdtlr kurayi yikan

Re'ayayi zulm ategine yakan

Ider Tiirkler bir birine ktlni

Hased odina yanar 'omri gtini

Yakar cSnini nar-i re§k-u-hased

Takar boynma tavk-i habltin mesed

Satar tarlasmi bozar fiftini

Yolar koparur bagxnun ziftini

Virtir ciimle malin sipahl olur

Cihanuh bela-yi siyShi olur

Re'ayaya glr-i be-heybet olur
Veil ceng vaktinde 'avret olur

Dirl£a ki oldi sipeh-kej ceban

Siirisi-yle beg olur oldi foban1

Ta'llki-zade considers that literary and historical

works are especially valuable in providing a thread of

1. Egri Fethi Ta*rlhi, 5a.
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continuity in a transient world: unlike the rose, which

must soon wither and die, a book once written is a thing

of beauty for all time.

Gtilistanda afilsa verd-i tarl

Gider az zaman ifre zlb-ti-feri

Eger bitse bir taze nazuk nihal

galasi fena sarsarmdan muhal

Muhassal ne kim olur ise sahih
• • • • • •

Zevali mukarrer fenasi sarlh

Bu fan! cihan if re §aha mtidam

Benum hidmettim bakl-vu-mtistedam
w •

Eger tiind bad olsa ytiz yil vezan

Fena virse ba£-i bah5ra hazan

Bu ferhunde bostana itmez gtiger

Bu ziba giilistana virmez £arar

Mutarra olub da*im£ giilleri

Per Ifan olmaya sGnbiilleri"1"

In the GUrcistan Seferi, Ta'llki-zade records a conversa¬

tion he held, originally in Persian, with the envoy of a

Georgian prince; he was obviously in agreement with his

companion's views on the relationships of nobles and scholars

to powerful rulers:

1. Egri Fethi Ta'rihi, 7b



"tevarijide gordlim ki, padigahlar iimerayi
kendiilere mukarm, ve mal-ti-cahla mtistagrak-u-

mSlamal idlib; ve erbab-i 'irfani mahgul-ti-muhan-
• •

u-bi-i'tibar tutarlardi. 'Omrleri hasret ve
• •

••

gilnleri 'usret ile gefttrdi. Umera fevt oldukda,

egerleri ve namlan kendtlleri-yle bile na-bud-u-

na-peyda oldi. Emma, 'ulema-vu-fufeala, ki £amdan

ayn yiyecek ve kuzigden £ayri i9ecekleri yokken,
fakr-u-faka ile ruzgar geftirtirlerdi, Emma girti

anlarufi te'lif-ii-tasnlf itdtigi kitablar pSdijahlarufi

nammufi baka-vu-devamina sebeb olmigdur".

Thus, Ta 'llkl-zade was always conscious of the fact

that he was writing not only to gratify the Sultan and to

establish his own reputation, but that he also had a respon¬

sibility for conveying to posterity the aspects and achieve¬

ments of his time in the best possible light.

In the grammatical commentary accompanying the edited

text of the gehn5me-i HumSyun and in the literary analysis

of the manuscript, frequent reference is made to Ta'llkx-zade'

originality in the use of grammical constructions and to the

peculiarities of his vocabulary and phraseology. Although

closely bound to the patterns of inga composition, he still

manages to retain a considerable degree of independence in

expression and the use of imagery. Similarly, he is not

content to confine the content of his writing to a strict

1. Gtircistan Seferi, 13b.
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narrative of events, but frequently digresses onto topics

of local or personal interest. Aside from the standard

device of driving home a point with an anecdote or moral

tale from earlier episodes in history or legend,1 he intro¬

duces interesting details of local history or phenomena which

had aroused his curiosity. His information, colourful but

not always factually correct, was gained either at first¬

hand or through a reliable local informant with whom he

conversed during the course of a campaign. He recounts, for

instance, the legend of the hacerti 'l-matar, a stone which
2 _

was said to induce rainfall; a chapter in the Tebnziye is

devoted to information on the Safavid side of the war, which

Ta'llkl-zade had at first-hand from leading citizens of the
3

city after its capture; the information on the Serbian
4

monastery of Milegseva and its biblical frescoes was probably

derived from descriptions given by local Muslim begs who had

dealings with the monks.

In contrast to the heart-felt frustration and despondency

which is particularly noticeable before Ta'llki-zade's

1. For example, the hikayet of Harun-i Regld and his astronomer,
used to illustrate a point in the narrative of the seizure
and burning of the remains of St Sava (gehnSme-i HumSyun, 35b)
or the mig5l of 'Ikil ibn Abl Talib, in reference to the
attitude of the people of Tebriz to Ottoman rule (Tebrxzlye,
22b-23a).

2. Gtircistan Seferi, 9b-10a.

3* Tebrlzlye, 24a-33b.

4. gehname-i Humayun, 32a-33a.



appointment as gehnSmeci, there is yet axx undercurrent of

determined optimism running through his writing. The

following beyt from the gema*ilnfime expresses Ta'llkl-zade'
outlook on life despite the vicissitudes of fortune:

Her nice kim faklrem gofiltim yine £anldttr

Ba£landi ise ba^tum kalbum yine giigade1

1. gema*ilname, 12a.
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THE WOBXS OF TA'LTKI-ZADE

In the European collections of Turkish manuscripts

seven titles are attributed to Ta'llkl-zade; in chrono¬

logical order, dating from c. 1574 to c. 1598, these are:

the FlrSsetnSme, the GUrcistSn Seferi, the Tebrlzlye,

the Ta * rxh-i H-i 'Ogman, the gemS'iln&me, the gehn5me-i

HflmSyun and the Egri Fethi Ta'rihi. Five of these manu¬

scripts are unique; the Ta'rx^-i H-l 'Ogman and the

gema*ilname are a draft and a revised version respectively

of the same text. The GHrcistan Seferi and the Tebrlzlye,

which deal with two consecutive campaigns in the Caucasus

during the Ottoman-Safavid wars of 1578-1590, and the

gehname-i HGmayun and the Egri Fethi Ta*rl^i, dealing with
the Hungarian campaigns of 1594 and 1596, are historical

monographs written from the author's first-hand knowledge

of events. All the manuscripts, except the Tebrizlye and

the Ta*rl^-i ll-i 'Ogman, are illustrated with miniature

paintings in the Ottoman style of the late sixteenth century.

With the exception of the Egri Fethi Ta'rlhi, which is a

composition in verse, the manuscripts display a marked

consistency in prose style, use of vocabulary and gram¬

matical constructions.

The edited text of the gehnSme-i HQmayun presented
in this thesis may be taken as a characteristic example of

Ta'Hkl-zSde's style; a majority of the observations made

in the literary analysis of the text may be held to apply

equally to his earlier works. A study of the content of

this manuscript and the varying emphases placed upon certain
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features of the narrative reveals the author's attitude

to the writing of official historiography and the position

of the gehnameci at this time — part panegyrist, part

historian. Historical and literary analyses of the

gehname-i HQmSyun are given below in subsequent chapters,

There now follows a survey of Ta'likl-zade's other six

manuscripts.

Firasetnfime

The unique copy of this manuscript is located in the

Bibliothfcque Nationale, Paris; a note on the fly-leaf states

that it was added to the manuscript collection on 15 March

1900.1 The work does not bear an imperial Ottoman seal,

and thus it is not clear whether the manuscript was ever

presented to the Sultan or was received into his private
2

collection. It is a work of 62 folios, containing five
3

miniature paintings.

Although the manuscript is not dated, there are several

indications that it may be the earliest surviving work

attributable to Ta'llkl-zade. Firstly, the author identi¬

fies himself as "Mehmed ibn Mehmed ibn Mehmed el-Fenarl":^
• • •

1. E. Blochet, Catalogue des Manuscrits Turques de la
Bibliothfeque rationale ^pans iy22), li, J.4», supplement
no. 1055.

2. An apparent erasure on folio la may, however, have
removed the Sultan's seal.

3« Cf. Stchoukine, 90-1.

4. FirasetnSme, 4a.



he does not use the fuller description Meg-gehir bi-Ta'liEki-

zade", nor the mahlas SubhI. There is no allusion to the'
■ W i • •

reputation of the Fenarl family, nor any mention of their

long service to the state — there is, in fact, no auto¬

biographical information whatsoever in this work, nor any

hint of the complaints of neglect and frustration voiced

in later works. This humble introduction, together with

the fact that in this text only Ta'likl-zade provides his

grandfather's name,"*" suggests that the author was then

little known and a comparatively young man. Secondly, in
2

dedicating the work to the reigning sultan, Murad III, the

author states that it was written in haste ('icalete *1-

vakt); it is possible that it was composed at short notice

as a gift for MurSd on his accession to the throne in 1574.

Finally , and to quell any doubts that this is a work by

Ta'llkl-zade, a comparison of the text, folios 2b-3b, may

be made with folios I20a-b of the gemS'ilname: the latter

section is taken almost verbatim from the earlier work,

with certain amendments, usually the extension and improve¬

ment of sec' constructions.^ From such evidence it is

possible to consider the FirasetnSme as the earliest of

1. Nevertheless, it has not been possible to identify
which member of the Fenari family this may have been;
the name Mehmed occurs very frequently in the genealogy.

2. Firasetname, 2b.

3. Also, the ruba'I on folio 4a is identical with that on
folio 12b or tne gehname-i Humayun.
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Ta'llkl-zade's seven known manuscripts, probably composed

in 1575 or shortly afterwards.

The text is similar in style to that of Ta'llkl-z&de's

other prose works, the basic Turkish narrative being fre¬

quently interrupted by snatches of Persian poetry and

quotations from the Koran, hadlg and Arabic proverbs. The

character of the work closely resembles that of the gema*il-

n5me, although the anecdotes and illustrative features of

the latter are drawn principally from the Ottoman and later

Islamic periods, whereas the FirasetnSme culls its examples

mainly from the lives of gey^s of an earlier era, such as

gafi'I and Gazzall. It is a "traits de physiognomonie",

describing how the true character of a man may be discerned

from his outward features.

A short introduction, in a carefully constructed inga

style, is followed (folio 4a) by a section entitled "Mukaddeme

der firaset" in which the term is defined. There follow

two sections, or fasls, the first dealing primarily with

the effect of varying climates upon the human temperament

and appearance (12a-24b), the second describing character¬

istics to be noted in the process of firaset (24b ff.). The

language employed in these two fasls is a more straight¬

forward narrative Turkish, appropriate to the discursive,

story-telling nature of the text. The manuscript concludes

(6ab-62a) with eight Turkish beyts seeking the Sultan's

favour for both the work and its author.



GtlrcistSn Seferi

The sole copy of this manuscript of 33 folios is

located in the Topkapi Sarayi Library, Revan 1300, and

is described in the catalogue of that collection under
* 1

the title Gazavat-1 Ogman Paga. Since the original title

of the work is missing — the space provided for it at the

head of the first folio of the text, lb, being left blank —

the manuscript is known by various names. Folio la bears

a later title Ta*ri^-i Gazavat-i Ozdemlr-zade 'Ogman Paga,
from which the above catalogue entry is taken. This is,

however, inaccurate; the work does not deal with any of the

campaigns of Czdemir-o£li 'Ogman Paga, but with the opera¬

tions of the main Ottoman army in the Caucasus under the

command of the serdar Ferhad Paga during the year 992/1584.
2

The work has also been termed the Revaniye but this, too,

is misleading since it does not cover in detail the more

important campaign of the previous year, 991/1583, during

which the fortress of Revan was captured and refortified

by FerhSd Paga. The text is concerned with the events of

the following year, which may to some extent be considered

an extension of the Revan campaign, since Ferhad Paga

remained serdSr and had wintered in Erzurum in preparation

for a new offensive deeper into the Caucasus; on the other

hand, Ta'llkl-zade himself refers to the Revan and TSmanis' • •

1. T3TYK I, 232-3, no. 704. The manuscript contains one
miniature, f. 10b, depicting Ferhad Paga holding council
outside a newly-constructed fortress, probably TomSnls.

2. 'OM III, 34; G-0W, 167-8.
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campaigns as two separate operations"*" and would probably

have preferred a more distinct title for the work. The
2

manuscript has also been called simply Tarihge. While this

avoids the erroneous implications of the two previous titles,

it gives no indication of the subject of the work. For

this thesis the alternative title Gtircistan Seferi is pre-

•3
ferred, which recognizes the inaccuracy of the earlier

titles and is more specific than Tarihge.

The author identifies himself as Mbu haklr-i na-murad

ve dil-glr-i na-gad gamgln-i na-kam gubhl-yi mtistehSm

eg-gehlr bi-Ta'liki-zade" (3a).^ This is the first of his
works in which Ta 'likl-z£de identifies himself by the manias

Subhi; it does not appear in the gemS'ilname, the gehname-i

Htimayun or the Egri Fethi Ta^ifei. Although modern writers

frequently refer to him as Subhl, it seems likely that he

was not generally known thus among his contemporaries:

SelanikI refers to him as "Ta'llki-zade Mehmed gelebi Efendi"

1. Tebrlziye, 9a; gema*ilname, 12b.
2. Bekir Ktitfikoglu, Osmanli-iran Siyasi Mtinasebetleri I.

1578-1590 (Istanbul 1962) and, following him, F.M. Kxrzioglu,
Osmanlxlar'm Kafkas-Elleri'ni Fethi (1451-1590) (Ankara
1976). According to the latter, the work contains a number
of miniature paintings, whereas in fact there is only one.
He also refers to Ta'likl-zade as "sefer kStibi", which
might imply that he had*a post of some importance; the
manuscript itself merely says that he was one of a group
of katibs working under the supervision of Lam 'All £elebi.

3. A. S. Levend, G-azavat-nameler (Ankara 1956) 91, introduces
this title as more appropriate than Ta'rlh-i (jazavat-i
Ozdemir-zade 'Ogman Paga.

4. Only later in the text does Ta'liki-zade allude to his
descent from the Fenarl family (2§b). The mahlas Subhl
occurs a second time in one of the beyts of the colophon
(33a).
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and 'All calls him simply "Ta'llki-z5de".^
The GflrcistSn Seferi is similar in format to the

gehn5me-i HPmayun. It comprises an introduction, in which

Ta'liki-zSde sketches his career very briefly and describes

his appointment to the corps of katibs employed on the eastern

campaign under the supervision of Lam 'All Jelebi, the former

re'isG 'l-kfitt5b; there follow six chapters (5b onwards)

narrating the course of events in Georgia during the cam¬

paigning season of 1534. The chapter headings are in Persian,

usually in the form "GUftar ender ... ".

The theme of the narrative is Ferhad Paga's campaign

of 992/1534 in Georgia. Having strongly fortified Revan

the previous autumn, the serdar1s intention was to consoli¬

date the Ottoman position in that region of the frontier by

capturing and refortifying a number of strongholds guarding

the route to Tiflis. At that time Tiflis was in Ottoman

hands, but was in constant danger of being isolated from the

Ottoman frontier provinces by the attacks of local hostile

Georgian and Kizilbag troops. The chief fortress to be

occupied by the Ottomans in 1584 was Tomanis. Prom here

Ferhad Paga appointed a new beglerbegi for Tiflis and sent
him thither in the company of the Beglerbegi of Anatolia,

Ridvan Paga, and forty thousand men with a convoy of arms

and provisions for the garrison (I4b-16a). At Tiflis RidvSn

Paga was met by Da'ud gan, a Georgian prince and former
ruler of Tiflis, who desired to render obedience to the Sultan.

1. Selaniki, 133b; 'All, 604a. Bekir EtitCkoglu and F. M.
Kirzioglu both refer to the author in footnotes as SubhI.



On the return journey to TomSnls, the forces of RidvSn

Paga and DS'ud gan were ambushed and almost defeated by a

combined force of Georgians, led by Da^ud's brother Simun,

and Eizilbag, led by Imam Kuli gan. The timely arrival of
a relief force finally ensured an Ottoman victory (23a-2?b).

Ta'llkl-zSde, who had been sent with the reinforcements,

was assigned by Ridvan Paga to ride ahead with the news to

Perhad Paga at Tomanis. The safe arrival of Ridvan Paga

and D5'ud Qan at the camp was celebrated, and many of the
successful participants — but excluding Ta 'likl-zade.' —
rewarded with an increase in salary or with promotion."*"

The text concludes (33a-b) with a number of Turkish

beyts in which Subhi dedicates his work to the reigning

sultan, MurSd III. The manuscript bears no date of completion.

As in the text of the gehn5me-i Ettmayun, the narrative

sequence of the GUrcistan Seferi is frequently interrupted

to allow for anecdotes from earlier periods of Islamic

history, and for digressions of historical or local interest.

On the one hand, Ta'llkl-zade recalls the legend of the

hSLcerti 'l-matar, which was current amongst the Arabs, the

Persians and the Uzbeks (9b-10a), whilst on the other, he

reports a conversation he held, originally in Persian, with

an envoy from the Georgian prince Kintipehr who had arrived

at the Ottoman camp during the building of the new fortress

of Tomanls; one of the main topics discussed was the ambiguous

1. The narrative may be compared with the purely factual
account presented by Bekir EUtEkoglu, op. cit. , 135-41,
for which a study was made of all the principal contem¬
porary histories. Cf. also P. M. Kirzioglu, op. cit.,
351-5, where certain details are taken from Ta llkl-zade's
account.



position held by the late Mlrza 'All Paga, former beglerbegi

of Tiflis, on the Ottoman-Safavid border; another was the

unfavourable position of men of letters at the court of a

ruler preoccupied with military affairs (lla-l3a).

Tebrlzlye

The only known copy of the Tebrlzlye manuscript is

located in the Topkapi Sarayi Library, catalogued as Revan

1299, under the title Murad-name veya Tibrlzlye.1 As in

the case of the Gtlrcistan Seferi, there is no visible title

on the first folio of the text; in contrast, however, to

the title RevSnlye for the previous work, Tebrlzlye is

appropriate here, since the text deals fully with Ozdemir-

o£li 'Ogman Paga's Tebriz campaign of 1585; it is the title
2

most generally used for this manuscript. It is a work of

59 folios, containing no miniature paintings. Although it,

too, bears no date of completion, it was probably written

fairly soon after the occurrence of the events it describes,

and certainly before Ta'llkl-zade became gehnameci, since

this appointment is not mentioned therein.

The same format is employed for the arrangement of the

text: the introduction is longer, and the amount of informa¬

tion on Ta'llkl-zade's career greater than in the Gflrcistan

1. TSTYR I, 231, no. 701.

2. Only A. S. Levend, feazavat-nameler, 90-1, prefers the
title MurSdname. Other works generally use the title
Tebrlziye, e.g. *0M III, 34, and Bekir Ktlttlkoglu,
op. cit. , x. ™
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Seferi; the author identifies himself as "Mehmed ihn Mehmed
. 7 • •

el-Fenari eg-gehlr bi-Ta'llkl-zade".1 The account of his

twelve years service in the household of gehzade Murad at

Manisa, his disappointment at not receiving a more presti¬

gious appointment on Murad Ill's accession than that of

divan katibi, and his annoyance at the frustration of his

career hopes since that time are recounted at length in

a more elaborate prose style than that used anywhere in the

GurcistSn Seferi. From a literary point of view, the

Tebrlzlye shows throughout a greater degree of skill and

care in its composition than would appear from the text of

the previous manuscript. The historical narrative, beginning

on folio 11a, is divided into eight chapters, the headings

of which are in Persian, the majority beginning "Gtiftar

ender ... " •

Ta'llki-zade participated in this campaign also as a

katib, but in a more important capacity than during that of

T5m5nls the previous year. He mentions that Ozdemir-o£li

'Ogman Paga, recognizing his talent in the art of ingS

composition, singled him out to become his principal secre¬

tary; in reward for these services, Ta'llkl-zade received
2

a 5,000 akge timar.

The narrative commences with 'Ogman Paga's departure
from winter quarters in Kastamonu [ in Rebl'C. '1-a^.ir 993/
April 1585] and his march to Tebriz via Erzurum, Qaldiran,

1. Tebrlzlye, 2a-3b.

2. Tebrlzlye, 9"b-10a. See above, p. 81.
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]goy, Marand and Sufiyan, where the first conflict with
Hamza Mlrza's gizilbag troops occurred."3" Tebriz itself
was captured without much difficulty and the work of

strengthening the fortifications of the city immediately

taken in hand. Ta'llkl-zade reports a discussion he himself

held with a number of the leading citizens of Tebriz (24a-

30a), and, on their authority, relates certain events in,

and concerning, the city immediately prior to the Ottoman

conquest: their initial pleas for aid had been ignored by

both the gah [Muhammed Htldabende] and his son Hamza Mlrza,
and it was only on receipt of information from Ttirkman

Ibrahim §an, imprisoned in Erzurum, that the rumours of

'Ogman Paga's advance on Tebriz were taken seriously in

Kazvln.

In the gehname-i Htimayun, Ta'llkl-zade describes some

of the more notable architectural features of Tanik, in

particular its church; similarly, in the Tebrlzlye he dwells

on the gah's palace at £5§hib-5bad (which 'OgmSn Paga reduced
to the status of a military fortress, hisar, 30a-b), the

mosque built by the Akkoyunlu ruler Uzun Hasan (31b-32a),
and the luxurious mansion of ThrkmSn Emir gan-i leng (33b-36b).

The Kizilbag army of Hamza Mlrza hovered constantly

around Tebriz whilst the Ottomans were in occupation of the

city, and frequent skirmishes took place. A plot by the

gi'I inhabitants to co-ordinate an uprising against the

1. An account of this campaign in found in Bekir KtltHkoglu,
op. cit., 142-61. Cf. also Bag, III, 80-100.
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occupying troops with a full-scale attack from the Kizilbag

outside was discovered and resulted in a massacre of the

citizens. Ta'llkl-zade points out that this was a spon¬

taneous reaction on the part of the Ottoman soldiery, and

was not carried out in accordance with either the wish or

the command of 'Ogman Paga (41b-42b).

During this period the serdSr 'OgmSn Paga became

gravely ill and, shortly after the return march had begun,

died. In tribute to him, Ta'llki-zade gives a resume of

his career, listing his principal achievements — quelling

an Arab revolt in the Yemen, the conquest of §Irv5n, holding

Demur Kapu as an Ottoman outpost in Da£istan, his battles

with numerically superior Kizilbag forces led by lm£m Kuli

gan, his part in deposing the rebel gan of the Crimea,
Mehmed Giray II, and his conquest of Tebriz (46a-51a).

The narrative concludes with the return march of the

Ottoman army under the command of £igala-zade Sinan Paga

via Selmas and Van to Bitlis. Ta'llkl-zade allows himself

a final digression on the Kurdish &ans of Bitlis, of whom

his own contemporary geref gan was an Ottoman vassal and

provided a valuable contingent of Kurds for the Sultan's

army in the eastern campaigns.

The text ends abruptly, with no hStime. It is concluded

by two beyts reflecting Ta'llkl-zade's continued state of

misfortune; this is particularly poignant in view of the

fact that the death of 'Ogman Paga had recently deprived

the author of a valued and potentially influential patron:

Bu 'alem halkmufi ctlmle mu'ayyen bir mekani var

BenGm yokdur mekanum sSye-i dlvardan £ayri
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aav xK**-

Cihan-i bl-vefa gubhiya sen da^i bildrsin
Garlbem yok penShum ha&ret-i gtlnk&rdan gayri1

Ta * rnh-i &l-i 'Ogman

This manuscript is located in the Oesterreichische

Nationalbibliothek, Vienna, and is described in Fltlgel's

catalogue of the Arabic, Persian and Turkish manuscripts
2

of that collection. The work bears no original title;

a note on folio la reads "gahib haze 'l-kitab, Ta'rlk-i
Al-i 'Ogman, 'All Ri£5 ibn Stileyman, sene 1219 [1804-5]"
from this the title Ta'rih-i Al-i 'OgmSn is derived. It

is a work of 154 folios, containing no miniature paintings.

The work is a draft of the gema'ilname. A comparison

of the two manuscripts reveals an almost exact correspondence

between the first section of the Ta'rlh, to folio 99a, and

the gemS*ilname to folio 77b. The text of the Ta'rifr is

1. Tebriziye, 58b-59a.

2. G. Fldgel, Die arabischen, persischen und ttirkischen
Handscriften der Kaiserlich— Koniglichen Hofbibliothek
(Vienna 1865), vol. II, 234-5. Babinger, GOW, 168,
understood this manuscript to be the same as both the
gema'ilname and the gehname-i HGmSyun, whereas, in fact,
it is totally distinct from the latter.

5. A majority of the folios bear marginal additions at
right-angles to the text in the form of quotations from
the Koran, and Arabic, or occasionally Turkish, sayings
and proverbs. A note on folio 112b shows that these
were later additions, made by the owner of the manuscript
'All Ri£§ ibn SEleyman, in gewal 1224/November 1809;
they are written in a fine gtlltig hand, indicating that
'All Ri&a had received training as a professional
calligrapher.



then interrupted and recommenced halfway down folio 99b

in the middle of a sentence. Another hand has added a

provisional sub-title — ttVasf-i mtlltik-i Cinglziyan" —

for this section of the text (which deals firstly with the

Mongols and the gans of the Crimea); this led Fltigel to
treat the second section of the text as another, distinct

manuscript, although he suspected the style to be that of

Ta'llki-zade. This later section of the Ta *rlh-i £1-1 'Ogman

(to folio 145a) is, compared with the corresponding text

of the gemg'ilname, less complete; section titles are missing

and several folios left partially blank. The material was

considerably rearranged when incorporated into the gema*il-
name; lacunae in the text of the Ta*rl& have been supplied

in the later manuscript, together with a considerable

number of additions and amendments to the text, some quite

lengthy.

Although the work claims to describe twenty excellent

qualities — "yigirmi hasa*is-i 'azlme ve hasa'il-i ceslme" —

possessed by the Ottoman sultans, only seventeen such attri¬

butes are dealt with in either manuscript: a small portion

of the text thus appears to have been lost.^" The contents

of the Ta*rlh-i 11-i 'Ogman will not be summarized here,

since the text is for the greater part identical with that

of the gema^lname. Reference in other chapters of this

thesis will, therefore, be made solely to the gema*ilname
and may be considered to comprehend the Ta * rih also.

1. i.e. between 145a and 146a of the Ta*rlh-i 11-i 'OgmSn,
and between 115b and 116a of the gema'ilname.
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It should be noted that the final section of the

Ta^Ife-i 3Ll-i 'Ogmgn (146a-154b), beginning with a resume

of the purported twenty qualities, is no longer a draft

of the gem!*ilname, but is itself copied from that work

at a slightly later date. Two factors lead to this conclu¬

sion. Firstly, the ^atimetC '1-kltab has been restored to

its rightful position at the end of the work.^" Secondly,

in a revised and corrected list of the 42 beglerbegiliks
2

of the empire, the provinces of Yanik and Papa have been

added, neither of which was established as a beglerbegilik

until 1594, only to be lost to the Habsburgs again in 159B.

Since it is known that the gemS'ilname was presented to

Murad III in 1002/1595, before the capture of these fortresses,

one may conclude that the final folios of the Ta*rlh were

copied and amended between 1594 and 1598.

The entire text of the Ta'rih-i ll-i 'Ogman, including

the later additional section, is written in a fine nesh

hand which appears to be the work of a single calligrapher.

It is probable that this is the hand of Ta'llkl-zade himself;

in his training as a katib he would have studied not only

the art of ingS composition, but also that of calligraphy,

and would have been unlikely to have employed a copyist to

work on the draft of a manuscript.

1. In addition to the fact that a short section of the text
is wanting, several folios of the gema*ilname were dis¬
placed and bound incorrectly into the volume; see following
page.

2. Ta * rih-i %1-i 'OgmSn, 148b. Cf. gema*ilname, 117b.



gemS^lname-i Al-i 'Ogman

This manuscript of 125 folios is located in the Topkapi

Sarayi library, Ahmed III 3592, catalogued under the title

gah-nSme veya gema'il-nSme-i al-i 'Ogman.1 Although folios

lb and 2a are missing, gemS'ilname-i Al-i 'Ogman as written

in two separate hands on folio la probably represents the

original title. The work contains twelve miniature paintings,

one of which is a detailed representation of Murad Ill's

residence while gehzade in Manisa. The Ta'rih-i Al-i 'Ogman
2

is an initial version of this work, whilst a summary,

somewhat inaccurate, of its principal contents is given in

the introduction to the gehname-i Htimayun. Although the

gemS *ilname bears no date of completion, information in the

gehname-i Htimayun indicates that it was presented to MurSd III

in the year 1002/late 1593.^

1. TSTYK II, 371, no. 3030. In view of the fact that folio
40a is duplicated in the manuscript, and also that the
microfilm used in this study lacks one of the double page
miniatures (with no indication of where it is included),
the manuscript is here regarded as having only 123 folios.
Some confusion occurred when the separate folios were
bound together, and also in the copying of the final folios
after 115b, resulting in certain sections being wrongly
placed. The correct order of the folios appears to be:
2b-32b; 39a-43b; 33a-38b; 44a-119a; 120a-123b; 119b (the
featime).

2. See previous section.

3. gehname-i Htimayun, lib. Polios 4b-llb of this work
summarize the contents of the gemS'ilname; points of cor¬
respondence between the two manuscripts and the Ta'rlh-i
Al-i '0gm5n are indicated in the notes accompanying the
edited text of the gehname-i Humayun.
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The geinS'ilnSme contains the most comprehensive account

of Ta'llkl-zade's career to date. Following an elaborate

and lengthy introduction in which the work is dedicated

to the reigning sultan (referred to merely as wha4ret-i

Padigah"),1 the author, identifying himself as "Mehmed ihn

Mehmed el-Fenari eg-gehlr bi-Ta'llki-zade", recounts the

stages of his career through various turns of fortune,

culminating in his appointment as gehnameci. This is the

first work composed by Ta'likl-zade in this official capacity,

although there is no indication of when the appointment was

made. The author refers to his participation in the Revan,

Tomanls and Tebriz campaigns, but does not mention his

previous monographs on the two latter topics, nor his earlier

composition, the Firasetname.

Ta'llkl-zade outlines the considerations which lay

behind his composition of the gema'ilname in a chapter

entitled "GuftSr ender tertib-i gahname-i cevherl-terklb"

(14b-17b). Just as Firdevsi was commissioned by Sultan

Mahmud-i GaznevI to versify the gahname so that it might

stand as a model and exemplar of the bravest feats of courage

and daring, so Ta'llkl-zade determined to compose a work

designed to display the principal features which distinguished

the rule of the Ottoman sultans and to represent their state

1. gema*ilname, 5b.

2. gema'ilname, 9&. The autobiographical account finishes
on rolio 14b; the above chapter on Ta'llki-zade1s career
draws heavily upon this section.



as the ideal of sovereignty."1' He reiterates the view that

literature is principally responsible for immortalizing

the great deeds of the past, and that lessons may be learnt

from the study of history. In accordance with this, the

gema*iln5me will discuss twenty "^assa-i hasene ve gime-i

mtistahsene" pertaining to the Ottoman dynasty.

The first two hassa stress the Islamic heritage of the
IT J 1

Ottoman sultans and the inclusion of the holy cities of

Mecca and Medina within their domains (2lb-24a). The third

section, "Mevhebe-i h5lise-i gSlige mezlyettl 'l-ibn 'ale

•l-ebdttr" (24a-32b, 39a-43b, 33a-35a), emphasizes the fact

that only in the Ottoman family has there been a succession

of strong rulers, each of which has built upon the conquests

and power of his predecessors. The personal bravery, geca'at,

peculiar to the members of this dynasty is the subject of

the fourth section (35a-38b).

The title Mgassa-i hamise kuwet-i nazmlye" opens an

interesting chapter — which is by far the longest, from

folio 44a to folio 78b inclusive — on the value of poetry

and literature in the Ottoman empire. After an introduction

on the art of poetical composition, including examples in

Arabic of the kamil, hezec, recez and seri' metres, Ta'llkl-
zade demonstrates the very close links of the ruling family,

sultans and gehzades down to the time of Sellm II, with

1. This kind of work was a feature of the gehnamecilik
during the reign of Murad III. See above, pp. 60-1.
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the leading poets and literary men of their time. He quotes

examples of their poetry and recounts anecdotes concerning

their relations with famous poets such as Ahmed Paga, gayall
and Bakl. Folios 52b-60b are devoted to an account of the

life of Sultan Cem and include information on the papal

court in Rome and the election of a pope by the college of

cardinals. This is followed by a section on the gehzades

Ahmed and Korkud, sons of Bayezld II, and later by an

account of the lives and poetry of the gehzades Mustafa and

Bayezid, sons of Sultan SEleyman.

The value of Istanbul as an imperial city, its beauty

and its importance as a focal point for trade and communica¬

tions are the themes of the sixth hSssa (79a-Sla)f whilst

the thirteenth and fourteenth emphasize the geographical

extent of the empire, and the fifteenth the importance of

having command over both land and sea (101b-102a, 102a-b

and 102b respectively). The seventeenth hassa deals with

the Sultan's role in maintaining the peace and prosperity

of his extensive realms, whilst the twelfth points to the

fact that there is no record in previous history to show

that a single state has embraced so many peoples of differing

race and divergent religious beliefs as does the Ottoman

empire (114b-115b and lOla-b respectively). The Sultan is

also responsible for appointing minor rulers, and here

Ta'lIki-zSde is thinking principally of the position of

the hans of the Crimea vis-h-vis the Ottoman state, and

gives a detailed account of the origins of the khanate ("On
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altmci £assa-i 'all-gan gah-nigan olduklaridur", 102b-114b).1
The seventh hasea (81a-84a) details the sovereign power

of the Ottoman state against which no rebel has been suc¬

cessful, whilst the following section deals with lesker-

perverl, i.e. the Ottoman military organization, comparing

it favourably with the Kizilbag tribal forces of the Safavid
state and the weakness of hostile European rulers who do

not maintain a well-trained standing army (84a-92b). The

eleventh feggsa tells of a number of foreign princes who

have fled their own countries to seek help from the Ottoman

sultans, in particular Legkerl Mxrza, brother of the Mogul

ruler Humayun gah, and Elkas Mlrz§, brother of gah Tahmasb,
both of whom sought refuge with, and assistance from,

Siileyman (96a-101a). The ninth and tenth hasa*is describe

the purity of both physical and spiritual tempers of the

sultans of the Ottoman house (93a-95b).

The text relating to the final three feasg^s is missing

from both the gem5*ilname and the Ta * rih-i 5.1-i 'Ogmgn;

both, however, contain the final folios of the work, in

which Ta*liki-zade renews his praise of the Ottoman dynasty

and recapitulates on certain features of their rule and

personal qualities. A hatime (119b) consisting of 26 Turkish

beyts, concludes the gemg'ilngme, renewing the dedication

to the Sultan; neither the author's name nor that of the artist

or artists who illustrated the work is mentioned.

1. This is the section entitled "Vasf-i muluk-i Cingiziyan"
in the Ta*rih-i %1-i 'Ogman, 99b!

2. A short section from folios 120a-b has been taken from
the Firasetname, 2b-3b.



The gema'iln§.me is typical of Ta*l£kl-z£de' s style of

prose narration, the basic Turkish text being explained

and enlarged by numerous beyts in Persian, Turkish and

Arabic, and illustrated by Koranic quotations, hadig and

Arabic proverbs. The format of the work is dictated by

its contents, the twenty frasa'ls, which are preceded by

a chapter on the preparation of the manuscript and a preface

on some of the pre-Ottoman Muslim dynasties, and followed

by a resume and a hatime. The text throughout is characterized

by the use of sec' in balanced, rhyming clauses with a large

percentage of Persian and Arabic vocabulary, in contrast to

Ta'llkl-z5de's earlier work of this type, the Firasetname,

the language of which is predominantly Turkish.

gehname-i Htimayun

In the kulliyat of Ta'liki-zade this is the penultimate

work. It was composed, for the most part, in the year 1595,

shortly after the occurrence of the Hungarian campaign of

which it treats. The contents of this work are described

and analyzed more fully from both an historical and a

literary point of view in subsequent chapters.

Egri Fethi Ta'rihi° t M

This is the final manuscript attributed to Ta'llkx-zade;
the only known copy is catalogued Hazine 1609 iu the Topkapi



Sarayi collection.1 The original title of the work is

given on folio 2b as gehn5me-i Sultan-i Selatin-i Cihan,

whilst a later note on folio la describes the manuscript

as "Egri fethine miite'allik musavver-ii-manzum ta^rlhdtlr".

From this the alternative title Egri Fethi Ta'ru^i has
2

been derived, and is preferred in this thesis in order

to avoid confusion with the immediately preceding work,

the gehname-i HtimSyun. The two principal topics of the
work are the capture of the Hungarian fortress of Egri —-

for which Mehmed III was acclaimed "Egri fatihi" — and

the defeat of the Habsburg army at the battle of Hapova,

both of which took place in October 1596. It is a work

of 74 folios, containing four miniature paintings by one
_ 3

of the leading Ottoman artists of the day, Nakkag Hasan.

1. TSTYK I, 244, no. 741, under the title geh-name-i
gultan Mehmed III. The author's mahlas is given incor¬
rectly as Nigan; this arises from a misreading of the
following beyt (73a):

» ' o' . '

p J I ^ I *> ■1 1 * 1 • ^ ^^

^ fcX-J—i I ^ j L, *** *»

gekriib kayd-i tahrlre nazm eyledtim

Nigar-i pey-i gaha 'azm eyledtim

The mahlas Subhl does not appear in this work. The
catalogue entry does not name Ta'liki-zade as the author
of the manuscript.

2. Gazavat-nameler, 97-8, where the work is correctly
attributed to the gehnameci Ta'liki-zade.

3. Egri Fethi Ta*rl&i, 74a:

gususa ki iistad-i Bihzad-zad

Hasan nam manend-i Manl-yi rad

Bu glrTn/



The Egrl Fethi Ta'rifci differs from Ta 'llkl-zade' s
other works in that it is written not in prose hut in verse,

in the mtltekarib metre of the original gahname of Firdevsl.

The vocabulary and linguistic style are almost exclusively

Turkish; the Arabic content is extremely small, and limited

to a few scattered misra's and a handful of short Koranic
1

quotations. Similarly, the percentage of Persian beyts

found in the work is negligible; of the eighteen chapter

headings of the main narrative (folio 12a onwards), only

one is in Persian and the remaining seventeen in Turkish.

These usually take the form MBu dasitan ... -dligidlir" and

are of varying length, in two cases extending to a second

folio and providing in fact a prose account of the verse

narrative which follows.

Ta'llkl-zade does not identify himself by name in

the introduction to this work, stating merely that he is

a member of the illustrious FenSrI family; later in the

manuscript, whilst describing his own part in the fighting

at Hajova, he identifies himself as "gahname-gCy-i fakir

(3 cont'd): Bu girln s5ztime halavet virtir

Bentim nazmuma nak§i suret virtir

Cf. Stchoukine, 94, 135 (who, following Earatay, attri-
butes the work to Nigarl); the miniatures are as follows:
(i) Mehmed III receiving Hungarian leaders from Egri
(26b-27a); (ii) the battle of Hajova (50b-51a); (iii) the
triumphal entry of Mehmed III into Istanbul, at the con¬
clusion of the campaign (67b-68a); (iv) a small painting
at the foot of the final folio depicting the author,
the artist and the calligrapher at work on the manuscript.
Reproductions of these four miniatures are given in Zeren
Tanmdi, "Nakkag Hasan Paga", Sanat, no. 6, June 1977, 114



Ta'llkl-yi hakir".1 He refers to his service with gehzade

Murad and his later appointment as gehnSmeci, but does

not attempt to provide a complete account of his own career;

since he now holds a recognized post at court, his former

complaints of neglect and unfair treatment have no place

in the Egri Fethi Ta'rifei. The introduction to the work

is instead composed mainly of warning and counsel to

Mehmed III on what Ta'llki-zade considered to be some of
• •

the less commendable developments evident in government and

society of the day. This section may be compared with the

chapter in verse entitled "Qaber ameden-i uriijde-i ctilus-i
2

humayun" in the gehname-i Htlm5yun.
The historical narrative commences with a brief ref¬

erence to the previous campaign in Hungary which had resulted

in the capture of Yanik, and to the continued depredations

of the enemy on Muslim lands, which was the reason for
3

undertaking a campaign against Egri. The army, led by the

Sultan himself, marched unhindered to Egri and immediately

laid siege to the fortress. Despite shortage of provisions

due to transport difficulties caused by the loss of some

twenty thousand pack animals through disease, and despite

heavy rain which increased difficulty of movement, bombard¬

ment of the walls was continued and attempts made to lay

1. Egri Fethi Ta*rihi, 53a.

2. §ehname-i Htimayun, 105a-ll5a. See below, pp. 163-4, and
Vol. II, pp. 258-95.

3. See below, p« 169. This reference to the Yanik campaign
is another indication that the later "postcript" section
of the Sehname-i Htimayun was intended to provide a back¬
ground for this work and thus link the two manuscripts.
Dns III, 167-81, provides a chronology of events during
this campaign.



mines. On the fall of the outer fortress [11 Safer 1005/

4 October 1596] the Hungarian garrison defending the inner

citadel soon concluded that resistance was hopeless; the

fortress was surrendered a week later.

Five or six days were spent repairing the fortifica¬

tions of Egri, appointing an Ottoman garrison and arranging

for an adequate supply of provisions. During this period,

a Tatar contingent under the command of the kal^ay Feth

Giray gem was received into the camp (31a). He brought
news of a large concentration of Habsburg forces not far

away and encouraged the Sultan to take the offensive in

launching an attack upon them. A reconnaissance party, led

by the vezlr Ca'fer Paga, sent to investigate the enemy

position, met with defeat and suffered many losses at enemy

hands. A council of war was held and the decision taken

to attack at once (35a): Ta'llkl-zade records the feelings

of the Ottoman commanders that it would be preferable to

make a stand and fight, rather than be forced to make a long

retreat (10 or 15 days) back to Belgrade, which would cause

great hardship amongst the troops and, because of the fact

that battle had not been joined, would lead to demoraliza¬

tion and a loss of prestige. Accordingly, the army left

Egri and took up a battle position. Ta'llkl-zade does not

comment upon the relative strengths of the opposing positions
— in which the Austrian army had chosen its ground and the

Ottomans were in the open and on the offensive."*"

1. An account of the battle of Hajova is given by Sir Charles
Oman, A history of the art of war in the sixteenth century
(London 1937), 746 ff.



On the second day battle was "begun in earnest, the

Ottoman troops being commanded by the vezir-i a'zam Damad

Ibrahim Paga. Ta'liki-zade refers to the rout of the
Anatolian troops on the left wing of the army, although he

does not specify it as such (41a). Advancing in pursuit

of the fleeing Anatolian sipShis, the enemy came upon the

Sultan's camp and surrounded it; the treasury was seized

and a Christian standard erected therein (44b). There

follows a vivid account of the desperate fighting centred

about the person of the Sultan, Ta'llki-zade reporting the

words of encouragement given Mehmed III by the Zapu Agasi,

the Silahdar Agasi and many other officers of the imperial

household."^" The standard of the Prophet was raised aloft,

and with this as encouragement the Sultan's retinue succeeded

in driving off the enemy. The final defeat of the Austrians

left the Ottoman army in possession of a considerable number

of abandoned guns and military equipment, much of which was

later sent to the garrison at Egri. Before setting out on

the return march to Belgrade, a troop review was held; rewards

and promotions were made to those who had displayed great

courage in the battle, whilst those of the Anatolian cavalry

who had fled the field were punished in their absence by
p

being deprived of their fiefs (60b).

1. A number of beyts describing Ta'llki-zade's own partici¬
pation in the battle are given above, pp. 87-8.

2. The effect of this action on the celall disturbances in
Anatolia is discussed by M. Akdag, Celali Isyanlan 1550-
1605 (Ankara 1945), 185-9, who points out that similar
punishment had on occasion been meted out by both Selxm I
and Suleyman.



The triumphant return march to Istanbul was marked at

Belgrade, Sofya and Edirne by public rejoicing and the

firing of cannon in salute. On arrival outside Istanbul,

the Sultan Valide and leading members of the palace house¬

hold came out to meet Mehmed III at Da'ud Paga and prepare

a welcome for him (64a-65b). Meanwhile, inside the city

the ka*im-makam Hasan Paga organized a public welcome: the

streets, shops and houses were decorated as for a holiday,

and the people arrayed in their finest clothes lined the

route along which the Sultan would pass. Ta'liki-zade

describes vividly Mehmed Ill's ceremonial entry into the

city and the tremendous excitement it produced amongst people

of every station and from every walk of life; he mentions in

particular the Persian envoy, who came with his retine to

offer congratulations on the victory (67b-73a).

The manuscript concludes with a dedication to Mehmed III

and an acknowledgement to the celebrated nakkag Hasan, who

was responsible for illustrating the work. Although no

specific date is given for completion of the manuscript,

Ta'liki-zade indicates that the text was composed in the

space of a year;"*" thus it was probably presented to the

Sultan early in 1598.

1. Egri Fethi Ta^Ihi, 73a:

Ki kilmigdi Firdevsl gibi imam

Otuz yilda gehnamesini tamam

Bu bir salde ben fakir-H-kemln

fekem nazma bir boyle dtirr-i gemin



In the Egri Fethi Ta *1*1^1, in contrast to his other

historical monographs, the Gtlrcistan Seferi, the Tebrizlye

and the gehname-i Htimayun, Ta'liki-zSde introduces into

the narrative sequence of the text very little by way of

anecdote or of historical or geographical digression; there

is no description of the captured fortress of Egri comparable

to the information given on Tomanls, Tebriz or Yanik in the

previous works. The account is of a more factual nature,

with less rhetorical embellishment, and is therefore easier

to utilize as an historical source. However, advantages

and disadvantages in Ta'llki-zade1s style of recording events

may be found similar to those occurring in the Sehname-i

Hflmayun: for example, there is a corresponding vagueness

with regard to dates and particular military details; on

the other hand, the campaign is recorded as an eye-witness

account from the single perspective of the imperial retinue,

and is particularly valuable in giving information on the

desperate fighting in the Sultan's headquarters during the

battle of Hapova.
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gEHNAME-l HtlKAYUN

AN HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

This unique manuscript of 123 folios is located in

the Tiirk ve Islam Eserleri Mtizesi in Istanbul and is

described in the catalogue of that collection."*" Folio la

bears the seal of Mehmed III, indicating that the work was

initially placed in the Sultan's private library, the present

Topkapi Sarayi collection. At an unknown date it tfas removed

from the palace library and fell into private hands; a note

on the first folio names its owner: "istishabe-hti 'l-faklr

Emir Mehmed 'Arif ibn Qalll Paga — *ifa 'an-huma". No date
is given.

1. Kemal fig, Ttirk ve islam Mtizesindeki Miniyaturlti Kitaplarm
Katalogu (Istanbul 1959), 56-7, under the title gah-nSme.
Cf. Gazavat-nameler, 95-6, in which the Ta'rlfe-i Al-i
'Ogman is wrongly understood to be another copy of this
manuscript. This error derives from Babinger GOV, 168,
who took the Ta'rlh-i Al-i 'Ogman, the gema'ilname and
the gehname-i Humayun to be three copies of the same work,
whereas in fact only the first two are connected. 'OM III,
34, refers only to the single copy of the gehname-i
Humayun.

Since this is an illustrated manuscript, it is
briefly referred to by Ivan Stchoukine, La peinture
turque d'aprfes les manuscrits illustr^s, ire partie, de
SulaymSn ier h. 'Ogman II 1520-1622 (Paris 1966), 97.
Although the above catalogue entry states that the
manuscript contains four miniature paintings, I have seen
only three: (i) SinSn Paga presiding over the council
of war at Belgrade, 19a; (ii) the meeting of SinSn Paga
and GazI Giray Qan, 54b-55a; (iii) a small painting at
the foot of 112b depicting the author Ta'llkl-zade on
completion of the manuscript. A reproduction of the
second miniature is given in Zeren Tanxndi, "Nakkag Hasan
Paga", Sanat no. 6, June 1977, 114.



Another hand, presumably that of the owner Mehmed

'Irif, was responsible for the addition on this same folio

of notes on the gehnSmecilik. Under the heading MEgri

Fatihi Sultan Mehmed [namma] Ta'llkl-zade gehriamesidur",

is a short biography of the first gehnSmeci FethullSh 'Irif

Efendi, which is a copy of the notice found in the Zeyl-i

geka'ikti 'n-Nu'manqye, 31* A second, much longer note is

entitled "Ta 'llkl-zade yirine gehnameci olan Httkml gasan

Efendi tercumesidftr". This consists of a brief account of

Hasan Htikml's career, followed by a copy of his berat of

appointment to the gehn&mecilik; all of this detail was

taken from ResmI Ahmed Efendi's Seflnetu 'r-R^esa, 28-30,

which the writer of these notes states he was able to see

through the good offices of his friend the former darbhSne

nazin Ra*if Isma'il Beg Efendi.1
On folio 75b this same hand has added a marginal note

on the condition of Yanik in later years and a description

of the fortress as seen by the writer when passing through

Hungary in 1171/1757-3 in the embassy led by ResmI Ahmed

Efendi to the Habsburg court at Vienna to announce the

accession of Mustafa III.

The text begins on folio 2b, giving the official title

of the work as gehname-i Humayun. After a preliminary prayer

to God, followed by an invocation to the Prophet and salutation

1. Cf. Bng I, 347: Ra*if Ismail Beg/Paga was appointed
re'Isu 'l-kuttab in 1774 and later rose to the dignities
of vezlr and beglerbegi.
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to the sultan, Mehmed III, the words ba'de-hii open an

introductory section (3b-l2b) describing how Ta4llkx-z5de

came to participate in the campaign of 1593-4, the so-called

Yanik campaign; the main narrative of the work commences

on folio 13a with the chapter entitled &£az-i dasit&n.

In this work, in contrast to his other compositions,

Ta'llkl-zade gives practically no auto-biographical infor¬

mation: he describes himself, the humble author of the work,

as the descendant of a noble family remarkable for their

service to the state, yet he mentions neither his own name
3 2

nor that of the FenSrI family. He records that in 1002 AH

he composed a work describing twenty excellent attributes

possessed by the sultans of the Ottoman house, and proceeds
to give a resumd of the contents of this earlier work.

Although there is not an exact correspondence between the

qualities enumerated in this manuscript and those dealt with

at length in the gema *ilname, there can be little doubt that

this is the work referred to.

Having completed this resumd of the gema*ilname, Ta'llkx-
zSde returns to tell how, on presentation to MurSd III, the

1. In previous works the name "Mehmed ibn Mehmed el-Fenari",
sometimes with the addition of*"eg-gehlr fci-Ta 'llki-zade",
is found in the early folios. However, in this work and
its sequel, the Egri Fethi Ta*rihi. the author is
identified merely as "Ta'llki-zade" on folios 63a (and 122a)
and 53a respectively. The £en&rx family, but not the
author's full name, is mentioned on folio 6a of the latter
work.

2. gehname-i Humayun, 4b. See above, p. 82.

3. Appropriate references to the gema*ilname (and to its draft
the Ta* rlh-i Al-i 'Ogman) are provided in the notes to the
edited text.
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work was not well-received; in consequence of this

disappointment, the gehnSmeci departed "girySn-u-suzan"
in the retinue of the vezlr-i a'zam SinSn Paga on the

Yamk campaign (ll"b). He composed this work in accordance

with what he had witnessed whilst in the Paga's entourage.

In compliance with the wishes of Mehmed III, the manuscript

was written in Ottoman Turkish, rather than in Persian:

"gahname-i HTimayun Farsice soylenmeytib, soyleneni

takga-i ferSmug-hane-i nisyana komlub, zeban-i
Rum-i dil-pesend-i me rum tlzre soylensTInM.^

* * * *

The gehname-i HumSyun may be classed as historiography

since it is based upon a narrative of historical events.

However, in Ta'llkl-zade•s hands it becomes primarily a

vehicle for displaying the finesse and subtlety of Ottoman

inga prose, the events of Sinan Paga's campaign providing

merely the framework upon which this is constructed. In

consequence, it is often difficult to isolate historical

facts or derive information from the text. In addition to

the fact that Ta'llkl-zade pays scant attention to the

accurate recording of names, dates or places, his narrative

1« gehname-i HHmayun, 12b. In view of the predominance of
Persian as a literary language in the early Ottoman state,
it had been the principal language employed by the first
gehnSmeci 'Srif. Ta'llkl-^ade's predecessor LokmSn composed
works in both Persian and Turkish, with a tendency to favour
the latter in his later works. All Ta'llkl-zade^ known
works are in Turkish; Persian is used in the gehn5me-i
HTimayun for chapter headings, beyts and longer sections
of poetry.



does not, and was in no way intended to, present a coherent

account of the early stages of the war in Hungary. Since

he travelled throughout the campaign in the nucleus of the

Ottoman army under the personal command of Sin&n Paga, his

narrative records events from this single perspective;

incidents concerning the serdar and his troops form the

backbone of the account; in certain cases — the council of

war at Belgrade, 15b-20b, would be a good example — minute

details not found in other contemporary histories are given

prominence. On the other hand, Austrian manoeuvres and

Ottoman counter-measures in other parts of the frontier

region are, if mentioned at all, generally noted in brief,

just as news of them, or rumour, was received in the serdar1s

camp.

It has therefore been considered worthwhile to present

a summary of the historical content of each chapter, in order

firstly to facilitate understanding of the narrative, and

secondly to enable the value of the manuscript as an historical

source to be discerned. With a view to gaining a more complete

picture of Ottoman-Habsburg hostilities during the period of

this campaign, reference will be made to other histories,

principally the contemporary Ottoman works of Pejevi, SelSnikI
and 'All, and also to Enolles* The Generall Historie of the

Turkes,1 which provides supplementary information on the

1. Richard Knolles, The Generall Historie of the Turkes.
3rd edition, London 1621. Enolles based his narrative of
late sixteenth-century affairs very much on the accounts of
Genoese and other Italian writers and upon "the credible
and certain report of some so honourable minded gentlemen
of our owne country, as have either for their honours sake
served in these [late] wares in Hungarie, or upon some
other occasions spent good time in travelling into the
Turks dominions", p. v.



Habsburg conduct of the war. W.ith regard to the principal

events, reference will also be made to the histories of

von Hammer, Jorga and Zinkeisen, being the first modern

European histories to treat fully of the Ottoman Empire,

which place the campaign of 1593-4 in the larger perspective

of the 1593-1606 war and of Ottoman-European relations in

general.

The Ottoman-Habsburg war of 1593-1606 is generally

considered to mark a turning-point in relations between the

two states.1 The Ottoman offensive up the Danube valley

and into Hungary launched by SuleymSn in 1521 resulted by

1541 in the establishment of direct Ottoman control over

the major part of the old Hungarian kingdom with the creation
of a strong beglerbegilik centred on Buda. A series of
minor campaigns over the next few years made little alteration
to the frontier but succeeded in inducing Habsburg recognition

and acceptance of the Ottoman presence in that region. By

the treaty of 156S, which was renewed at regular intervals

until the outbreak of open war in 1593, the Habsburgs accepted
the status quo, undertaking to pay 30,000 Hungarian ducats

annually to the Sultan, who regarded it as tribute for the

small portion of Hungary still in the Emperor's hands; also

included in this treaty was a clause binding each party to

1. For an outline of Ottoman-Habsburg relations in Hungary
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see
L. Fekete, "Osmanli Ttirkleri ve Macarlar 1366-*1699",
Belleten, c. XIII, s. 52, 663-743. Jorga III, 64-75,
describes certain military and administrative aspects
of Ottoman rule in Hungary as seen in the mid-sixteenth
century.
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restrain the constant incursions into the other's territory

of local raiding parties which necessitated constant vigilance

on the part of border garrisons and caused frequent disputes

over the seizure of men and property."1"
During the period 1568 to 1593 the two empires were

officially at peace, neither the Emperor nor the Sultan

desirous of provoking open conflict, the former embarrassed

by financial stringency and the challenge to his authority

represented by the Protestant states of post-Reformation

Germany, the latter fully occupied by war, firstly in the
2

Mediterranean and later in the Caucasus.

Habsburg policy since 1522 had been to strengthen their

border defences by the construction of a series of forts in

strategic areas, and by attempting to repopulate devastated

lands through the resettlement of groups of "military colonists",

the most prominent of whom were the Uskoks (generally Serbian

and Orthodox refugees from lands conquered by the Ottomans),

whose unruliness was a constant bone of contention between

Ottoman and Habsburg, and was one of the major arguments

cited in Istanbul for the declaration of war in 1593« The

1. GOR III, 515. Cf. G. Bayerle, Ottoman Diplomacy in Hungary,
Bloomington Indiana, 197

2. P.M. Vaughan, Europe and the Turk ; A Study In Diplomacy
1300-1700 (Liverpool 1952), 134-75.

3. G.E. Rothenberg, The Austrian Military Border in Croatia
1522-1747 (Urbana, Illinois I960) details the development
and characteristics of the Habsburg system of frontier
defence. Cf. Zinkeisen III, 549-54. The Ottoman system
of local defence which may be regarded asPfi^^r™^erP®':r^ "^°
this is described in C. Orhonlu, Osmanli tmperatorlugunda
Derbend Tegkilati (Istanbul 1967). Both these factors,
the construction of palankas and the incursion of raiders,
are mentioned in the ^ehname-i Humayun (15b-20b). The
Uskoks/ ~~ "™ ——-
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Habsburgs were able to strengthen their defensive system

after 1578, due partly to a renewal of interest on their

part, and partly to Ottoman involvement in the Persian

war of 1578-90. In consequence of the latter, the Ottomans

were forced to overlook potentially disturbing border

incidents, and even on occasion to discipline frontier

begs for allowing provocative retaliatory action.1 Never¬

theless, the close of the Persian war in 1590 allowed

Ottoman attention to turn once again to the situation in

the west; Hasan Paga, Beglerbegi of Bosna, was chiefly

responsible for reasserting Ottoman presence in Croatia

and his death whilst besieging Sissek in June 1593 provided
2

a clear casus belli. Added to this was the insult offered

by the late arrival of the Emperor's yearly tribute — "an
3

evident signe of violating than of establishing the league".

In the first major campaign of the war success fell

to the Ottomans, the capture of Yanik in September 1594 being

the principal achievement. Although initially hampered by

financial considerations and military disorganization, the

(3 cont'd) Uskoks operating from Zengg on the Adriatic coast
of Dalmatia almost precipitated an Ottoman-Venetian war
in the early 1590s, since the Ottomans held Venice responsible
for their restraint; cf. GOR IV, 211-3; Zinkeisen III, 446-52.

1. Knolles, 1003. Cf. Jorga III, 269-70; Zinkeisen III, 582-4.

2. GOR IV, 216-9; Jorga III, 292-4; Zinkeisen III, 535-90,
emphasizing in particular SinSn Paga's anti-Habsburg
outlook. The fact that two grandsons of Sellm II were
also killed in this encounter heightened the desire for
war in Istanbul.

3. Knolles, 1009.
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Austrians were able to capitalize on the Ottoman practice of

"withdrawing into winter quarters for six months of the year

and made considerable gains north of the Danube; in August 1595

Estergon, a fortress comparable in stature to Yanik, fell to

the Imperial army. At this time however, the main Ottoman

army was operating, without success, not in Hungary, but against

the rebel voyvode Michael in Wallachia who, in his revolt against

Ottoman financial pressures and increased demands for horses

and grain for the war effort, had formed an anti-Ottoman alliance

with Sigismund Bathory, voyvode of Transylvania, and was receiving

encouragement from both the Pope and the Emperor. Unrest and

intrigue prevailed in the Principalities for the duration of

the war in Hungary, actively encouraged by the government of

Rudolf II. Thus the Ottomans were forced to keep their attention

on two battlefronts at the same time, with the result that a

concentrated effort was not possible in Hungary.

In 1596 Mehmed III led his army in person, capturing the

fortress of Egri which lay close to the main supply and communi¬

cations route between Austria and Transylvania and hence into

V/allachia. The battle of Hajova which followed shortly after¬

wards was the only major pitched battle of the war, lasting

three days and resulting in the Ottoman army

1. Vaughan, 135, 135; Jorga III, 290, 295-9. R. W. Seton-
Watson, A History of the Roumanians (Cambridge 1934), 61-72,
presents a sympathetic account of Michael's career and his
revolt against Ottoman rule, in consequence of which he
later became a symbol of nationalism in the Roumanian
provinces. Cf. also S. Fischer-Galati, "Revolutionary
activity in the Balkans from lepanto to Kuchuk Kainardji",
Sudost-Forschungen 21(1962), 196 ff.



being left in command of the field.1 Despite this success

neither the Sultan nor the vezlr-i a'zam returned to the

campaign in 1597 and the Ottoman impetus died away, the

remaining years of the war consisting mainly of lengthy

sieges centred upon the most important strongholds, Yanxk,

Buda, Kanije, Estergon and Istolnx-Bel&rad.

A number of factors combined to incline the Ottoman
2

empire towards securing peace at the turn of the century.

Since the death early in 1596 of Sinan Paga, the chief

protagonist of the war, none of his successors in the office

of vezxr-i a'zam showed the same eagerness to participate in

the war, delegating command to lesser generals who lacked

the authority to call upon the full military and financial

resources of the state. In Anatolia local unrest centred

around dispossessed sipahls and bands of adventurers reached

alarming proportions, necessitating the use of an army

against them, the so-called celall rebels. Further east,

§>ah 'Abbas seized the opportunity to profit by the Ottoman
involvement in Hungary to recapture those areas forfeited

in the treaty of 1590, thus heralding the beginning of a

new Ottoman-Safavid conflict.

1. Sir Charles Oman, A history of the art of war in the
sixteenth century (London 1937), 746-55, gives a detailed
account of the battle and a summary of subsequent events
to 1606. Cf. I.H. Uzunpargili, Osmanli Tarihi III(i),
77-81.

2. Intermittent peace negotiations were carried on in the
period after 1596, in many of which the gan of the Crimea,
Gazx Giray II, played a significant role as mediator;
cf. C.M. Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism during the
Reformation : Europe and the Caucasus (New York 1972),
chapter 8; t.H. Uzunpargili, op. cit., 97.



In November 1606 the treaty of Zsitvatorol: concluded

the war in Hungary and confirmed the voyvode of Transylvania

as a vassal of the Sultan. Although little alteration

resulted in the Ottoman-Habsburg frontier, the treaty derives

importance from the fact that Ahmed I's representatives

agreed to recognize Rudolf II as a sovereign of equal stature

with the Sultan, addressing him as "Emperor" rather than

merely "the King of Vienna", and putting an end to the annual

tribute of 30,000 ducats."'" Although the Habsburgs had failed

to make significant territorial gains, they had successfully

defended their lands from Ottoman attack and consolidated

their border strength, thus providing for the first time in

the west a formidable barrier against the Ottomans and a

potential springboard for future counter-offensives.

* * * *

The historical narrative of the gehname-i Humayun is

presented below in the form of chapter summaries. Additional

information from other sources has been added where appropriat

A^az-i dSsitan (I3a-30b)

The narrative begins with an account of the defeat and

death of the Beglerbegi of Bosna Hasan Paja at the hands of

1. Zinkeisen III, 618-22, listing the 17 clauses of this
treaty; GOR IV, 393-6; Jorga III, 333-40; t.H. Uzunjargili
op. cit., 98-101.



enemy forces on the borders of Croatia."^ With this as

the principal cause of the outbreak of open war with the

Habsburg Emperor, the narrative proceeds immediately to
_ 2

the appointment of Sinan Paga as serdar and his arrival

at Belgrade (15b). Here a council of war was held to

determine the best plan of campaign: local begs informed

the serdar of the increasing strength of the enemy in the

border regions, their continual depredations on Muslim lands

and their establishment of strong forts, or palankas; as a

result of long Ottoman involvement in the eastern war

against the Safavid gah, the defences in Hungary had been

weakened and the widely-detested administration of Kara

Uveys Paga as Beglerbegi of Buda had allowed the enemy to

1. Cf. PegevI II, 128-9; Selfiniki, 85b; 'All, 589b-90a.
Both Pegevi and 'All ascribe Hasan Paga's defeat to
the recall by the new vezlr-i* a'zam SinSn Paga of
reinforcements sent by his predecessor Siyavug Paga
before they were able to join the Bosnian troops; both
writers allude to the personal emnity between Hasan
Paga and Sinan Paga, claiming that the latter deliber¬
ately and maliciously withdrew the relief force. Ta'llkii-
zade, however, whose account throughout is favourable to
Sinan Paga, does not mention this at all; he attributes
Hasan Paga's defeat solely to his own youthful folly,
which led him to overstep the mark against the Habsburgs.

2. 'All (590b), not one of SinSn Paga's partisans,
criticizes his appointment as serdar on the grounds of
his old age and frequently refers to him as "plr-i
bi-tedbir" or "pir-i na-bSlig". Ta'llki-zade does not
mention the discussions which took place between the
various factions in Istanbul on the advisability of
opening this war, Sinan Paga being the chief advocate
in favour of it; he later refers to other factors which
inclined the Ottoman government to war, i.e. the constant
border skirmishing and the late arrival of the Emperor's
yearly tribute.
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make further inroads into Ottoman territory;"1' the enemy

fortress of Yanik was indicated as a primary target, but

the serdar was warned that its strong fortifications and

abundant provisioning did not render it susceptible to

capture except by means of a very long siege. As the cam¬

paign season was already well-advanced, SinSn Paga was

advised to march instead against the small strongholds of

Palota, Vesprem and Tata, as the most troublesome forts in

the Hungarian frontier region, whose garrisons posed a

continual threat to the safety of the lives and possessions

of the inhabitants of Buda.

Of these places, the first to be besieged was Vesprem,

which was taken after a short bombardment (10 Muharrem 1003/
o

6 October 1593)In the same sentence Ta'llki-zade records

the capture of Palota, which took place a few days later (21a).

Although Sinan Paga was aware of the movements of

enemy troops in the area of Tata, the advance of winter

curtailed the Ottoman campaign season and necessitated a

withdrawal to winter quarters in Belgrade, where the troops

were paid and a large number of them allowed to disperse until

the spring. Meanwhile, Austrian troops, establishing them-

1. Cf. M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, "Kara t)veys Paga'nm Budm Beyler-
beyligi (1573-30)", Tarih Derglsi c. II, s. 3-4, 17-34.

2. Dng III, 130. Detailed questions concerning the precise
dating of specific events or the numbers of troops involved
in a given engagement are not discussed in this summary;
few dates or numbers are supplied in the text and those
which are given cannot always be relied upon.

3. Cf. Pegevi II, 136-7: "Sinan Paga da&i Buduna vardigi gibi
ruz-i Easim olma£la sipah gadirin yikub, 'avdet itdtirmigler".
'All (591b-92a), also records dissatisfaction among YeRigeri
and sipahl troops, who demanded bonuses for having captured
Vesprem/



selves first at Tata and then at Komorn, continued to

harass Ottoman frontier posts. Hasan Paga, Beglerbegi of

Buda, gathering all the available forces in his province,

attempted to relieve the siege of 1stolni-Belgrad, but met

with a severe defeat at the hands of a strong Austrian force

(24a), losing a large number of men and a great amount of

arms and ammunition (9 £>afer 1002/4 November 1593). Despite
the fact that news of this defeat caused great dismay and

demoralization when it became known in Belgrade, the serdar

himself remained in winter quarters, unable to take retaliatory

steps.

The enemy next besieged Subotica, an Ottoman town to

the east of the Danube north of Belgrade. Ta'llkl-zade must

have received very detailed information on this siege: he

gives a long and impassioned account of the brave resistance

put up by the defenders of the town, who were eventually

obliged to put to death the women and children by their own

(3 cont'd) Vesprem and Palota, before they would go to the
winter quarters assigned them. Selanikl (89a, 91h)» taking
his information from Sinan Paga's own dispatches, mentions
the demands of the soldiery, some of whom refused to stay
in their assigned quarters and returned to Istanbul com¬
plaining of the serdar's treatment of them.

1. Pegevi II, 137-41, gives a detailed account of the battle
at Istolm-Belgrad, which was one of the principal events
of the winter. 'All (592a), is severely critical of
the serdar's inactivity, again placing blame for the
defeat of the Ottoman troops on Sinan Paga. Knolles,
1025-6, gives further details of the battle. Cf. also
GOR IV, 221-2; Jorga III, 295, 299-301; Zinkeisen III,
595-6.
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hands and themselves to make a desperate attempt to break

out through the besieging force (26b-30a).

(2) GUftSr ender ameden-i &alebe-i ktlffar-i ma&lub ve geh5det-i

gaziyan-i minu-mensub. (30b-31b)

This brief chapter describes the anguish of Sinan Pa§a

during the winter of 1593-4 and his attempts to boost the

morale of his troops, dispirited by the news of Hasan Paja's

recent defeat. Cries for help arrive from another Ottoman

stronghold (unnamed) which is on the point of surrender;

unfortunately, however, the serdar had insufficient men and

munitions to be able to send a relief force. On hearing

that yet another fort was undergoing siege, Sinan Paga
2

prepared to mobilize the following spring.

1. A second account of this siege is found in Pegevi II,
140-1. The details are in broad agreement with those
given by Ta'llkl-zSde, except for the fact that, according
to PepevI, the'majority of the Muslim women and children
in the town were able to escape to Pest before the siege
was begun and thus only a few M'acuz-u-tifl sa£Ir usaklari"
were actually put to death before the flight of the
garrison.

2. PejevI II, 141-3, gives details of the more important
activities of the enemy during this period, including their
laying siege to Hatvan and Estergon in the early spring
of 1594. SelSniki 92a, ff. , records the frequent cor-
respondence during the winter between Belgrade and Istanbul,
in particular the order for the aga of the Janissaries to
attend the campaign (94a) and SinSn Papa's requests for
extra funds (95a-b, 98a.); news is also given of (5-azI Gir5y's
journey through northern Moldavia on his way to join the
campaign (98b). Knolles, 1027-31, describes in greater
detail the movements of the Austrian army, who continued
on the offensive in northern Hungary with only a short
break in the depth of winter. Although the sieges of
Novigrad (which surrendered in March 1594), Hatvan and
Estergon represented full-scale offensives on the part of
the Austrians, and endangered Ottoman control in those areas,
they do not receive more than a passing mention in Ta'liki-
zade's narrative, since they did not involve the main
Ottoman force.
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(3) Gfiftar ender glkr ba'&i ez vaka'i', ki der [hilal]-i
sevanih ruy ntlmude. ki itmSm-i kelam der in makam mevkuf

bSged be-an. (32a-35b)

Before the Ottoman offensive got underway in the spring

of 1594, an incident occurred in a place called Kilegeva in

the ka&a of Prepol, in the sancak of Hersek. Ta'liki-zade
describes Kilegeva as a strongly-built fortress which had

once been in the possession of Milog Eobile, the legendary

assassin of Murad II. Close to this fortress is a monastery

full of precious objects, whose walls are decorated with

frescoes depicting biblical scenes. Ta'llkl-zade correctly

records this monastery as the burial place of the Serbian

saint, St. Sava ( although his chronology is at fault, since

he says that the saint1 s body was placed tl^ere some 800 years

prior to the date of the 1594 campaign, whereas in fact the

monastery was founded in 1234 AD and St. Sava interred there

in 1237)and describes it as a holy shrine for Christians

from all parts of the world. The monastery was extremely

rich due to the money and gifts which poured in from venerators

of the saint. Ta'liki-zade hints that the monks in his time

were able to buy off the Muslims in the surrounding area and
2

so live in peace (33a). According to his account, Ottoman

1. C. Radojcic, Milegeva (Belgrade 1963), 67-71, in an English
resume of the Serbo-Croat text, gives a brief history of
the monastery and describes its frescoes. The account
wrongly gives the date 1595 for the burning of the saint's
remains; the date 10 Kay 1594, given by Herman Wendel,
"Saint Sava", Slavonic and Bast European Review 14 (1935-6),
152, would conform to the chronology of Ta'llkl-zade's
narrative.

2. Cf. Radojcic, op. cit., 68: Sokullu Mehmed Paga was "said
to have been a pupil at Milegeva before he became a Moslem,
and was always its powerful protector". After his death
in 1579, Turkish financial impositions on the wealthy
monastery increased.



anger was aroused against the monastery by the influence

of its monks on these local Muslims, and bv the discovery

of a letter (which Ta'liki-zade parodies, 32b-34a) from the

batrik to the King (of Vienna) pointing out the usefulness

of the cult of St. Sava as a focal point of resistance against

the Ottoman overlord. On learning the contents of this letter,

Sinan Paga decided to remove the saint's remains from Kilegeva

as a means of undermining the revolt. The sancak begi of

Hersek, Ahmed Beg, was entrusted with the task. Although the

monks had received prior warning of the threat, Ahmed Beg

was able to enter the monastery by trickery, seize the remains

and carry them away, pursued by anxious petitioners offering

to buy them back at any price. Upon reaching Belgrade, Ahmed

Beg delivered the relics to Sinan paga, who ordered them to be

burnt and the ashes scattered to the winds.

Sjc t,' n- •»-

This chapter treats of a particular incident not mentioned

in other contemporary Ottoman chronicles but recorded by Serbian

and European historians in the context of a popular revolt

occurring amongst the Serbian people in the last decade of the

sixteenth century. Although the incident at the monastery was

obviously of great interest to Ta 'llki-zade, he does not relate

it specifically to any wider movement.

During the summer of 1594 the Serbian population in the

region around Belgrade staged a revolt: in May of that year a

group of Serbians seized some Ottoman supply ships as they

sailed up the Danube; in June a sizeable force twice defeated



the Beglerbegi of Temegvar in battle, the second time killing

him"*" and capturing 18 artillery pieces; after seizing a

number of small forts near Belgrade, the Serbs then offered

their services to the Archduke Matthias, commander-in-chief
2

of the Habsburg army.

The letter referred to by Ta'liki-zade was probably one

written by Jovan II, Patriarch of Ipek (and thus head of the

Serbian church) to Rudolf II. During the period of his patriar¬

chate, 1592-1614, Jovan II made a determined attempt to free

the Serbian people from Ottoman rule. Although the burning

of the remains of St. Sava failed to crush the revolt, the

Patriarch was always dependent on Austrian or other outside

help for the success of his cause; with the peace of 1606 such

assistance was denied him." The uprising probably remained

fairly small and localized, since it is not mentioned in the

Ottoman chronicles. It must, however, be placed in the context

of Pope Clement VIII's attempts to incite revolt among the

Sultan's Christian subjects in the Balkans. Papal encourage¬

ment and the prospect of Habsburg assistance resulted in con¬

siderable unrest in both Dalmatia and Albania in the early

years of the war, with local orthodox prelates often found at

the head of the revolt.^

1. According to Jorga III, 299, the son of the Beglerbegi.

2. Knolles, 1034, 1038. Cf. 1. Hadrovics, Le Peuple Serbe
et son £glise sous la domination Turque, (Paris 1947),
131-5.

3. H. ¥. V. Temperley, History of Serbia (London 1917), 125-6.
Here also the incident at Milegeva is dated erroneously to
1595.

4. G. E. Rothenberg, "Christian Insurrections in Turkish
Dalmatia 1530-96", Slavonic and East European Review 40
(1961), 136-47. Cf. Eischer-Galati, op. cit. , 194 ff.
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(4) GiiftSr ender 'azlmet-i haftret-i 'Sll-himnet ha&ret-i Paga-yi
a 'zam ve kigver-giiga-yi mu'azzaro be-gavb-i kal'e-i Yanik ve

Peg, tafotgah-i nuhuset-me'nus-i Engurus-i ehker-u-me 'yus —

ehleke-hflmti 'llahU ta'ala bi '1-hayfi ve-'l-bti's ma kutila

'l-Efrenc ve-'l-Urus. (35b-41b)

Sinan Paga assembled his forces and left Belgrade in

late spring 1594; marching north he passed into the darti

'1-harb and laid siege to the fortress of Tata, a sizeable

stronghold east of Yanik on the south side of the Danube.

Ta'llkl-z§de gives a longer, more detailed account of this

siege, which he says continued for six days.^" Meanwhile,

the Austrian army was seen to have made camp at Komorn on
2

the opposite bank of the river.

During the siege operations, the newly-arrived a£a of

the Janissaries, Mehmed A&a, was dismissed from his post for

failing to carry out Sinan Paga's orders to prepare trenches

and earthworks during the night in order to enable the army

to open fire on the fortress at first light. He was replaced

1. All other accounts say three or four days, e.g. PegevI II,
145: "Uginci giin kiiffar aman ile gikdilar"; Selaniki, 103b
(from Sinan Paga's own fethname); "tig gQn muhSsara olmub,
dordinci gun kal'e iginde olan ktiffar kal'eyi aman ile
tesllm itdtiklerindensohra, gehr-i Zi 'l-Ka'dentifi iiginci
gQni andan dahi kalkub".

2. According to Knolles, 1035-40, Sinan Paga's march northward
caused the Austrian"generals to raise the sieges of Hatvan
and Estergon and withdraw to their base at Komorn. For
some days the two hostile armies marched westward on
opposite sides of the Danube in full view of each other,
separated only by the width of the river. Unable to
prevent the fall of Tata, the Austrian army encamped a
short distance away at Komorn. Cf. Selaniki, 103b, and
'All, 595a.
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in his post by the kapuci bagi Hasan A&a.^" When the fortress

was captured, those inhabitants and members of the garrison

who wished to do so were allowed to depart (but without

taking their weapons with them), and Tata was occupied by

the Ottomans. After a few days respite, the fortress was

provisioned, a sancak begi and a garrison were assigned to

its defence. In £i 'l-Ka'de 1002 the serdar left Tata.

(5) Gtlftar en[der] neh&at-i rayat-i ftttuhat-ayat be-savb-i

kal'e-i metin-i Samartin, ve ktigtide giiden-i an be-dest-i

Paga-yi girSn-rikab-u-sebttk-'inan. (41b-44b)

On the third day's march from Tata, the Ottoman army

encamped in the plain of Sanmartin (42b). After giving a

brief description of the fort, Ta'likT-zade goes on to tell

of the siege preparations. On the second day, after issuing

a preliminary summons (which was rejected) to the inhabitants

of Sanmartin to give themselves up to the Ottoman state and

to Islam, earthworks were thrown up and the siege begun.

In a very short time, the fort was surrendered and the Muslims

entered. According to Ta'liki-zade, Sanmartin was a papal

fief, the administration of which was in the hands of the "King

of Vienna"; the town possessed a large lake full of fish, which

yielded a considerable yearly income; in addition to this

1. According to Ta'liki-zade's account, there was some
justification for the dismissal of the A&a. Pejevi (II,
145), however, considers that the serdar acted maliciously,
"mahza ba£za-vu-£ara£a", whilst 'All (595a) holds that
the Bosnian Mehmed A£a was dismissed "bila sebeb" in order
to make way for Sinan Paga's fellow Albanian Yemiggi Hasan
Aj|a. Although Mehmed Aga was shortly afterwards appointed
Beglerbegi of Karaman (SelanikI, 102b), Ta'llk~-zade does
not specifically mention this.



revenue were taxes on the cultivation of vines.1

GtlftSr ender temaga-yi ha£ret-i Paga legker-i cihSn-gtiga.

(44b-49b)

On departing from Sanmartin, the serdar held a review

of his troops. Ta'liki-zade enumerates the various contingents:

firstly, the mtiteferrika corps, under the leadership of

(Sokullu) Kehmed Paga-zade Ibrahim Beg; secondly, the

Janissaries; thirdly, on the left wing of the army, the

Anatolian troops; fourthly, the Syrian troops, and fifthly,

forces from the provinces of Rumili. In addition to these

large groups, were innumerable other corps of various origins

and kinds.

When the army arrived before Yanik, preparations were

immediately taken in hand for beginning the siege, the

digging of trenches being the first task; at dusk a recon¬

naissance party was sent out to survey the fortress (46b).

It was some days before the Muslims were able to complete the

arc of trenches around the landward-facing side of the

fortress.2
Ta'likl-zade enumerates a number of small incidents

which occurred during this first phase of the assault, details

1. Only 'All (595b) makes any particular comment on the capture
of Sanmartin, remarking that although it was only a very
small place, Sinan Paga established it as a liva, simply
in order to enhance his own prestige.

2. The course of the siege of Yanik may be traced in PegevI II,
145-3, 153-4; Selaniki. 101a ffI; 'All. 595b-98b; Knolles.
1041-44; brief references also in GOR IV, 223-4; Jorga III,
301-2.
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which are usually too particular to appear in the more

general histories. Although many casualties were suffered

on both sides, the blockade was gradually tightened and

enemy sorties curtailed.

* * * »

Although Ta'llkl-zade describes various aspects of

this formidable fortress of Yanrk,^ a more complete idea

of its location and condition is given by Knolles:

"This citie of Rab is a strong and populous
citie, honoured with a Bishops See, and was
worthily accounted the strongest bulwarke of
Vienna, from whence it is distant about twelve
Germane miles, standing upon the south side of
Danubius, whence the river dividing it selfe,
maketh a most fertile island called Schut; in
the East point whereof standeth the strong citie
of Komara. The defence of this citie of Rab
was committed to Countie Hardek, a man of greater
courage than fidelitie, with a garrison of twelve
hundred choise soldiors, unto whom a little before
the coming of the Bassa were certaine companies
of Italians joyned, who together with the citizens
made up the number of five thousand able men: a
strength in all mens judgement sufficient for the
long defence of that place".2

It was near Komorn (Komara) on this island of Schut

that the Archduke Matthias had stationed his army: from there

it was possible to send continuous supplies of men and muni¬

tions across the river into the fortress. Subsequent chapters

1. Also known variously by the name Raab (from the river
Raba on whose banks it was also situated), by the Hungarian
name Gorvar and by the latin Iauarinum. The modern name
is Gyor.

2. Knolles, 1041. Of. Selaniki, 104a.
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in the gehname-i HtlmSyun are principally concerned with

Ottoman and Tatar efforts to capture Christian outposts

on this island and drive away the Imperial troops so that

the garrison inside Yanik would be deprived of all further

support and the encirclement thus completed.

Both Ottoman and European historians attest the

existence of abundant supplies of food and arms in the ,

fortress when it was surrendered; since they made no

serious attempt to raise the siege, it would appear that

the Austrian commanders were well satisfied that Yanik

could hold out until winter, when it was expected that the

Ottoman troops would be forced to withdraw. After the

surrender, the governor of Yanik, Count Hardeck, was tried

in Vienna, accused of having given up such a well-equipped

stronghold without good cause, and was subsequently executed

for treason; hence Knolles' comment on his being "a man of

greater courage than fidelitie".

(7) Gtiftar ender ameden-i gakSn-i a'zam, ka'an-i mu'azzam
stilale-i selatln-i cihan, gtilale-i cebln-i esatin-i kihan,

ve mligerref fermuden-i ordu-yi nusret-tilka-yi zafer-ruy.

(50a-58a)

While the siege of Yanik was still in its early stages,

news was received of the arrival of the gan of the Crimea,

Gazi Giray gan, with a considerable force of Tatars. The
serdar's son Mehmed Paja, at that time Beglerbegi of Rumili,
and Hasan Paga, Beglerbegi of Buda, were sent to meet the

Han and escort him into the camp. On reaching the headquarters,
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Gazi Giray and Sinan Papa exchanged information on the

strength of the Tatar force and on the current situation

vis-h-vis the enemy; presents were then given to the gan

and senior members of his retinue to welcome them on the

campaign.

According to Ta'llkl-zade's account, the gan then

departed with his men to besiege the fort of Papa, located

a little to the south of Yanik (56a). Having captured the

two fortlets of Marcil and Ebuduhul, GazT Giray arrived

before Papa; negotiations, which eventually proved incon¬

clusive, were carried on with the inhabitants of Papa on

the Han's behalf by one Maikop A£a. Finally, before a full

siege was begun, the Christian garrison secretly fled the

fort, news of this being given to the Han by Muslims inside

Papa who had been imprisoned in the dungeons and had managed

to escape after the flight of the garrison (57a-b). Thereupon,

the fleeing Christians were pursued by the Tatars and killed.
2

Papa itself was entered and plundered.

1. 24 Z± 'l-Ka'de 1002/11 August 1594. Cf. Pecevi II, 148-52;
SelSnikl. 104a; 'All, 595b-96b. Both Pepevi and 'All
criticize Sinan Papa's treatment of 6azi Giray, behaving
towards him as if he were an equal and not the leading
representative of a ruling family which had for over a century
commanded respect and deference. This behaviour obviously
caused adverse comment in the Ottoman camp directed against
SinSn Papa. Ta'llkl-zade, however, passes over it in
silence. SelanikI1s account reports in a single phrase
the fact of the Qan's arrival, with no other comment upon it.

2. Papa was actually captured after the fall of Yanik, i.e.
on 18 Muharrem 1003/3 October 1594, and is here narrated
out of historical context.
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Meanwhile, Ottoman frontier begs, aided by the Beglerbegi

of Karaman, were in operation in the region of Lake Balaton

against a number of small fortified settlements.

* * * *

There appears to have been a certain amount of friction

and disagreement during this campaign between Sinan Paga and
•

^ _

GazI Giray gan. At this date, since the Sultan was not

personally on campaign, the presence of the !gan was something
of a prestige symbol and served to boost the morale of the

Ottoman troops. Besides the fact that he brought with him

a sizeable contingent of 40,000 or 50,000 Tatars, GazI Girly

Han himself enjoyed a personal reputation as an experienced

military commander, gained during his service with Ozdemir-

o£li 'Ogman Paga in the Caucasus during the 1580s.^ Sinan

Paga, who regarded himself as the instigator and leader of

the campaign, no doubt resented the presence and prestige of

the Qan, a considerably younger man, and on several occasions

attempted to assert his authority as leader in the fact of

opposition from the §an. On welcoming ftazl Giray to his

headquarters, Sinan Paga treated him as if he held no higher

rank than that of beglerbegi, sitting on a similar stool and
2

conversing freely with him. For this the serdar was criticized

throughout the camp. During the course of the siege SinSn

Paga tried to exercise control over the Tatar troops, refusing

1. O.K. Hortepeter, op. cit., 136-43.

2. PegevI II, 150. l.H. Uzungargili, op. cit., 26-31 reviews
the Han's status as an Ottoman vassal at the end of the
sixteenth century.
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to allow them to ravage the surrounding areas,1 ordering

them, against the gan's wishes, to undertake the most

hazardous operation of the siege — swimming the river under

enemy fire to make the first attack on the Christian forces
2

on the island of Schut.

Once the enemy camp near Komorn had been overthrown

and the principal obstacle to the capture of Yanik thus

removed, the gan was despatched to Papa. 'All states that

he was deliberately sent there at this time by Sinan Paga

so that the latter could claim all the credit for the fall

of Yanik. By recording the fall of Papa immediately after

describing the ceremony of welcome for Gazi Giray, instead

of placing it in its historical context at the conclusion

of the siege of Yanik, Ta'likl-zade1s narrative does give

the impression that the gan was principally involved in

operations against Papa and played only a negligible part in the

reduction of Yanik. Since Ta'liki-zade was writing an official

history of the campaign, his narrative throughout is favour¬

able to Sinan Paga, the Sultan's representative and deputy,

and it is quite possible that the siege of Papa was purposely

recorded out of context in order to reserve for DinSn Pa§sa

alone the prestige of having achieved the greater victory.

1. Pegevi II, 157.

2. Selaniki, 105b.

3. 'All, 599a. Cf. C. M. Kortepeter, op. cit., 142.



Giiftar ender 5£aziden-i gaziyan be-meterls-i cedid ve

ktigte gtiden-i Hiistilman&n be-dest-i gebran-i pelid ve

geb.ad.et-i du emir-i dlllr. (53a-60a)

Renewed effort was made against the fortress walls;

any breaches which appeared were quickly stopped up by the

garrison, who continued to make sorties into the besieging

forces, in one instance killing two sancak begis. Yanik

was not yet completely surrounded: on the north side across

the river towards Komom where the Imperial army under

Archduke Matthias was encamped, the garrison could come and

go and receive supplies. A first, unsuccessful attempt was

made to establish an Ottoman foothold on this island. At

this point Ta'llki-zade introduces a lengthy poem in defence

of the serdar; it may be assumed that there was at this

juncture some criticism in the camp for his failure to

complete the blockade.

G-ttftar ender residen-i 'Id-i sa'Id-i mah-i Rama?,an"'"— 15 zSle

min en yekun li 'l-futuh5ti mazann — ve mukatele-i 'azime

ba-kuffar. (60a-63b)

Despite the advent of the religious festival, Sinan

Paga ordered that there should be no full-scale celebrations,

fearing that this would lead to a lack of diligence on the

Ottoman part, and thus allow the enemy to attack unexpectedly.

1. Although the text clearly says Rama&an, there can be
no doubt that the Muslim festival to which Ta'liki-zade
must have been referring was that of the Td-i a5ha,
or kurban bayrami, occuring on 10 Zi 'l-Hicce. There
seems to be no adequate explanation which a pious Muslim
like Ta'llki-zade should confuse the two festivals.
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Nevertheless, at dawn the following day, whilst the night

sentries were beizu? replaced by a fresh guard, the Muslims

were taken unawares by an enemy attack. After initial panic

and some loss of ground, they rallied and managed to repulse

the attackers (62b), forcing the closure of the fortress

gates and trapping those Imperial troops which remained

outside.

Ta'likT-zade here mentions his own participation in the

fighting (63a). .

(10) Guftar ender 'ibre kerden-i legker-i mansur ve higm-i

bS-hagmet-i na-mahsur be-cezlre-i Komran, ve kflgte gegten-i

ban5n[-u-]merzibanan-i slmin-sitam-u-zerrin-kemeran. (64a-68a)

The prolonged siege was beginning to cause despondency

amongst the Ottoman troops.'1' In the hope of cutting off

the enemy's reinforcements, it was decided to construct

bridges across the river to enable a larger number of

troops to cross over to Eomorn. Whilst some boats were

built, a number of vessels were at the same time captured

from the enemy.

2
On the morning of 22 2i 'l-Hicce, although the enemy

had anticipated a renewed attack and had strengthened their

1. Cf. Knolles, 1042, where other problems facing the besieging
army are noted: "Now began great scarcity of victuals in
the Turks campe, so that the soldiors were faine to feed
upon unripe fruit and such other unwholesome things: whereof
ensued the bloodie flix, with many other dangerous diseases;
which raging amongst them did wonderfully consume the
Bassaes armie".

2. The text says gi '1-Ka'de, but this again is an error.
The same mistake is found in SelanikI, 104a (taken from
Sinan Paga's dispatch), but is corrected later, 106a, in
the text of a letter from the gan.
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defences on the island, under cover of a thick mist the

Ottomans launched two boats, each carrying forty men, which

landed further up the hank, out of sight of the enemy, and

were able to surprise the Christian defence. However, the

arrival of the main body of Austrian troops from Komorn

spurred Sinan Paga to send huge reinforcements across the

bridge to do battle."1" At this point Ta'lTkl-zade voices

amazement at the genuine bravery of the infidel army (67b-68a).

(11) Grtiftar ender ameden-i banan ba-tertib ve ceng-i anan

ba-terhlb. (68a-75b)

This chapter deals with the defeat of the main body

of Imperial troops on the river bank opposite Yanik, their

withdrawal from the island and the plundering of their camp
2

by the Ottomans.

Ta'llkl-zade first describes the impressive sight of

the advancing Christian army, with their multi-coloured

banners and standards and shining weapons, themselves clothed

from head to foot in grey armour; he voices appreciation of

their battle order and the high standard of bravery. He does,

however, note the presence of a large number of women among

their camp followers — a practice which was not tolerated

1. According to Knolles, 1043» some 10,000 Turkish troops made
a full-scale attack across the river, "some in boates, some
by other meanes", surprised the enemy headquarters and
captured it. Cf. Pejevi II, 146-8; Selaniki, 104a-b;
'All, 597b-98a.

2. Although this confrontation is regarded in the sources as
as episode in the protracted siege of Yanik, it must have
assumed something of the character of a full-scale battle,
albeit of short duration, since the main armies on both
sides were involved.
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at Badr, who likewise had many women accompanying his forces,

whilst Muhammed had none.

Sinan Paga conducted operations from his base outside

Yamk, continually sending reinforcements across the river

and encouraging the troops. After a fierce battle, with

many casualties on both sides, the Christian army was

eventually defeated and forced to retreat, abandoning their

camp and all their possessions (73a). Ta 'llkl-zade mocks

the defeated enemy: according to his account, the fleeing

Christians sent word back to Yanik that they were going to

fetch the King and that help was near at hand — false promises

which they had no intention of carrying out, made to cover up

for the defeat.

The enemy camp was immediately plundered, the Tatars

leading the way. All kinds of precious stuffs, piles of

muskets and money, large quantities of provisions were seized.

Meanwhile, bridge building continued, in order to transport

more troops and siege guns across the river so that the

fortress could be assaulted from all sides.

Ta'lIki-zSde here introduces a short digression on the

situation in Habsburg Hungary, which he obviously felt was

a cause of weakness in the enemy. He recalls that previously

the King of Hungary was himself Hungarian whereas his lords

wer£ of German origin (?); after the battle of Mohaj in 1526,

the King of Hungary had always been a German (i.e. the Emperor)
and the nobility Magyar. As a result there was constant friction
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between the two, which often ended in bloodshed (75a)."1"

(12) Gtiftar ender feth-i kal'e-i Gorvar be-dest-i himmet-i

glti-gtiga-yi ha&ret-i Paga-yi devlet-medar. (75b-79b)

The siege of Yanik is taken up again with renewed effort^

on the Ottoman part. Sinan Paga, despite fears for his safety

voiced by a number of commanders, insisted on going himself
2

into the trenches to encourage the men. As a result, the

Ottoman earthworks were considerably advanced and attempts

were made to dam up the river waters which protected one

side of the fortress (77a), even to the extent of using the

dead bodies of the Christians to fill the water channel. A

general assault was attempted, but was foiled on the first

day by the explosion of an enemy mine. After three days

continuous fighting the assault was called off.

(13) Gtiftar ender nakb efgenden-i nakb-efgenan ve muy kerden-i

kiiffar-i muye-kunan. (79b-93b)

The first attempts to lay mines under the fortress walls

1. Cf. A Lefaivre, Les Magyars pendant la domination Ottomane
en Hongrie (1526-1722) (Faris 1902), vol. I, 177. 239 ff. .

giving details of the political and religious strife
which dominated relations between the Habsburg emperors
and the Magyar nobility during the sixteenth century.

2. Cf. SelanikI, 104b, quoting from Sinan Paga's fethname:
"bir ferd can-u-gofrulden takayyiid itmemekle, bi-nefsi-hi
kendtim meterislere varub, gice ve giindtiz toz ve toprak
iginde yatub kalkub; Hiidaya ma'lumdur ki, eger ytlrilytigde
ve eger toprak stirmekde bu muhlislari ilerllye varub
takvit virmeyince, kimse ^ajrret gelmezdi".
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were unsuccessful: the enemy heard the sappers, caught them

and put them to death. One attempt, however, (80a) was

particularly successful and blew a considerable hole in the

fortifications. Unfortunately, before the Ottomans could

enter through this breach, the garrison dug a trench just

behind the broken wall, laid gun-powder in the bottom and

covered it with earth. As a result, the Ottoman troops

were blown up as they came through the wall.

There follows a lengthy digression, the relevance of

which is not Immediately apparent, on the fortunes of Sultan

Muhammed Kutbu 'd-Dln gvaresmgah at the time of Cengiz Han's
invasion of his realm (80b-81b).

The fighting continued without a break, resulting in

large numbers of casualties. Sinan Pa§a encouraged his

troops with promises of reward and promotion for valour and

achievement against the enemy (83a). Finally, the Muslims

were rewarded for their persistence in attack by a sudden

request from the fortress for terms on which to surrender.

Sifat-i vuku' (85a): Ta'liki-zade here begins a more

detailed account of events just prior to the opening of

negotiations. Another general assault had been ordered for

the following day, the Anatolian troops, based on the island

of Schut, being ordered to fire on the fortress from across

the river.

Sifat-i subh-i jiuceste-ferr ve kasd-i yurig-i Anatoli-yi

mansur-u-muzaffer ve ihla-vu-ihla'-i kal'e-vu-kafir (86b):
fa v u a v '

on the morrow, at the break of day, the Christian garrison,

surveying the ranks of Muslim troops drawn up ready for the

attack were so overawed that they immediately asked for terms
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begi of Teke-ili, should be sent to conduct negotiations (87b).

An envoy from Hardeck, governor of the fortress, at first

proposed that Yanik should not be surrendered into Ottoman

hands, but that instead the inhabitants were willing to pay

a yearly tribute to the Sultan. This suggestion aroused the

serdar's wrath and was immediately rejected. The Muslim

troops who had already begun to celebrate the victory were

ordered to resume their positions in the trenches. Hardeck's

envoy came a second time, now accepting the surrender of

Yanik. Pointing out that the fortress was strategically

located and dominated routeways into Austria, Poland and

Czechoslovakia, that its fortifications were strong, its

granaries full and its storehouses and arsenals stocked with

all kinds of weaponry, the envoy asked leave from the serdSr

for the garrison to take with them out of Yanik three

particular cannon. This request was also refused, and the

garrison ordered to leave, taking no possessions with them.

The Ottoman soldiers were instructed to observe the safe-

conduct and refrain from plundering the evacuating garrison.

On the fourth day after surrender, the Muslims were

allowed to enter the fortress and found it, as stated by the

envoy, full of stores, goods and provisions (92b).

1. Knolles, 104-4, holds Hardeck responsible for this
unnecessary surrender, and reports that the Count had
had all the garrison commanders sign a document signi¬
fying their acceptance of the peace negotiations so
that blame should not fall solely upon himself.
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The chapter ends with praise for Sinan Paga, the

architect of the victory, although Ta'likl-zade refers

briefly to a few malcontents who had previously criticized

Sinan Paga for his handling of the campaign.

(14) Giiftar ender 'azm-i Dttstur-i cihan-glr-tl-cihan-dar be-

temaga-yi kal'e-i Gorvar-i metanet-medar. (93b-9Sa)

This chapter describes Sinan Paga's entry into Yanik

with his retinue and the favourable impression made upon

them by the fortress. Several features particularly caught

Ta'llkl-zade1s attention — the high walls and their battle¬

ments, with all their artillery still in position, the ample

stores of powder and shot just as had been described, and

the governor's residence.

[Giiftar] ender temaga-yi zindan ve azad kerden-i

zindaniyan (94b): the fortress dungeons were discovered, and

in them a number of Muslim prisoners chained hand and foot.

On being released these men were brought before Sinan Paga,

to whom they complained bitterly of their treatment at the

hands of the Christians.

Sifat-i kilise ki ma 'bed-i 'abede-i 'Isa bud (95a): this

church had been burnt by order of Sultan Suleyman on one of

his early campaigns in Hungary, and even in 1594 still lay almost

in ruins. According to Ta'likl-zade the inhabitants had

not been concerned to restore it, considering it inevitable

that the city would sooner or later fall into Turkish hands.

Der inhiraf-i kible-i kena'is-i Nasara (95b): Ta'llki-
t , ■ t, , t V ' •

zade describes the kible (i.e. the altar) of the church as

facing due east, the wrong direction as far as a Muslim is

concerned. This is followed by an attempt to explain the early
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division of Christianity into three different sects —

Nesturiye, Milyaniye and Ya'kublye — due to the machinations

of the Devil (96b). He discusses also the Christian custom

of venerating idols and images, saying that this originated

in the practice of erecting an effigy in memory of a deceased

relative; as centuries passed people could no longer remember

whom they were venerating and such effigies became objects

of purely religious devotion — again due to the wiles of

Satan, who pointed out to the mystified congregation that

these images were in fact representations of God himself and

as such to be worshipped. The section ends with praise and

thanks for the emergence of Islam, the true religion.

After surveying this church, Sinan Paga had it converted

into a mosque, removing all traces of Christian worship and

installing instead beautiful carpets and rugs. The necessary

religious officials were appointed.

A garrison was assigned to the defence of Yanik (97a):

the sancak begi of tskenderiye"1" 'Ogman Beg was given the rank

of beglerbegi, the sancak begis of Aydm and Mentege, together

with a number of zu'ama and sipahis, were placed under his

command. Teke-ili Begi Ahmed Beg was entrusted with the job

of throwing the bodies of the kafirs into the trenches and

burying them.
2

On the thirteenth day after surrender, the main army left

Yanik and, on the second day's march, reached Komorn.

1. According to Ta'llkl-zade he was beg of Estergon, but
Pegevi (II, 154), SelanikI(101a) and! 'All (599a) are
agreed that he was beg of tskenderiye.

2. Yanik was taken on 12 Muharrem 1003/27 September 1594.
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(15) Guftar ender neh&at-i Serdar-i tl^-ran be-feth-i Komran.

(9Ba-102b)

On Sunday 24 Muharrem (9 October 1594), Sinan Papa

left Yamk, and two days later, on the Tuesday, made camp

outside Komorn."1" The primary tasks were again the building

of bridges over the Danube and the setting-up of cannon.

Although the troops were now allowed to raid enemy villages,

there was an increasing scarcity of provisions in the camp:

barley in particular was double the normal price until more

could be brought in from the surrounding area.

Ta'llki-zade recounts one particular incident in which

two boat loads of Ottoman soldiers from the far side of the

river, going at daybreak in search of food supplies, found

themselves caught in a surprise enemy attack; their presence,

however, made the enemy think that their attack had been

expected and threw them into confusion, thus foiling the

a11 empt (99a-b).

After a relatively short period it was decided to raise
2

the siege of Komorn and retire to winter quarters. There

were, in Ta 'llkl-zade1s opinion, many reasons for the with¬

drawal: firstly, winter was fast approaching, with a conse¬

quent change for the worse in the weather; secondly, the

1. For the siege of Komorn, see PepevI II, 155-6; SelanikI,
106b, 108b; 'All, 599a-b; Knolles, 1044. —

2. Of. Selaniki, 108b, where the siege is said to have lasted
16 days, during which time abortive negotiations for
surrender of the fortress took place. PepevI and 'All
also refer to these talks, 'All blaming Sinan Pasa for
their failure by refusing to accept the garrison's wish
to surrender to Sokullu-zade Hasan Papa, rather than to
himself or his son*Mehmed Papa (599a-b).



troops were exhausted after the prolonged siege of Yanik
and had spent almost all their ammunition; thirdly, a large

number of pack animals had died, or were on the point of

doing so — many as a result of drinking infected water —

the horses falling victim to a particular kind of distemper;

fourthly, many of the Janissaries had lost their waterproof

outer garments during the siege of Yanik and were therefore

without protection against the worsening weather. All in

all, the troops were restless and dissatisfied; there was

no option but to give up the siege."*"
The return march was by way of Tata, where Teke-ili

Ahmed Beg was rewarded for his endeavours at Yanik by being

left in charge of the garrison, together with the sancak begi

of Karahisar Perviz Beg, each with their sipahis and ample

provisions. Having rested two days at Tata, Sinan Paga

retired to Buda, where a few days were spent assigning troops
2

to winter quarters in the newly conquered forts. His son

Me^uned Paga was stationed at Buda. All the begs and commanders
were ordered to keep on the alert throughout the winter and

1. The siege was raised 7 Safer 1003/22 October 1594.
Knolles, 1044, also points out that the Imperial army
under the command of Archduke Matthias, reinforced by
several new contingents, had camped not far away; in
addition, the Han and the majority of his troops retired
during the course of this siege, intending to return
to the Crimea.

2. Pegevi II, 156; SelSniki, 103b. 'All, 599b, says that
the sancak begi of Karahisar was ordered at Buda to
proceed to Yanik against his wishes; his troop was
subsequently ambushed by the enemy near istolm-Belgrad,
and the majority of his men killed or taken prisoner.
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be prepared for a full campaign the following spring.

Sinan Paga himself established his winter quarters

in Belgrade, and was involved in preparations for the

next campaign when news arrived of the death of Kurad III.

(16) Gtiftar ender ameden-i haber-i vefat-i ha4ret-i merhum-i' " « L

sa'Idti ' 1-hayat Sultan Murad-i gehldti 'l-memat.^ (102b-104b)

Sinan Paga at first attempted to conceal the fact of
the Sultan's death by putting it about in Belgrade that the

news concerned the death of his own brother Mahmud Paga.

However, a courier passing through on his way from G-alata

to Prague to inform the Emperor gave the correct news to

the Christian inhabitants of Belgrade, and it was soon spread

throughout the city. There was great gloom and despondency

amongst the Muslims. Fearing that the enemy would seek to

take advantage of this opportunity to attack Ottoman lands,

Sinan Paga assembled his forces on the pretext of going hunting
and marched out of Belgrade. By this means, he succeeded in

forestalling any serious attack and in keeping the Christians

on the defensive. A message was sent to Buda to warn the

Ottoman garrison there of the situation.

On receiving confirmation of the accession of Mehmed III,

a special divan was held in celebration (104a). It was

announced that the next season's campaign would be against

Peg (i.e. Vienna) and instructions sent out to all provincial

garrisons.

1. MurSd III died on the night of 4/5 Cemagi '1-ewel 1003/
15/16 January 1595.
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(17) gaber ameden-i mtijde-i cttlus-i htimSyun. (105a-119a)

Ta'llki-zade takes the opportunity to incorporate

into the gehname-i Htimayun a megnevl of 332 beyts congratu¬

lating Mehmed III on his accession to the throne. He first

of all dwells upon the might, dignity and power of the

Ottoman sultan with his far-flung kingdoms, comparing his

stature with those of the legendary heroes of Firdevsl's

gahname, but finding it greater than all these. Consequently

the death of Sultan Murad is a cause of great misery and

confusion on all sides; this had been alleviated only by

his, Mehmed Ill's, accession, which has turned night into

day, winter into spring, and relieved the distress of his

people. Reminding the Sultan that his accession is a divine

appointment, he impresses upon Mehmed his responsibility for

dispensing justice and behaving generously towards his

subjects in order that they might prosper.

More specific advice follows, occasioned by Ta'likl-zade's

extreme dislike of the increasing evils which he saw in govern¬

ment and society. If the Sultan does not keep firm control

over events, preventing corruption and keeping the various

classes in their proper order, chaos will result and the

prosperity of the state decline (109a-110a). He calls to mind

the increasing dislocation of society in the provinces of the

Empire, the gradual infiltration of the sipahl class by those

unworthy and unable to make the required contribution in arms

and valour to the army of the state; the quest for personal

wealth and power is becoming dominant, as seen in the subtle

devices of administrative officials. Ta'llkl-zade cautions
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name and, to illustrate this point, likens the staxe to a

house rented out by its owner to a tenant who has no interest

in the upkeep of the property and lets it go to rack and

ruin since he will incur no financial loss thereby; had the

owner lived in the house himself, he would have taken care

to see that it was repaired and kept in good order (lllb).

The Sultan is advised to pay no heed to the outward trappings

of wealth and prosperity (arayij-i 'alem), but to concern

himself rather with the basic welfare of his subjects (asayig-

adem, 113b).

* * * *

The historical narrative resumes (115b) with the news

that, following the accession of Mehmed III, Sinan Pa§a had

been replaced as vezir-i a'zam by his rival Ferhad Pa§a.

Before leaving Belgrade for Istanbul, Sinan Paja sent messages

to his commanders, again warning them to be on their guard

lest the enemy should seek to profit by his own dismissal

to renew the attack."*"
There follows a rather confused and incomplete account

of Sinan Paga's early career, praising him as the defender of

the Ottoman state against enemies from all sides; while

beglerbegi in Egypt his firm hand had ensured good order in

1. Knolles, 1057, notes an ominous incident: "Sinan Bassa
the late General returning towards Constantinople with
much treasure ... was by the "Vlachians set upon by the
way not farre from Belgrade, and stript of all that he
had, having much adoe to escape himself with some few
of his followers".



the province, the loyalty of the £>erlf of Mecca had been

strengthened, that holy city protected from the depredations

of Bedouin tribes, and the rebellious province of Yemen

subdued."^" On his return to Istanbul Sinan Paga became a

vezlr, but shortly afterwards was placed in charge of the

military arm of the expedition to recapture Tunis after its
2

seizure by Don Juan and the Spanish fleet.

Ta'likl-zade now returns abruptly to events in the
3

Balkans after Sinan Paga's dismissal early in 1595 (118a).
He refers briefly to the beginnings of a revolt in Wallachia

and Moldavia, pointing to Ferhad Paga's failure to deal with

the rebels and his inability to prevent them crossing the

Danube to raid and plunder. In view of this ineffectiveness,

Sinan Paga was recalled to the capital and appointed ser'asker
4

in his place.

1. Cf. tA 10, 670-5, "Sinan Paga". He was appointed
Beglerbegi of Misr in Cemagi '1-ewel 975/December 1567,
and in £>afer 976/August 1568, after a dispute with Lala
Mustafa Paga over who should lead the campaign, was
appointed serdar to deal with a revolt in the Yemen; as
a consequence of his victory there, he became known as
"Yemen fatihi". Ta'llki-zaae here defends Sinan paga's
part in this argument." Cf. Dng II, 376-8.

2. Cf. lA 10, 671. The Tunis campaign took place in 982/1574
here SinSn Paga earned the title "Tunus fatihi". Cf.
Vaughan, 163-4.

3. There is no reference to his participation in the Persian
war of 1578-90, his first appointments as vezir-i a'zam,
nor his early periods of exile at Malkara. "

4. 29 £>evval 1003/7 July 1595. For the origins and early
stages of this revolt, see PegevI II, 152-3, 158-62,
164-5; Selaniki, 107b ff. ; 'All, 600a ff; also Jorga III,
302-14, 315-17.
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(18) Giiftar ender 'azm-i ha&ret-i Paga be-sefer-i Eflak. (119a-122a)

Ta'llkl-zade prefaces this chapter with the news that

Estergon had been taken by the Christian forces in Hungary,

taking advantage'of the serdar's absence."*" He then resumes

the main theme, Sinan Paga's Wallachian campaign. Having

attempted to strengthen the fortifications of a stronghold

north of the Danube (despite the fact that this town was

located in a marshy area and strong building materials were

hard to find), the march continued. However, the rebel troops

took refuge in mountainous terrain and refused to be drawn

into open combat, preferring rather a continual harassment

of the flanks of the Ottoman army. Although a number of

prisoners were taken, the troops became discouraged and restive;

this, together with the onset of winter, obliged Sinan Paga

to return to Istanbul (119b).
•

_

Meanwhile, news came from Gazi Giray gan that, in accord¬
ance with Ottoman wishes, he had crossed into Moldavia and

3
ensured the loyalty of the populace to the Sulxan; furthermore,

an agreement had been reached with the King of Poland on the

instalment of a new voyvode in Moldavia as an Ottoman vassal.

1. 27 Zi 'l-Hicce 1003/2 September 1595. Cf. PegevI II, 175-80;
Selanikl,* 128b ff.; 'All, 6l6b-6l8a; GOR IV, 251-4.

2. Ta 'llkl-zade does not give the name of this place; it may
be either Kalugeran or Tergovigte, the latter a former
stronghold of the voyvode Michael, but at that time in
Turkish hands. Por this campaign, see PegevI II, 170-3;
Selanikj, 130 ff., 137a-b; 'All, 6l3b-6l5a, 616a ff. ;

Knolles, 1075.

3. Cf. PegevI II, 174; Selaniki, 139a; 'All, 616b.
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A brief reference (120a) to the Ottoman attempt to

install an obedient voyvode in Wallachia, and to the defeat

of one Wallachian rebel known as Mrtedd RidvSn,"1' leads
into an account of Mehmed Ill's preparations for the next

season's campaign to Hungary. Finally, in an abrupt change

of subject, the narrative ends with an account of the

campaign of gadim Ca'fer Paja, former Beglerbegi of girvan,

to the Hungarian front and his defeat of a rebel force at
2

Teme§var. On the eve of the Sultan's campaign, the situation
in Hungary remains unsettled.

* * * *

The principal theme of the gehname-i Humayun, the Yanik

campaign of 1593-4, comes to an end on folio 102b with the

serdar Sinan Paga established in winter quarters at Belgrade
at the conclusion of a successful campaign. The accession

of Mehmed III provides Ta'llkl-zade with the opportunity to

offer his congratulations to the new Sultan in a lengthy

poem, part eulogy, part counsel, which would have provided

a fitting conclusion to this gehname. The historical narrative

is, however, resumed from the point where it was left off

and brought down quickly through the events of another year

to set the scene for the Sultan's campaign of 1596, which

forms the subject of Ta 'llkl-zade's next work, the Bgri Fethi

Ta'rihi.
V

1. Cf. SelSniki, 142a for the appointment of Mihnea-o£li Radul
as voyvode of Wallachia, and 141b for the capture of
Miirtedd Ridvan.

2. Cf. PefevI II, 174-5; Selanikl, 137a.



This latter portion of the narrative text (from folio

115b onwards) deals only superficially with events, details

of which are blurred and the chronology confused. Since it

is assumed that Ta'llki-zade composed the major part of his

text during the year 1595 and did not participate personally

in military operations that year,^ his knowledge of events

could not have been that of a first-hand observer.

The text could have finished most conveniently with

the poem dedicated to Mehmed III, and it is possible that,

in his original draft of the work, this is what Ta 'llki-zade

intended. The year 1595 did not go well for the Ottomans —

Estergon was lost to the Austrians and the rebellion in

Wallachia increased in intensity, bringing humiliation and

defeat for both generals, Ferhad Paga and Sinan Paga — and

thus provided little material worthy of inclusion in a

laudatory work of the kind Ta'llkl-zade was engaged upon.

It has already been noted that, throughout the gehname-i

Humayun, the gehnameci is careful to uphold the dignity of

the vezir-i a'zam, to defend him against his critics and to

pass silently over controversial incidents which would not

enhance the prestige of the vezlr, nor hence that of the state.

This is especially apparent with regard to Sinan Paga's

Wallachian campaign: although the account is brief, it glosses

smoothly over the episode, giving no hint whatsoever that the

campaign was a complete failure and almost ended in disaster,

1. See above, pp. 85-6.
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many lives being lost is a desperate effort to cross the

Danube whilst being pursued by rebel forces."^"
The question remains as to why Ta'likl-zade wrote this

final narrative section, since it deals with another, less

successful phase of the war and does, in fact, serve to

distract attention from the victories of 1594. The last

events recorded occurred in Cemagi 'l-ahir 1003/January 1596;

shortly before this a move had been made in Istanbul to

persuade Mehmed III of the necessity of leading the next
2

campaign himself. After thirty years during which the

Ottoman armies had been entrusted to military commanders

and vezlrs, personal leadership by the Sultan promised a

more prestigious campaign; Ta'llkl-zade was no doubt confident

that the outcome would provide excellent material with which

he as gehnSmeci, the panegyrist of the Sultan, could work.

Therefore, to serve as an introduction to this momentous

campaign, he appended to the main text of the gehname-i Htimayun
a resume of those events of the year 1595 which provided a

background to the Sultan's campagin; the later narrative

section of the work is thus in the nature of a postscript,

1. The following incident as reported by Knolles. 1073j con¬
cerning a river crossing earlier in Sinan Paga's Wallachian
campaign, would certainly not have found its way into
Ta'llki-zade's narrative: "Sinan himselfe, in making
too much hast to get over the bridge, fell into the deepe
mud, and in that generall confusion of his armie, was like
ynough there to have perished: but as the common proverbe
goeth, 'Seldom lieth the devill dead in a dike', the old
Veiliarde was with much adoe drawne out by them of his
guard, and so saved to further mischief". PegevI II, 171,
and 'All, 615a, also report the incident.

2. The entry concerning this in Selaniki, 140b, is dated
"evasit-i mah-i Rebl'ti 'l-ahir". Gf. 1. H. Uzunpargili,
op. cit. , 76.
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with the purpose of directing attention towards subsequent,

greater achievements.

* » * *

In conclusion, the jiatimetG ' 1-kitab (I22a-123a) dedicates

the work to the Sultan, with a plea that it should be favour¬

ably received. Ta'llkl-zade mentions himself by name as the

weary author, but supplies no date for the completion of the

manuscript.

It may be seen from the foregoing summary of the

historical content of the gehname-i Hiimayun that such a manu¬

script appears to be of limited value as an historical source.

Even when the literary embellishments of the text are left

out of account, this narrative does not present a balanced,

nor at times even a coherent, record of events. As befits

a work in the gehname genre — by which one must here of

necessity understand praise of the Sultan through the com¬

mendation of his army and his chief minister, deputizing for

him at the head of the troops — there is no criticism of

the Muslim leaders and only slight rebuke at the intransigence lr

of the soldiery. Incidents which do not fall to the credit

of the serdar and/or of the Ottoman army, or which detract

from the prestige of the dynasty and state, are mentioned

1. The question of whether this section of the text was
added in the spring of 1596 or after Mehmed Ill's return
return from his victories at Egri and Hagova does not
affect the hypothesis. However, it is more probable that
it was written early in 1596, after Sinan Paga's final
appointment as vezlr-i a'zam, but shortly before his death;
it is less likely that Ta liki-zade would have given an
account of Sinan Paga's career had the latter not been
alive and in favour at the time of writing.
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briefly (e.g. the loss of Estergon) or are passed over

without comment (e.g. the unsuccessful campaign into

Wallachia undertaken by Sinan Paga in 1595).

However, the value of the gehn5me-i Hflmayun as an eye¬

witness account should not be underestimated. Although

Ta 'likl-zade is fairly selective with regard to the details

he choses to include in his narrative, those which are

recorded show him to be an interested and intelligent

observer. His account of the council of war held in Belgrade

at the opening of the campaign is a most detailed report

of this meeting, and there is no reason to doubt its authen¬

ticity. Similarly, the incident concerning the Serbian saint,

St. Sava, receives very full treatment, providing a valuable

Ottoman record to compare with European accounts of the affair.

Scattered throughout the text are references to the techniques

then in use of trench construction, bridge building and

general siege operations.

In comparison with one of the principal Ottoman histories

of this period, that of Pejevi for example, Ta 'llkl-zade'«
work emerges in a poor light. It would, however, be unjusti¬

fiable to attempt a serious comparison of two works so diverse

in purpose and character. Ta'llki-zade wrote a polished

literary work for his imperial patron detailing a short period

of time from his own observations. PedevI, on the other hand,

compiled this section of his long history some forty years

after the events of the Hungarian war and had the benefit both

of hindsight and of the availability of other written sources,

thus enabling him to present a more coherent though less

detailed account. In contrast to the sehnameci, Pejevi had
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not received an imperial commission for his work, and was

therefore able to present a more purely historical rather

than a literary text, in which he could exercise the freedom

to criticize.

Thus, for the purposes of research into the history of

the Ottoman-Habsburg war of 1593-1606, the primary Ottoman

sources must be the chronicles and general histories of such

writers as Pejevi, SelanikI and 'All. A manuscript like the

gehname-i Humayun may then be used to supplement the information

contained in such works, and to provide specific details which

may otherwise pass unrecorded.
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gEHHAI-IE-i HUMAYUN

A LITERARY ANALYSIS

The literary style of the gehn&me-i Humayun is here

analysed in order to bring out the characteristic elements

of Ottoman inga literature as composed at the end of the

sixteenth century."1" An attempt is made to show how Ta'llkl-

zade understood the nature of inga prose and how well he

mastered the art of its composition.

His style of writing is based upon that developed

during the course of the late fifteenth and the sixteenth

centuries in the Ottoman chancelleries. His training as a

divan kStib involved copying, studying and imitating letters

and documents composed by acknowledged masters of style.

Two of the most prominent of these were the nigancis Tacl-zade

Ca'fer gelebi (d. 1515) and Celal-zade Mustafa felebi (d. 1567).
The former is credited with the responsibility for having

established the elaborate inga style for official government
2

correspondence, whilst the latter, who held the office of

niganci uninterruptedly for a period of twenty three years

during the reign of Suleyman, is renowned for his historical

works, amongst which are the Tabakatu '1-Memalik and the

1. The term inga as used throughout this thesis designates
not 'the art of letter-writing' but rather the particular
form in Ottoman literature which imitated and expanded
the prose style of the epistolographers.

2. Ismail Eriinsal, "The Life and Works of Tacl-zade Ca'fer
gelebi, with a critical edition of his Divan" (unpublished
PhD thesis, Edinburgh 1977) I, 74.
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Selimname. The best examples of letters, fethnSmes,

'ahdnfimes, berats etc., were gathered into collections

known as mecmu'a-i mttnge'at which were then used as textbooks

of style by the kQttab.

Ta'llkl-zade does not state his indebtedness to, nor

his admiration of, any particular stylist and it may be

assumed that his own style of writing is based upon the

cumulative tradition of the late sixteenth century; in it

he combined elements he especially admired from various

writers which together formed his own particular mode of

expression. His declared aim in the composition of the

gehname-i Humayun is the creation of a true work of art:

kilk-i sihr-saz-i cadu-firlb bir mtiferrih cevheri

terkib[-ti-]tertib eyleytib, harabe-i beyaban-i

hayalden ma'mure-i gehristan-i kemalde 'ari-i cemSl

eyleytib; bir mahbub-i dil-gikar ve bir nigar-i

cilve-kar oldi ki, sevadi ztilf-i miskin-i peri-

ruyan-i 'anber-buy, ve beyafei cebin-i melahat-ayin-i

'abir-muyan-i mah-ruy gibi hug-rtiba oldi. 12b

The composition of inga prose of this kind could not

be spontaneous; it was the product of a sustained effort

involving much revision, rewriting, correcting and polishing.

Whilst on the one hand there is the danger that this may

lead to mechanical, lifeless turgidity, on the other, one

can sense the pride and satisfaction of a gifted author who

creates delicate imagery by the introduction of "new" i.e.

different, words or phrases into an otherwise conventional

prose.
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The following passage is a good example of a well-

constructed Ottoman Turkish sentence. It is arranged here

to bring out the rhyme system and arrangement of parallel

clauses.

1 Ha&ret-i Paga-yi kal' e-gtisay
dahi

ricasi kabul-i dergah-i Htidavend-i jare-saz

ve temermasi makbul-i bargah-i Huda-yi mtihimin-perdaz

oldu£ma

secdat-i bi-hadd

ve mahamid-i la-yu'add

eyleytib;

hayru 'l-mal ma unfika f1 sebili 'llahi 'l-mellki '1-mtite'al

makalince,
• *

atyeb-i mal-i mahmedet-me'allerinden

sulehaya sadakalar

ve Su'afaya nefakalar

erzani buyurdilar. 88a

Ta'likl-zade first expresses his subject, Haferet-i Paga,

qualified by a single, conventional epithet, kal'e-gugay; this
is followed by a clause of explanation in the dative, ricasi

... oldugma, containing two parallel, rhyming (but not per¬

fectly balanced) phrases in which all elements except the

final terkib are synonymous. There is a typical mixture of

words of Arabic and Persian origin. The verbal elementof the

1. Por the sake of clarity, all extracts quoted in this
analysis will be given in corrected transcription;
orthographic, syntactical and other discrepancies are
dealt with in the notes to the edited text.



first part of the sentence takes the form of two parallel

expressions, each composed of an Arabic plural noun followed

in Persian ifeafe construction by an Arabic adjectival com¬

pound; the Turkish verb eyleytib completes the sense of the

phrase. An Arabic adage rhyming in -al is then introduced;

makSlince, and in the following ablative clause mal and me*al,

continue this sec' pattern. The final section is in simple

Turkish syntax but again using non-Turkish vocabulary: suleha

and feu'afa are Arabic broken plurals to which a dative suffix

is added; the indefinite objects sadakalar and nefakalar are,°
I , t ■ t 7

in contrast, Arabic singulars with Turkish plural endings.

The whole is completed by a verbal compound composed of the

Persian adjective erzani and the Turkish auxiliary buyurdilar.

Many of the characteristics of Ottoman ingS prose are

demonstrated in this sentence. The arrangement of the whole

is dominated by the requirements of Turkish syntax whilst the

various elements are lent a particular form and dignity through

the controlled use of parallel, rhyming clauses containing

an admixture of Persian and Arabic vocabulary. The use of

Turkish words is here limited to the verbs, to oldu^ma and

dahi. The Arabic adage — most appropriate to the context

as are the great majority of Ta'llki-zade1s quotations in that

language — is here neatly incorporated into the sec' pattern

so that the flow of the sentence is not interrupted. The

sentence as a whole has a neat, concise construction: the

subject is clearly expressed, case, plural and verbal endings

are grammatically correct, there are no long, unwieldy clauses

which might obscure the meaning of the passage or which might

be considered superfluous or over-elaborate.



The system of parallel clauses shown in this example

is repeated throughout the text with varying degrees of

elaboration, rhyme and correspondence:

2(a) nevale-i cahlm-i dij-hlm ve havale-i duzah-i ptir-avah 71a

(b) plg-nihad-i himmet-i fikr-i rasin ve

nasbu 'l-'ayn-i gimmet-i ray-i rezln 79b

(c) cibilletinde mecbul olan cera*eti ca'le, ve

nihSdinde nihade olan kuvveti fi'le geturiib 15a

(d) evrak-i cera'id-i leyl-ii-neharda muharrer ve

etbak-i hara'id-i hazan-u-baharda mukarrerdiir 3b
• • w v •

(e) niifus-i zafer-me'nus ile, ve debdebe-i kus-u-nakare

ve kevkebe-i le^ker-i §aza-kare ile igare-i mela'In-i
delalet-a§ara 'azm buyurub 45b

In the last example, the sec' pattern has an irregular

appearance: the initial rhyme in -Qs terminates in the middle

of a word group (kus); nak5re then establishes a new rhyme

in -are, which is taken up by -kare, igare and -agara; the

occurrence of this last element, composed of agar and a Turkish

dative suffix, is unusual since, in general, Turkish case

endings, plurals or other suffixes are not taken into account

in sec' constructions. Also of interest is £aza-kare: the

correct form is £aza-kar. In adding an e Ta'llkl-zade again

shows that he is prepared to be flexible in such cases for the

sake of the rhythm of the passage as a whole.

The next passage is a similar example of Ta 'lxkl-zSde1s

competency in inga composition, and shows his delight in the

manipulation of words.



3 Kal'e-i Tata —

ki huruf-i mtigennat ile

ibtida-yi bidayet-i devrandan

intiha-yi nihayet-i zam5na degin

manendi mefkud

ve migli na-mevcud

oldu£mdan lm£ ider —

cevanibinden

niizul-i ffltuhat-gumul

olub,

kibab-i hiyam-i bi-hesab

hem-cenab-i jetr-i sehab oldi. 36b-37a

This example introduces a ki clause, a grammatical

feature which is today virtually eliminated from modern

literary Turkish but which was an integral part of an Ottoman

text of this period, Ta'llkl-zade makes very frequent use

of this device: in contrast to the short example shown here,

he often introduces long ki clauses which not only break up

the thread of the narrative but also disrupt the correct

syntax of the passage into which they are inserted. On occasion

the author allowed himself to be distracted by the ki clause

and neglected to correct the grammar of his sentence.

Here the phrases beginning ibtida and intiha are typical

of Ta'llkl-zade1s style: whilst there is an almost exact

syllabic and vocalic correspondence between the two, Ta'likl-
_ r /

zade is also playing upon the Arabic roots I ^ 'to begin' and

'to reach'(= come to the end). While ibtida and .bidayet

are different forms from the same root, as are intiha and
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nihayet, ibtida/intihS and bid&yet/nihayet are pairs formed

on the same paradigm but yet completely opposite in meaning.

Devran and zaman both have a number of meanings as well as

that of *a period of time*.

The next section displays not only alliteration with

repeated use of the letter m, but also a juggling of words

and forms:

manendi (Persian, with Turkish possessive suffix)
mefkud (Arabic passive participle)

ve migli (Arabic equivalent of manendi, with Turkish

possessive suffix)

na-mevcud (Arabic passive participle in construction

with Persian prefix, thereby giving it

the aspect of a Persian word)

niizul-i futuhat-ghmul is a typical example of the

noun-i&afe-terkib construction, two or more syllables of

which rhyme; e.g.

4(a) huffSz-i girln-elfaz 97a

(b) bu ahbar-i meserret-bar 50a

(c) evreng-i zeberced-reng 60a

kibab-i hiyam-i bi-hesab and hem-cenab-i getr-i sehSb

extend this system of qualifiers, as in the following:

5(a) mtihimmat-i sefer-i zafer-simat 118b

(b) miiddet-i sehl-i kalllu 'l-mehlde 15a

(c) viifur-i celalet-i meymenet-delalet 50b

(d) mela'In-i pur-kin-i genevlye-i mtigrikln 82a

(e) 'azm-i neberd-i kuffar-i ne-merd [ ^ ] 21a



It may be seen again from the last example that Ta'likl-zSde

will, when he considers it necessary, alter the usual form

of a word (in this case nS-merd) to fit the rhyme scheme.

The following passage, quoted here in full despite its

length, is instructive in several respects. It is the opening

section of the main narrative of the text, the &gaz-i dasitan,

and was obviously intended by Ta'llki-zade to provide an

impressive beginning to his account. It provides ample proof

of his lexical knowledge and his ability to weave musical

patterns with the words at his disposal."*" It does, however,

reveal a tendency for such passages, elaborately constructed

with interposed ki clauses, to become grammatically out of

hand. ^

6 fun Bosna Beglerbegisi Hasan Paga, £ulva-yi gebSb-i
civanl ve gav££-yi garab-i 'unfuvani — ki sebeb-i

mezellet-i akdam ve mezellet-i enamdur — ve mtisa'ade-i

sipihr-i bftlend-i dlr-agina-vu-zud-peyvend, ve mukarenet-i

himmet-i husrevani ve i£ra-yi nahvet-i pehlivanl — ki

mahall-i hatar ve bim-i afet-i gurur-u-batardur — ve

i'zaz-i egraf-i enam ve sitayig-ti-gena-yi kiram-i be-nam
— ki dam-i gurur ve geblke-i nakg-i ^arurdur — bu defrlu

ba'ig-i Sfat-i gedidetft 'l-mahafat bagmda cem' olub,

1. Although Ta'liki-zade obviously took great pains with
the use of synonyms, antonyms, homonyms etc., he occasionally
shows a "lapse of concentration" by using the same word
twice in identical meanings in a single sentence, as he
uses sipihr in example 6, when he had many alternatives
from which to choose.

2. Cf. 52b-53b: ha&ret-i gan cenabma ... ni'me '1-halef; and
68a-b: Ewela ... payidar oldilar. Both these extremely
complex passages suffer from defective grammar.



'ahd-u-eman-i sipihr-i diiru^-iman dtirtist-peyman

sanub, i£tiyal-i ruzgar-i hlle-kSra inanub; tir-i

pertabl gibi meydana atildi. 'Adem seferine

ha&irlanub, rical-i gS'ibe katildi. 13a

The temporal/causal clause introduced by gun extends to

cem' olub; a finite verb, oldi, or olmigdi, would be pre¬

ferable here, but Ta'lTkl-zade is noticeably inconsistent

in the verbal forms he employs with gun/gtinki and obviously

did not consider himself bound by any particular rule:

7(a) ftin bu haber Budunda vezir olan Hasan Pagaya

irigmigdi, 23a

(b) fun Paganuh Belgrada vasil oldu£i haberi hasil oldi, 23a

(c) fun JJan-i 'ali-gan-i mu'azzez-u-mukerrem esnaf-i
ta'zlmat ile muhterem olmub, 56a

• • 7

(d) fiin £uzat cenab-i Vahibli 'l-hacata ta&arru'-u-
miinacata mustagrak iken, 60b

(e) ftin gahan-i ser-feraz ... kegret-i memSlik-i
vesl 'atti 'l-mesalik ile mftmtaz olur, 6b

(f) fun ktiffar-i menhus tedblr-i ma'kuslari beriiye
mun'akis olma^la, 21a

In example 6, the subject Bosna Beglerbegisi Hasan Paga

is expressed at the beginning of the sentence and then not

referred to again until taken up in the possessive suffix of

bagxnda; meanwhile, the subject changes to £ulva-yi gebab-i

civanl ... gebike-i nakg-i ^arurdur. This list is syntactically

related to the rest of the passage only by the phrase bu defilti.

... mafeafat, which results in very loose construction.
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After cem' olub, the passage presents little difficulty;

the subject reverts to Hasan Papa, using first active and

then passive verbs in succession without any cancellation

of the -ub ending of the active. Ta 'llkl-zade frequently

incorporates Turkish verbs as an extra rhyming element in

his prose: thus sanub, inanub, and haiirlanub; atildi and

katildi. The text provides numerous examples of this:

8(a) birbiri-yle bangdurub, ... birbirintifi ytizine

bakmayanlari gortigdurtlb 86a

(b) HemSn yir oynadi, tagla toprak kaynadi. Kimi

kolmdan, kimi belinden bolindi. JvimintLft

beynisi blnisinden tagra bulmdi. 79a

(c) bir pok alar£a topm atub, ya'ni 'askeri da*ireye

u£ratmadi, ve sipah-i ejder-demar-u-enctlm-

gtimar hesaba katmadi. 43a

In certain instances, he appears to alter the verb stem

to give a more perfect rhyme:

9(a) rek-i keman gibi kani kurdi [ = kurudi] ve

naf-i siper migillH gobegi burdi 89a

(b) Musulmanlarufi igi sovdi [ = sovudi], her biri

yuregin ovdi 81b

(c) yetmig seksen Musulmani 'adem-abad-i asllye

gonderdiler, mirvaha-i ermahla gem'-i hayatlarin
sonderdiler [ ] 72a

(d) mekan-i asll ve kan-i neslllerine gonderub, ve

kendiileri gofiulden 'inan-i 'azmi gtirxz-gaha

dondertib [ ] 72b



Finally with regard to example 6, we should note Ta'liki-

zade's arrangement of the material into two extremely unbalanced

sentences. The first, gUn ... atildi, describes in elaborate

detail the feelings which induced Hasan Paga to make his rash

attack and his blind belief in its successful outcome. The

second sentence in six words tells of the consequence; the

short, sharp expression clearly reflects the absolute decisive¬

ness of the defeat.

The use of simile and metaphor are characteristic features

of inga prose and figure prominently in this work.

Simile: 10(a) sirigk-i yetim gibi 'azlmti 'l-katarat

ya£murlar yagub, ve ah-i can-kah-i sine-i

mazluman-i na-muvafik-ahter gibi muhalif

yiller estib 119b

(b) Budunuh igi 'askerden kase-i kerlm gibi

hall, ve kese-i le*im manendi melalleu "

malidur 22b

(c) halka-i mtigkln-i 'anber-fam-i ham-ender-

ham-i £uban-i £un-agam gibi birbirine

girigmig legker-i gam 45a

(d) 01 denlii top-u-tiifeng atdi ki, cftmle fe&ayi

gift surilmig tarla gibi yol yol eyledi. 76b

(e) diraht-i hugk manendi yirinde kuruyi-kaldi 6lb

Metaphor: 11(a) Ha&ret-i Paga-yi giti-gtiganufl gUlistan-i

feamirlerinde gadl glllleri gigtifte-vii-handan,

ve bostan-i serlret-i selvet-semlrlerinde

egmar-i stivar sad gendan oldi. 50a



11(b) her kestifr hisar-i sabr-u-istibanna zelel-N-x ' • • • • •

[halel], btinySd-i takat-ti-tahammtiline \ialel

geltib 64a

(c) Nice duzahintifr makiyan-i ruh-i bl-fiituhi

zaviye-i beden-i keglfinden tenezzul-ii-tedenni

eyleyiib 79b

The following examples show a typical combination of figures

of speech:

12(a) bedr-i kadri kadre ve mehge-i rayetintifi uci

evc-i bedre vasil oldugi gibi gihab-gitab ve

gimal-isti'cal meteris yirine varub 33b

(b) ke-neslci 'l-'ankebut fi zevaya*! '1-btiyut,

miknese-i savn-i Samedani ve mu'cizat-i
• •

Resul-i Yezdani birle hakin eflake savurur,

ve tabe-i tab-i ti£de [kavunn] kavururuz 47a

The imagery contained in the following passages is particularly

effective:

13(a) ordu ipinde ga'Ir, gi'rde ma2mun-i hass migillti,

na-yab, belki kiymet-i cev ka'inat-i cewe pikub,

miigterlye yukardan agagi bakub 98a

(b) ol denlxi t~r perran oldi ki, cism-i kQffar hane-i

zenbur ve tahta-i mesmura dondi 63a

Ta'llkl-zade's ability in the composition of elaborate

passages of inga prose is complemented in the gehname-i Humayun

by his competent use of various elements of Turkish grammar.

This can be seen to good effect in the following passage:



14 hisar gedtigine gikana hisar gediigi, kal'eye bayrak

fikaranin sanca£a pikarub, kafir katl eyleyen

Mtisulmana olince yitecek dirlik i'ta, ve mecruh

olana merhem-baha diyii hun baha 'ata buyurma£m,

her kes olmege kurilmig gibi tigdi, ve can virmege

olmig gibi dttgdi 83a

This one (sentence) is securely held together mainly through

the use of the dative case and the participles in -en/-an and

-mig, with the instrumental buyurmagm connecting the two

parts. The first phrase shows the use of gikmak and its

factitive cikarmak, of the synonyms hisar/kal'e and bayrak/

sancak, and requires hisar gedllgi to be understood in two

ways — as a breach in the fortress wall, and as the entitle¬

ment to draw a salary as the member of a fortress garrison.

The second phrase, kafir ... buyurma£m, shows the use of the

-ince gerund, meaning 'until', and introduces a rhyme in -a;

the imperfective gerund diyti is used in the meaning of namma,

'which might be called'. The final phrase uses -mag gibi

in the sense of 'as if', and the whole is rounded off by the

rhyming verbs iigdi and dugdi.

The construction of sentences around the dative case

ending is a characteristic of this work; e.g.

15(a) Meger ki zeban-i halle zaman kal'eye iki yirden

gedik agilmasina haferet-i Sadr-mtlglre mtijde-vii-

tebgire inha-vu-Ima ider imig 76b

Here the verbal element is divided; inha governs ha&ret-i

Sadr-muglre, whilst ima governs mujde-vu-tebgire.

In the following example we find two pairs of words

with an apparent dative ending which nevertheless cannot be
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understood in any of the usual meanings of that case:

15(h) anlar bize cana baga, biz anlara topra£a ^aga urduk 82a

Ta'llkl-zade seems to be using the dative ending on cana baga

and topra^a ta^a in the sense of the instrumental, i.e. canla

bagla, 'with heart and soul', toprakla tagla, 'with earth

and stones'. Since four words are involved, this cannot be

considered an orthographic error. Even by the end of the

sixteenth century when this manuscript was written, the rules

of Turkish grammar had not yet become firmly established and

a writer like Ta'llkl-zade was able to choose between alternate

grammatical forms. Thus the dative may here be used in the

sense of ile/-la, 'with, by means of, because of its shorter

form which gives a better rhythm to the sentence. This may

also be influenced by the use of a pair of imperfective gerunds

as in the following phrase:

16 done done harlk, yana yana Tunaya £arlk 80b

This repetition not only imparts rhythm but also implies a

sense of persistence or continuance in the doing of a thing,

which would be particularly appropriate in 15(b) above.

A similar use of the dative case occurs in the following

beyt:

15(c) Bu iisluba ol gah-r devlet-karln

Jeref-yah olub oldi devlet-nigln 113a

Bu usluba should be understood bu iislub ile according to

the sense of the passage.



Due to the lack of a firmly established. Ottoman

grammatical system, Ta'll^i-zade did not consider himself
bound to consistency in the treatment of case and plural

endings. To the unwary reader, this can be a cause of

confusion and may at times appear as a flaw in the text.

Frequently throughout the work, verbs are left with no

expressed subject; in a majority of cases it is clear from

the context that this refers to (i) Sinan Paga, (ii) the

Ottoman troops, or (iii) the ktiffar, but there are several

instances in which the subject changes abruptly without any

indication.

In sentences where two elements are subject to the same

case or plural endings, we frequently find that only one of

these is in the "correct" form, the other is understood

from the context:

accusative:

17(a) dirlik leggetinden olmekmeraretin feramuj ve

garab-i gevki nug eyleyiib 80a

plural:

(b) Anatoli 'askeri ... cebln-i &ara'at-aylnlerini

tiskuffe-i felek-sada sude, ve ciban-i hak-

ijtibahi ... dergah-i asuman-fersada fersude

eyleyiib 85a

dative:

(c) ta kafirden deyyar kalmaymcaya degin kirub, dil

9ikartmadilar. Vakt kalmayinca, kilijlann

kmlarina katmadi 74a

-ya degin applies to both -inca forms according to the

context.



suspension of verbal element:

17(d) kafirtifr faftma ot tika-, ve kafirin slirtib,

ocarina od yaka-gelmiglerdur. Bunlarufl

fira^i ktiffaruft ytiregi ya£i-yle yana-,

ve kefere-i ptir-delalet hvab-i ^afletden
bunlaruii slli-yi seyfi-yle uyana-gelmigdur. 87a

possessive suffix:

(e) Yefiiferi dilaverleri ba£zar-i nusretiifi nesteren,
ve nev-bahar-i fethtifi semeni olub 44b

•

(f) yine ha£ret-i Paga-yi ercumend-i merz-giiga-yi
rezm-bendiin geliib, sadr-i vezareti mujerref

buyurub, diigmen-i din iizerine ser'asker olub

gonderilmesini vech-i veclh gormegin ll3a-b

-mesini must apply also to the forms in -lib.

The -ub ending is the most frequent verb form to be

found in the £!ehname-i Htimayun, as it is in most works of
the period. In the majority of cases, it indicates a past

tense in -di or -migdi, but may also occur in other construc¬

tions. The previous example 17(f) is not one of the more

common usages. It is frequently used with, for example,

the infinitive:

18(a) mebna-yi kelam Yemen fethine gitmeytib kalmak, ve

boyle tekalif-i mtimteni'eyi sedd kilmak idi 116b

or with the subjunctive:

(b) kazilan toprak kenarina kodilar ki, kal'ede olanlar

goriib, 'ibret alub, baglarmufi tedariikin goreler

56a



Infinitive clauses occur frequently, e.g.:

19(a) kadiidi getiirmek ferman olinub 34a

(b) her birintize miistakill bir emr varmak lazim

degiildur 102a

(c) ve bi '1-cumle ktiffar-i dun zebun olmak niganu

gorindi 39a

The following passage demonstrates in particular

Ta'llki-zade's use of infinitive constructions, a rather
• 7

confusing series of -ub suffixes, the use of the ablative

case and of the future participle.

20 ftin toprak siirmekde nice gtinler toprak sipahileri
hakle yeksan olub, manend-i Elbilrz-u-Deiaavend surilen

hak hemser-i eflak olmig iken, toprak tagimak hendekiih
bir rahnesin toldurmayub, bu ma'na ehl-i islamuh

ayiine-i kalbi gubar-i kuduretden munkesir-ti-mu 'anna
eyleyub; ve sademat-i top-i kal'e-kubdan agilan

gediklerden kal'enufi kapusi kapanmakdan fethii 'l-bab
timidi mesdud oldugma bina^en, her kestift hisar-i

sabr-u-istibarma zelel-u-[halel], bunyad-i takat-ti-

tahammiiline halel geltib; her kigi hisar-i enduh-u-

nijenade eslr-ii-gehr-bend olub; £am-u-£ussadan £ayn

yeyecek ve zehrab-i egk-i melalden ayn igecek kalmadi.
64a

The length of the gun clause is here debatable; Ta'liki-zade's
only rule with regard to this word seems to be that it should
occur at the beginning of a sentence, sademat ... gehr-bend
olub again shows Ta'liki-zade's fondness for juggling the

numerous synonyms, antonyms and alliterative conbinations



available to him from the three languages, Arabic, Persian

and Turkish.

The passage contains several examples of the use of

metaphor and simile, and shows again his idiosyncratic

treatment of case endings — ayine-i kalbi ought to be in

the accusative case (as bir rahnesin previously) as the

direct object of munkesir-u-mu'anna eyleyttb. The final

phrase contains two parallel clauses showing a basic use

of the -ecek form.

The work shows various uses of the subjunctive. It

is used in its original meaning:

21(a) Giineg gibi aga dtinyaya yekser

Ola cevher-ntfma-yi tac-u-efser

Ola gadab u hurrem 'omri b&£i
Ser-efraz ola her taze budagi 123a

(b) rayet-i millet-i bey&a efrahte ve gehre-i

saltanat-i devlet-iktiza efruhte olmadan

hali olmaya 41b

in the sense of the imperative:

22(a) Belferad-i 'atad-mu'tadda tahsll-u-iddihar eyleytib,

der anbar kaldurasm. Ve ne vechle itdiigifii

vuku'i lizre bilduresin. 18b
•

(b) Sene-i kablleniift mubimmatina bi ' 1-usul ve-'1-fiiru'

tasaddi-vu-guru' eyleyesiz. Ve ta 'alliil-u-
bahaneden kerane idesiz. 19b

(c) "Yat-u-yara£ iizre olasiz" diyti, haber-i nuhuset-

eger ugurmagla 34a



and also in the sense of the aorist:

23 Ve eger sad karn-i hezar-kiran muhasara olinsa,

zaha'irine nefad-u-infigam gelmeye. Ve eger

kal'e-i mezbureden gtinde elli bifi top, yuz bifi

tiifeng atilsa, ytiz yila degin barutma ve

fmdugma noksan ihtimSli olmaya. 18a

According to the context, gelmez and olmaz should be

understood here.

An idiomatic use of the subjunctive is shown in the

following:

24 Biztim diyarimuz gibi koy koy ttzre ola boyle deguldtir 7a

In elaborate inga texts, one does not usually expect
to find reflections of the common idiom of the day. In this

work, however, idiomatic usage does occur in passages of

direct speech or plain narrative.

25(a) Kafir ise, mutassil Tunaya gegub, nehb-ti-i^aretden

&all olmayub; ig igden gegtib, kar cSna ve kard

ustuhvana irigfib 118b

(b) bir vakiye giyah-i hugk iki akgeye iken, iki

vaklyesi bir akgeye iniib; ve bir araba odun

seksen pare olsun yetmig akgeye bulinmaz iken,

alti akgeye inmekle otuncinufi biyi£m balta

kesmez olub 121a

(c) teslim-i tlgde boyunlarxn kildan incediir dimekde

dikkat gordiler 28a
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As mentioned previously, the text of the gehn5me-i

Hiimayun presents numerous examples of a subtle play upon

words. The following example revolves around the Arabic
/ » '

root <y+\ 'to be faithful, loyal':

26(a) kafir-i bl-Iman sevgend-ft-eyman ve 'ahd-tl-peyman

ile hisar-i amana girdi, kal'eyi virdi 85a

Three forms are derived from the same root: Iman ^

eyman L^_l , and aman L.I > "the Persian peyman ^ i,:ii although
etymologically unrelated, is similar in sound and orthography,

and contains the similar idea of a promise (to be faithful);

'ahd and sevgend are also synonymous. In contrast, the first

word, kafir, is completely antithetical and tends to dominate

the rest of the sentence, thus virtually cancelling the

emphasis on the good meaning of the Arabic root.

The cinas, or word play, in the next example involves

three words of completely different meaning, but which are

practically identical when written in the Arabic script.:

26(b) Ni§ane-i txr-i nazar olmag ifiin ser-i bl-efserin

teninden cuda [ ve peyvend-i kelle-i

cida [ i'j^ ] itmede cidden [ ] takslr itmeyem
>

89a

Note that the final verb, when applying to ctida should be

read ideyem.

The following passages show that word-play is equally

effective in sentences not dominated by an Arabic element.

26(c) ve nice za'Im serbest iken, ser-best oldi, ve nice

tegkerelN tlmari olan teskerelii blmar oldi; ve

nice toprak sipahisi kara toprak oldi. 82a
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26(d) kafirufl cengi yukardan olmagla bagdan gikmak ile,

cengi baga pikanmaduk 79a

Here bag and gikmak are used in two different idioms, which

could be translated: "Since the battle was out of [our]
control (bagdan gikmak) because the enemy occupied the higher

position, we were unable to bring it to a successful conclusion

(baga gikarmak)

26(e) ilk yaz, yaziya beyana, yaziya yabana sigmaz chyug-i

nasihat-niyug ile 'azm-i rezm-i Macir-i facir

eyleyeler 22a-b

In this passage, ilk yaz, 'spring4, is followed by yazi,

'a piece of writing', and beyan, as a near-synonym meaning

'explanation in words'. yazi is then used in a second meaning,

'mountainous plain, summer camping ground', followed by yaban

in the similar meaning of 'large open space*. This particular

word play is given in verse form in the Egri Fethi Ta'rl^i:

Ki derya-yi hamun u emvac-i kuh

Kamu kafir olmig gtiruhen guruh

Ki yaziya si^maz yabana dahi

Ne yaziya belki beyana dahi 31a

In the poetry contained within the gehname-i Humayun

Ta'likl-zade is especially prone to introducing puns:

27(a) Kilur kahve igun fakire 'itab
Kudami veil kendu mest-ii-harab 112b

miidami here means 'continually', but it also implies

the meaning of mtldam, 'wine'.



27(b) Meger mar imig mSl-ti-zer sandu^i

Kuti gikdi bi-garentih sandu£i 114a

In the first misra' sandu^i is the -duk participle of the

verb sanmak, 'to suppose', whereas in the second mxsra' it

is the noun sanduk, 'coffin' with the possessive suffix.

(c) Neheng-i ecel yutdi ol ejderi

01 idi ezelden dahi ecderi 111a
w

Here there is not only the contrast between ecel [ J»l ],
'future eternity' and ezel [ Jji ], 'past eternity', but the
words ejderi [ u^jjl ] and ecderi ] contain a play upon
the same consonants ^ and j/ j , the pronunciation of which is
almost identical.

The following beyts appear to contain a play upon the

graphic similarity between sekiz and -siftiiz, both written

Mu'ayyen sekiz der sicill akgeritiz

Sicilldur siztifi ba^u&uz bakgefiuz

Mttcerred sekiz akge igiin heman

Idersiz bir insani kabre revan 112a

*= * =* *

Although the gehname-i HQmayun has been spoken of so

far as a work of Ottoman inga, this statement must be qualified.

The foregoing analysis leaves no doubt as to Ta 'lxki-zade's

ability to combine in his writing the various elements which

characterize inga prose — the use of rhymed, balancing

clauses, of metaphor, simile, alliteration and word-play; the



deft combination of Arabic, Persian and Turkish synonyms and

antonyms, extensive use of the Persian i£afe, Arabic and

Persian prefixes (such as bl- and na-), and the ki clause.

The text as a whole is embellished by the regular introduction

of poetry — ranging from the single misra' to lengthy sections

covering several folios — Arabic sayings and Koranic quota¬

tions.

However, this elaborate style is not uniformly maintained

throughout the work; the narrative varies markedly from ornate

inga passages to very taut, precise sections of almost pure

Turkish. Although at first glance Ta'likl-zade may be

criticized for this apparent inability to maintain the high

standard of composition of which he is capable, on closer

examination it becomes evident that behind the seeming

inconsistency there is a particular purpose.

Ottoman inga prose as developed in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries reflected in its elaborate perfectionism

the grandeur and superiority of the Ottoman empire. Its

original function in the hands of the mtingl was to project

in imperial documents the power of the state and to impress

the recipients of the Sultan's letters. Similarly, in this

work, Ta'liki-zade utilizes inga prose to full effect when

he wishes to convey the power, greatness and dignity of the

state through its representatives the serdar and the ordu-yi

humayun. The personal qualities of the serdar — his bravery,

generosity, justice and piety etc. — are described at length,

whilst a particular attitude or state of mind is in the same

way effectively presented through extended use of metaphor



and simile as seen in the following extract:

28 HaSret-i Paga-yi kerlm rikkat-i dil-i rahimden, gah

nale-i can-kah-i ategln ile nSr-i £ayrete yandi,

ve gah penpe-i £arameti darb-i zanu-yi melamet

kilub, sirigk-i nedametle kana boyandi. 22b

Similarly, elaborate language is used to portray the

bravery and courage of the troops in battle:

29 Eiyam-i kiyametden nigan bir ceng-i can-fegan oldi

ki, nizeler bostan-i teJyid-ti-zaferde cuy-bar-i

hun-i 'adu-yi 'omur-evbar ile balide-nihal-i

can-sitan, ve hattller siirh gukka ile bad-i hamle

ve ateg-i karzardan od dilgmig neyistan idi. Tlrler
dehan-i zahmda engftgt-i rahm-u-hayret, ya bi-hesbi

•t-teysir hane-i 'aduya diigmig sehmti '1-mevt idi.

Harbeler berk-i lami' idi ki, muharibufi sa'idi

asUmandan rahgan; ve tiller hurgid-i cihan-tab

idi ki, masrik-i kirab-i nusret-iktirabdan tali'-' • • • • • ®

u-nur-efgan, ve ma^rib-i ecsam-i kGffar-i harib-i

li'amda ^arib olurdi. 69b

The elements of nature, as manifestations of the power

of God, are generally described in elaborate language; simi¬

larly the inevitable succession of night and day:

30 ftin geb-i mtigkin-fam perde-i zalami pekdi, ve petr-i

mahrutl-simayi bala-yi £abraya dikdi, gu'bede-baz-i

pegm-bend-i leyal nazzaregiyan-i 'alemuh gozin

bagladi; legker-i enciim-i bi-giimar kulle-i felek-i

beda'i '-agara havadig toplarxn urub, revzen-i falak-i



sabahdan gedikler agub, kila'-i zilam uzre yiiriyUg

eyleytib; sancak-i cihan-gttgayi kerane-i felek-i

gatU 11-bfiruc-i ma le-hu min fiiruca dikdi; ve zalam-i

kufr-fam dUnyadan gitdi; ve envar-i islam-ag§ir ruy-i
cihani tutdi. 37b

inga prose, then, is used to good effect in descriptive

passages. In contrast, however, when Ta'liki-zade wishes to

emphasize the urgency or importance of a particular happening

he dispenses with elaborate epithets, similes and unnecessary

repetition. A more straightforward Turkish is employed, which

is as effective in conveying a picture of purposeful action

as ornate language is in the above passages. Contrast the

desperate battle scene pictured in example 29 with the

following record of a local raid:

31 diyar-i kuffara yirak-u-yakm 'azm-U-akm salub,

koylerin yikub yakub, girpub galub, ma£anim ile

salim-u-ganim geldiler 98a

or with the matter-of-fact account of the gan's conquest
of Papa:

32 yanndasi Papa kal'esine varub; kafiruh piyade-vii-

atlusi mukatele igttn mukabele oldu£i gibi, legker-i

Tatar-i diigmen-giken-i kafir-fikenuh mukaddemleri

irigtib; anlar ttifeng-i can-aheng, bunlar tir[-U-]
hadeng ile ceng eyleyub; ha£ret-i Han-i ejder-peyker

irigdtigi gibi savlet-i ateg-i higm-nakdan legker

hagak gibi gtirizan, ati yiigruk olan kal'eye kagub,

kagimayan kiligdan gegiib; iki bin alti yxiz bag
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kesilUb, arabalara tahmll eyleyiib, hairet-i Pagaya

rah-averd diyii gonderdiler 56a

Aside from the conventional epithets applied to the Qan and

his Tatar troops, this passage bears little comparison to

Ta'llkl-zade's most ornate inga prose. The relative simplicity

of this narrative style is also partly accounted for by the

fact that Ta'llkl-zade did not witness the event personally.

It is only natural that he should record in greater detail

incidents in which he participated and make less effort to

maintain an elaborate style when dealing with other topics.

The seizure of the remains of the Serbian saint, St. Sava,

from the monastery at Kilegeva is for the most part a simple,

flowing narrative which Ta'likl-zade again based on second¬

hand information. He reports it as an interesting but isolated

phenomenon and is careful to give a clear, dependable account;

the chapter heading indicates his desire to present an accurate

record of the incident and reads "Guftar ender ba'&i ez vaka'i',

ki der ^.ilal-i sevanih ruy numude, ki itmam-i kelam der In
makam mevkuf baged be-an". In this case the very simplicity

of the narrative serves to emphasize the ease with which

Ahmed Paga accomplished his task and shows that plain language

may, in its turn, be particularly effective:

33 01 gun gelen akge-vii-altuni rehabln ortaya getiirttb,

ma-beynlerinde tevzl'-u-taksime meggullerken, Paga

haferetleri dort yiiz ademle irigub, kirk neferin

piyade eyleyiib, berk-i hatlf gibi intib, igeruye

giriib, kadlde do£n yiiriyub; papaslar tuyub,

istikbale mtibaderet idince, fi 'l-fevr kirklar
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teveccuh itdiikleri gibi, Paga anlara teveccuh

eyleyub; bir gil akge ve altun ve £urug papaslara

kargu sagub, mela'in akge-vu-altum cem'ine

perlgan iken, kiliseden tagra olurlar. 34a-35b

Of the words used in this passage, no more than a quarter

are of Arabic origin, and of Persian derivation there are

only a handful. The non-Turkish grammatical element is

confined to the Arabic phrase ma-beyn (which is placed in

Turkish construction), the adverb fi '1-fevr, and the single

instance of the Persian i&afe, berk-i hatlf. This presents

a striking contrast to the examples of inga prose taken from

other parts of the work, as for instance in example 6 above.

The following extract, cast in the form of direct speech,

shows that Ta'lTkl-zade did not hesitate to give his text a

colloquial flavour when appropriate:

34 "Kiral da'ima soyler ki: ' Pegiin iki cihetle alinmasi

mumkindur. Biri budur ki, divan tagdur, topla tlz

yikilub, harab olur. ikinci budur ki, usti yaninda
Tunanuh sava£i vardur. Savuldukdansofrra hendeki
• © • • • v •

kuriyu-kalur1. Emma bunun [i.e. Yamk) sulari
savulmaz kesilmez, ve divari topra£ ile toldurma

olmayub; aslmda bir kuhsar-gekl idi, etrafm kesftb,

yiizine kiremid ile dlvar gekdiler. 01 takdlrce ta£

dogilmekden almur mi?M 90b

We have already seen how Ta'likl-zade adapts various

elements of Turkish grammar to his style of writing. He also

makes particularly effective use of certain constructions, as
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in the following, where repetition is used to convey the

intensity of battle:

35(a) bunlar anlara, anlar bunlara tl£-i ateg-iltihab urub 74a

(b) anlar bize cana baga, biz anlara topra^a taga urduk,

anlar bizi, biz anlan kirduk 32a

(c) anlar canlarmdan, kilif anlardan gepdi 71b

Another favourite device involves the use of simile:

36(a) mah-i tabi hale ve mey-i nabi piyale gibi Tata

kal'esini lhata eylediler 36b

(b) kila'-i islSmlyeden Supotika nam hisar-i rehin-i

na-listuvan, genci mar ve giilistani har gibi,

xhata-vu-idare eyleyiib 26b

In both these examples the final verb also governs the

object in the comparative clause and thus imparts a particular

unity to the sentence.

Simple juxtaposition of words or phrases carries the

narrative forward with a sense of urgency:

37(a) her birine kirkar mikdar yarar, siper-sine rumh-

engiijt, gimglr-zeban debbus-mti^t dilaveri 66a

(b) aga^idan ehl-i Islam, yukarudan kviffar-i phr-agam,

gah meydan-i tlr-u-keman, gah divan-i seyf-ti-

sinan, gah neberd-i kuluh[-u-]seng, gah darb-i

kupal-u-tufeng, gah ruy-u-mugt ve gah dug-u-pu^t

79a-b

Ta'liki-zade's style is thus a conbination of elaborately

constructed Ottoman inga prose in primarily descriptive
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passages, and less ornate, more recognizably Turkish sections

in varying degrees of complexity for sustained narrative.

This pattern testifies to his awareness of the use of

contrasting literary styles to create the desired impression

in the mind of the reader. Taken as a whole, the gehname-i

Humayun is not a work of uniform character and standard.

Nevertheless, Ta'likl-zade's readiness to vary his style of

wtiting in accordance with his subject matter results in an

original composition combining flowing descriptive passages

with short definitive statements, and demonstrates a particular

sensitivity to the use of language.

The gehname-i Htimayun is studied here principally as

a specimen of artistic prose composition. Poetry, which was

an integral part of inga literature, is frequently introduced

into the text in verse sections of varying length. However,

Ta'llkl-zade was first and foremost a milngi, not a poet, and

it would be unfair to him to attempt a serious evaluation of

his poetical ability on the basis of the poetry found in this

manuscript.

It is not clear how much of this was actually composed

by Ta 'likl-zade. The verses introduced by li-mtz*ellifi-hi

or li-mtingi*i-hi account for less than one half of the beyts

(excluding the long megnevl section from folios 105a to 115a).

The other passages are termed simply misra', beyt, nazm, gi 'r
°r kit 'a, with an occasional ruba'i or a passage of Arabic
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verse. The proportion of Turkish to Persian beyts in the

work as a whole is roughly equal.

A majority of these other verses are probably taken

from earlier Ottoman and Persian poets, but, with the exception

of short passages in the introductory folios attributed to

Firdevsl, CamI, HatifI, Sa'dl and Sultan 'Ograan I, there is

no indication of their authorship. The Persian beyts in the

mutekarib metre are possibly taken again from Firdevsi's

Jahname. However, the fact that all these sections of poetry
are particularly apt in their prose setting gives the impres¬

sion that a greater proportion of the poetry may actually stem

from Ta'liki-zade himself and that the terms beyt, nazm etc.

may be in many cases merely variants for the formulae

li-mu*ellifi-hi and li-mungi*i-hi. Nevertheless, since

evaluation of his ability as a poet should properly be based

on the Egri Fethi Ta'rlhi, which is composed entirely in verse

form, it will suffice here to indicate the purposes for which

poetry is used in the gehname-i Htlmayun and its relation to

the prose text.

Its primary purpose is to intensify descriptive passages,

either by simple repetition of the prose immediately preceeding:

38 Der hal derya-yi ah£ar-i gemen semen-endam hiyam ile

bahr-i ah&arda badban-i sepid agmig kegtilere

dondi. (li-mu1ellifi-hi)

Tonanub berg-i sepid ile dirahtan-i gemen

Gemllerdiir sanasm bahrde agmig yelken 74b
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or by adding extra detail:

39 Anlar da^i varub, alay-i zafer-vSlalari-yle dehene-i

'adu-yi bl-rah-u-ruya mukabil dil-i ahenln ile

sedd-i ruyln-i Sikender-mlimagil turdilar. (nazm)

Sipahi fti derya-yi c&gan be-ceng

Heme tlz kerde be-peykar jeng

Yelan-i ser-efraz-u-gimgir-zen

Neberd-azmayan-i legker-giken

Be-gah-i [vega] her yek-eg saff-derl

Ez-Igan yekx v-ez 'adu legkerl 86b

The following beyt could very well have been prose except

for the fact that it falls into metre: (li-mi^ellifi-hi)

40 Ategln-dem ruy-ten sengin-dil u ahen-gida

Magz-kub u 'omr-rub u can-sitan ejder-sada

minare-nigan ateg-fegan toplarm oraya getiiriib 65b

Example 41 shows the use of a single beyt as a definite

link in the narrative:

41 her bir tag dibinden bifi bag peyda, ve her bir giya

blifiinden bifi siyah-ruy htiveyda olmig iken, (nazm)

Eoganub ti£-i ikdami beline

Hamlyet gurzini alub eline

varub, a'da-yi dini hak-i siyahla yeksan-u-ma£lub,

ve rayet-i islam-i zafer-mensubi evc-i feleke

mansub buyurdi. 117a

longer descriptive passages, in either Persian or Turkish,

and usually in the mfitekarib or short hezec metres, are used
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the frescoes on the walls of the monastery at Kilegeva (32a-b),
or the dishes provided at the feast of welcome for the gan

(51a-b).

A second important use of poetry is to incorporate a

popular saying into the text. Whilst Arabic proverbs or

Koranic quotations are embodied in the prose text, Persian

adages are frequently given prominence in the form of a

single misra*:

42(a) Sail ki niku-st ez bahar-eg peyda-st 41b

(b) llu fu be-alu nigered reng ber-ared 23b

Connected with this is the practice of introducing a

homily or moral:

43(a) Kal'enhh alinmasina igaret ve feth -olinmasina bejaretdtir.

Bu delll birle ma'lum ve bu te'vll ile mefhum olur

ki, (nazm)

Ju gahan be-dlvar gired penah

Ne-tersed ez-u dugmen-i kine-ijvah

Hisar-i gehan mi£fer-ii-cevgen-est
Ne divar-i saht u diz-i ahen-est 80b

(b) Kesi-ra ki cur'et btived bitter

geved kugte der ma'reke pijter 13b

(c) bir kaf edanl-vii-sefII diirub-i hurubdan gafll, (beyt)

BesI ber kafa-yi hezlmet me-ran

Me-bada ki dur iiftl ez yaveran

raa&munindan bl-haber, tehewiir ile kafirtift kazdu£i

meterisden jikub, ardma kova-gidUb 72a
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A third use of poetry is for the inclusion of a prayer:

44(a) Rayet-i devlet-pen&h-et da'ima mansur bad

Rub'-i meskun der penah-i devlet-et ma'mur bad 119a

(b) In nam be-nam-i £>ah nami bada

Der jegm-i 'inayet-eg kirami bada

§Irini-yi nazm-eg be-megak-i husrev

£un gusrev-u-^Irin-i Nizaml bada 12b

# * * *

In general, Ta'llki-zade shows himself to be a writer

of learning and sensitivity, careful in his use of language

and attentive to the nuances of speech rhythm. Since, even

at this late period, Ottoman Turkish had not yet developed

a formal grammar, he was able to avail himself of this latitude

to employ constructions and tropes which today can be criticized

as ungrammatical, but which he saw as permissible variations

which would contribute to the individual style at which he was

aiming. His work may be seen from one point of view as an

experimental effort to achieve an artistic objective which

would elevate prose to an aesthetic level comparable with

that of poetry. Whether the result can be regarded as successful

or not, it must be acknowledged that Ta'ljki-zade was very much

aware of the flexibility of language as an artistic medium,

a quality rarely to be found either amongst his contemporaries

or his successors.
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SYSTEM OP EDITING

The system of transcription used in this edition is

based upon that employed in the islam Ansiklopedisi.

Wherever possible, words have been vowelled in accordance

with the form in which they appear in the Redhouse Yeni

Ttirkge-ingilizge Sozluk. When the word or expression is

not to be found there, the general practice of employing

back vowels with back consonants and front vowels with front

has been followed. This does not present an obstacle to

the location of the word in the Arabic or Persian dictionaries,

and is merely followed in order to give a consistency to the

treatment of the sound values of the text.

In certain cases, where modern Turkish has adopted a

particular spelling, preference is, however, given to a more

archaic form where this is indicated in the text: e.g.

i
_ _

: where dustur is preferred to destur

j-ir-t : where yir is preferred to yer.

Arabic words which in modern Turkish pronunciation have

undergone a slight change in accordance with vowel harmony,

e.g. ^L.1 eman — aman; fJi lazim — lazim, are transcribed

according to their use in the text: in an Arabic phrase the

Arabic form is used, e.g. ^Ll ^ bl-eman; j l_. :cJI

lazimu 'l-i'tikad; in a Turkish phrase the harmonized form

is preferred.

Words are given in a modern standardized form when there

is a question of consonantal discrepancy: i.e. always kilig

not kilic; top not tob.
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The particle ile follows vowel harmony only when it

appears in the text as a pure suffix, e.g. olmagla, mirvaha-i

ermahla. In the combined form it retains front articulation:
1

bayraklan-yle.

Unless the text indicates otherwise, possessive suffixes

will always be written with the rounded vowel ti/u in the first

and second persons: sultanum, seniiii, tlgtimtiz, canufiuz. In a

few instances, where the text indicates an unrounded i/i

vowel, this is retained in the transcription, e.g. U

basimuz. The third person possessive suffix is always i/i,

si/si, leri/lari.

Similarly, the personal endings of verbal forms take the

rounded xi/u vowel in the first and second persons, and the

unrounded i/i in the third person: eyledum, -diln, -di; alduk,

-dufiuz, -dilar. For the verb substantive, however, the

following endings are preferred, retaining a low vowel pro¬

nunciation in the first person: -em, -sin, -dtir; -ez, -siftttz,

-dtirler. In cases where the text indicates otherwise, the

alternative vowelling is given, e.g. sirlerUz.

Extended verb stems are not presented in the modern form

apart from the harmonization of back and front vowels. Thus

the passive is always -il-/-il-: edildi, buyurildi; the

factitive always -dilr-/-dur-: itdtirtlb, yapdurub. The unrounded

vowel is used for the reported past -mig/mig: geturmig, olmig.

The Persian ifeafe is indicated by an unrounded high

vowel, i/i; the back or front articulation is determined

according to the rules governing Turkish suffixes, e.g. kenare-

bam-i flruze-fam. Where the i£afe follows a long vowel (a or I
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y is inserted as a "buffer letter: saki-yl ecel, Paga-yi

cihan-giiga. Back and front articulation of the conjunctive

vav is similarly determined: ceng-ti-neberd, sabah-u-ahgam.

In general, preference has been given to Persian i&afe

constructions even where an Arabic i&afe would have been

possible, e.g. kegret-i memSlik-i vesi 'atii. 'l-mesalik, in

which vesl'atu 'l-mesalik is treated as a compound epithet

to memalik, rather than an Arabic adjectival construction in

agreement with memalik.

Arabic expressions and phrases which had become a

familiar part of the written language are not distinguished

in the transcription. Others, when presenting no difficulty

of understanding, are given in transcription, underlined to

indicate the Arabic. In many cases where the transcription

or sense of the Arabic is doubtful, the passage is transcribed

in the text and then given in the Arabic character in the

footnotes; all Arabic verse is treated in this way.

Punctuation

The edited transcription has been punctuated according

to the sense of the narrative. "Punctuation marks" do occur

regularly in the text but are used to indicate the formation

of sec' constructions, rather than syntactical relationships:

thus, the following example, where the disregard of Turkish

case and plural endings is clearly shown:^
Ct-i^mugriklnun mezru' ekinlerin

1. An asterisk (*) here indicates the punctuation in the text.
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A longer passage shows a typical arrangement of "punctuation

marks" but demonstrates also the lack of consistency in their

use:

j I j ^ |* * L« j , ~v—j I ^ I ^ I I, * ^ •- d L5 ^ ^ r j I LS ^ L«« L_J( o j

> ^ o ' c —

<1—-—1-C- d L5 Sr u_j y—^—1—> I (^—J *&• y I y—^ y+» y^—^ I ^ ! t_S I ^-*1 I ^C, " • q

O , > «v

L<—^ ' (Jj-2"' J J I V * S" J J ^ 1 • J

j <* * d_L;^o. g|l>j j « L<_:.*■ *>_. I ? * <jjj d_Lx.l c—j

This is punctuated in the transcription as follows:

Ha&ret-i Pa^a-yi kamranl, gah ftiheda-yx islam ifun

matem-gQgar ve kutela-yi e§raf-i a'lam ifun sugvarlik

eyleytib, gah £alebe-i ktiffar-i menkubdan zebun-i

£am-u-ma£lub-i Irtirub olub; zanu-yi nedameti dest-i

£arametle zede, ve engtijt-i 'usreti dendan-i hasretle

gezlde-vti-aziirde buyurdxlar.

The punctuation marks indicate rhyme, e.g. gugar/-v5r, but

in the case of zebun-i £am-u-ma£lub-i kiirub are totally

misleading. This may, however, arise simply from the copyist's

misunderstanding of the text. The separation of Turkish

suffixes from the basic elements of the rhyme scheme can be

seen from this passage.

Material incorporated in the footnotes includes indication

of poetical metres in accordance with the table of metres given

at the beginning of Volume II; Persian and Arabic verse is

distinguished from the Turkish by (P) and (A) respectively,

e.g. MUt. 2(P), R (A).
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